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INTBODUC!ICif 
THE PROBLEM 
To an,one who watches television regular1y the avallabillty 
ot the Western program is apparent. During the 19S9 teleT.Lsion 
season Westems accounted tor twent7-three per cent ot the evening 
network program schedule. There ware eleven Western programs in 
pr:ime viewing time on the Allarican Broadcasting Co111pall7 (ABC) tale-
vision network, eight on Columbia Broadcasting S7stea. (CBS), and 
nine on the National Broadcasting Company (NOO) weekly. It 1s the 
purpose of this study to: 
1) describe the origin and characteristics of the ucyth of 
the Westam hero; 
2) record the growth and developnent of the Westem program 
on television; 
.3) compare traditianal concepts of the Westem hero with 
the hero image displaT&d on televiaion; 
4) attempt to explain the success of the television Westem 
in terms of audience needs and desires; and 
S) offer suggestions to aid in maintaining the strength of 
the Western format. 
1 
IMPOR'rJ.NCE OF '!'HE S'l'UDY 
Critics of television are quick to present blanket con-
damnations of Westem progr8111Bing. 'l'he fact remains, however, that 
the Westem. format has been extremely successful in all toms of 
mass media, at least as far as the audience is concemed. Although 
this thesis is by no stretch of the imagination an aggressive de-
fense of the Western, it is hoped that some of the manifest and la-
tent reasons for the success of this particular type of pl'Ogram 
will be Jll8de available. It is believed that there has been a gradual 
and continuiDg e-volution of the Western to a point where the program 
as a type can provide cert.ain useful tuncticms in a mass society-. 
On the other hand it is also believed that overexposll1"'8 and satura-
tion of the Westem hero myth involves definite probl.as that will 
have to be solved by those persons connected with the creation ot 
We stem programming. 
If these reasons for the success of the Westem can be de-
veloped, the beliefs explained, and the problems e:x:posed then it is 
felt this thesis will be justified. 
D.A.'U. FOR STUDY 
This study 1s based on data from several sources, some 
directly related to the subject, and sane related indirectly to 
the subject but vi tal in understanding certain aspects of the 
Western hero myth. The data directly related to the telerlsion 
Westem has been taken from business periodicals concerned with 
2 
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the broadcast industry. O:t necessity, figures relatil'lg to audience 
size and composition have come from Nielsen, Arbitron, Pulse and 
Trende:x: rating and research services. An analysis o:t the program 
situations of nore than :titty network and syndicated film Westem 
programs has been made from Ross Reporta Television Index in order 
to identifT clearly the television Western formulas. Three scripts 
ot network programs, The Lite and Legend of Wyatt !arE (ABC), .!!!! 
Masterson (NBC), and Jobrm.y Ri.Dgo (CBS) have been anal1'zed :tor in-
dications ot similarities in the image o:t the hero. These scripts 
were generously supplied by the producers. 
A large body of material pertaining to the Western frontier 
has been sifted for background and understanding of the actual nature 
of Westem folklore. Critical material appqing to Western films 
has proved of value since the television Western is in essence a 
film tailored to the demands of the electronic medium. The Aaerican 
Journal of Folklore, The American Sociological Review~ The P!lcho-
analytic Quarterg, and other books and journals of the social 
sciences have provided interesting material applicable to the myth 
of the Westem hero. 
---=-==~F=o============================================~====~ 
C~I 
THE ORmlN 
Frederick Jackson Turner, Harvard history professor, caused 
quite a stir in the acad.U.c world in 1920 when he introduced his 
theory of the significance of the :frontier in American development. 
The result is that to the :frontier the American intellect 
owes its striking characteristics. That coarseness and strength 
combined with acquisitiveness; that practical, inventive tum 
of Jlind, quick to find expedients; that masterful graap of 
material things, lacking in the artistic but powerful to effect 
great ends; that restless nervous eoergy; that dominant 
individualism, working for good and evil, and withal that 
buoyancy and exuberance which comes vith freedom. • • • these 
are the traits of the :frontier, or traits called out elsewhere 
because of the existence of the frontier.l 
In many ways Tumer' s theory and descriptioo applied par-
ticularly well to one peculiar .American figure, the cowboy, who has 
excited the interest and curiosity of the general public more than 
anyone else. In reality the cowbo1 ~ have been a mique occupa-
tiODal type who was concemed with raising, branding, rounding up, 
and trailing cattle in a range industry. But the American folk 
mind likes to enshrine him as a creature beyond and above the l.atr 1 
a cavalier, or caballero, who rode with the gods and libo rode like 
a devil, a man who carried his own rules loaded in his holster, and 
lFrederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in American Histoq, 
New York, Henr.y Holt & Co., 1920, P• 37. 
4 
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a man who enforced those rules according to his interpretation-a·· 
mowtted prosecuting attorney, judge, jury, and executioner who dis-
patched all cases on the spot. He mq not have been lawless, but 
the American imagination will keep him that way, you may be sure.2 
The historical period that the 11cowboy" lived through was 
a remarkably short one. The first Texas cattle to be driven north-
ward to meet the railroad at Abilene, Kansas, established the "Long 
Trail" in 1867. In less than thirty years the •oovbo7" would ride 
into the hearts of .America, •ergi.Dg u t,he und.ciable inber:ltor 
of the Western· rc111anoe whose successive images had been the long 
hunter, the trail breaker, the voyageur, the bear hunter, the moun-
tain man, the gold washer, the scout, and the lieutenant of ca'Val.ry) 
A bo7 old enough to drive a chuck neon with the first herd of long-
horns entrained at Abilene could haTe Men the rise and tall of the 
kingdom and still have been no more than middle-aged when it lapsed 
into legend. 4 
While the frontier "cowbo;y" vas meeting the challenge of 
the range, before barbed wire closed the open trails, his myth wu 
2Joe B. Frantz and Julian Choate, The .Ailer1oan Cowbo~: The 
Myth and the Reality, Nol'IIBil, Okla., Univ. OklA. Press, 195 , P• 97. 
3Bemard DeVoto, Minority Report, Little BrOB &:co., .Boston, 
1940, P• 284. 
4Ib1d. 
-
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beginning to grow. As early as 1887 a British traveler described 
him in the following manner: 
The cowboy has at the present time become a personage; nay, 
more, he is rapidly becoming a mythical one. Distance is 
doing for him what lapse of time did for the heroes of 
antiquity. His admirers are investing him with all manner 
of romantic qualities; they descant upon his manifold virtues 
and his puclon&'&le weaknesses as if he were a demi-god, and 
I have no doubt that before long there will be ample Jll&teria~ 
f6r any philosophic inquirer who may wish to enlighten the 
world as to the cause and meaning of the cowboy myth. Mean-
while the true character of the cowboy has been obscured, his 
genuine qualities are lost in fukstic tales of impossible 
daring and skill, of daring equitations and unexampled- en-
durance. Every member of his class is pictured as a kind of 
Buffalo Bill, as a long haired ruffian who, decked out in 
gaudy colors and tawdry omaments, booted like a cavalier, 
chivalrous as a Paladin, his belt stuolc full of knives and 
pistols, makes the world to resound with bluster and bragga-
docio.5 
Probably the single most prominent factor in the develop-
ment of the cowboy myth was the emergence of the dime novel. Based 
on pioneer history and purely fictional legends, the dime novel 
was a short 25,000 to .30,000 word, paper-backed tale of heroes, 
heroll'les, and derring-do. In 1860 Erastus Beadle published the first 
in what was to become a long series of popular fiction basing its 
success on sensationalism, nationalism, and romanticism glorifying 
the pioneer first and later the plainsman cowboy. Indian scouts, 
Texas Rangers, buffalo hunters, stage drivers, and pony express 
riders became popular heroes. In spite of their crudeness, these 
5Ba.u:ma.nD'Gerald1 "On a Western Ranche," Fortnightly Review, Vol. 
XLVII, (1887), P• 516. 
=#=====--------------=========:--=-=-=-======1ft==== 
paperbacks had an irresistible appeal for the young. Indeed their 
appeal was even more widespread, for they fascinated many older 
people: the soldiers of the Civil War deTOured th• by the thousands, 
and even President Abraham Lincoln read them with avidity. 6 The 
dime novels filled the popular demand for short, low-priced stories J 
serialization added to this attraction by being less demanding on 
the reader's span of attention. That the basic pioneer theme ot 
the Beadle formula still has selling power was recent:cy demonstrated 
by Davy Crockett, king of the wild frontier, who delighted the boys 
of 19$$.7 
Thirty years of cheap fiction conceming the illusory, hyper-
bolic activities of cowboys, rustlers, evil sheriffs, roundups, 
stampedes, six-guns and branding irons brought frontier fiction into 
disrepute but not unpopularity. Serious literature found it hard 
to overcome the stigma attached to the West until Theodore Roosevelt 
published his four volume work, The Winning ot the West, between 
1889 and 1896. Roosevelt's admiration of the actual cowboy had been 
evident earlier in his book on Ranch Lite and The Huntipi Trail 
(1888). 
Roosevelt called him •the grim pioneer of our race,• who 
~rd Larocque Tinker, The Horsemen of the Americas and the 
Literature They Inspired, Hastings itouse, 1953, Argentina, P• 166. 
7Frank L. Schick, The Paperbound Book in .baerica, R. R. Bowker 
Co., N.Y., 19$8, P• $1. 
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"prepares the way for the civilization from before whose face he 
must disappear. Hard and dangerous though this is, it has a wild 
attraction that stronglY draws to it his bold, free spirit.8 
Roosevelt 1s influence attracted a group of literate men who 
approached the Westem theme with a sincere affection for, and 
understanding of, ita settlers. 'lhey attempted true character draw-
ing aDd their books were not a mere aUO,CeHion of the iapossible 
and bloodcurdling adventures that delighted the dime novel addicts. 9 
.Among these were Emerson Hough, 0 'Henry, James Ourwood, Eugene 
Rhodes, William Rame, Stephen Payne, Ollar Barker, Boss Santee, 
Philip Rollins, Bertha Sinclair, Charles Russell and others. Tbe 
central thread which binds all their work is adventure--action by 
men on horseback, extemal stories concemed with doing and not 
thinking, storiea wh.ich perpetuate a simple myth for a complex 
culture.10 
In 1902 OWen Wister, a Harvard graduate and Philadelphia 
Lawyer, tumed some of his short stories into a novel, The Virginian, 
which soon made the much-maligned cowboy a serious subject for 
literary consideration. Wister's chief triumph was the portrayal 
%rshall w. Fishwick, Alllerican Heroes: ~ and Reality_, 
Public Affairs Press, washingtoa, D. ~ •• 1954, ~69. 
9Edward Larocque Tinker, op. cit., P• 107. 
l.O&rshall F:Lshwick, op. cit., P• 213. 
8 
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of his hero, a gallant latter-day knight, spiritual descendent of 
such earlier cavaliers as John Smith or Jeb stuart. He could ride 
a horse, solve a mystery, entertain a crovd, and infatuate a girl 
11 
with equal facility. 
The Virginian established a fictional ideal for the cowboy 
hero, a recognizable type who would operate in a patterned syst• 
in which actual drama and aetting are subordinate to the hero-per-
sonality. Violent action, moral struggle, justiDe tri\B}Jhant 
would be the threads in the tapestry out of which would emerge a 
clearly recognizable picture of the hero. 
The Virginian presented a hero who vas chivalric, gentlemanly, 
and invincible. At once a symbol of freedom, individuality, and 
closeness to nature, the Virginian resembled a medieval knight on 
horseback:. dedicated to a code of personal honor and responsibility. 
Wister's novel opened a floodgate through which a steady stream of 
Westem fiction began to pour, eventu.al.l.7 reaching into all the 
mechaniSils of mass media. As Bernard DeVoto remarked: 
The cattle trade is the only .Aaerican business which has 
evoked a literature, a mythology, and graphiD symbolism of 
its own. And all of them refer to a period of less than 
thirty years. Time need not be spent exploring reas~. 
The catUe business ws localized in a part of the country 
toward which the national phantasy has always tumed, it 
had the movement of 11&8ses under a wide alc:y, its common 
routine vas both picturesque and dangerous, all its wqs and 
liM.arshall Fishwick, loc. cit., p. 211. 
9 
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fol.kways were tinged with strangeness. The cowboy waa a free 
man, an individualist, an equalitarian; his necessary clOthes I 
were remantic and his necessary behavior was claring; he was 
an equestrian, a mounted man, and from professional necessity II 
he carried his law, his security, and the defense of his 
beliefs on his thigh.l2 
As time has passed, the partisans of· the cowboy myth have 
multiplied to include historians, fiction writers, ballad composers, 
folk singers, artiste, and of course the cowboy himself' .13 The 
actual experience of the cattle kingdom has been recorded in remin-
isoences, memoirs, biographies, auto-biographies, expositions and 
descriptions, records, collections of legends and anecdotes that, 
while occasionally romanticized, stUl present an effective means 
of penetrating the fictional fog surrounding the old West. 
Real or imaginary 1 the cowboy is an excellent hero. He 
represents courage, endurance, steadiness of purpose, ·loyalty, 
honest71 honor, personal strength and ingenuity. Curiously, the 
American cowboy never became personified and idealized in any one 
character, but has 1"811l&ined a cOJilposite telescoped into a single 
folk type. Removing the miraculous from the deeds of AchUles al'ld 
Beowulf, you.·m.ut rank the cowboy alongside these traditional heroes 
in accomplishment. There is, howe"Nr, no single cowboy to represent 
him as Kit Carson personifies the Mountain Man or William F. Cody 1 
12Bemard DeVoto, o_p_. cit., P• 284. 
~oady c. Boatright, "rhe .American Myth Rides The Rarlge,• 
Southwest Review, Vol. InVI, No • .31 (SU11118r, 19$1)1 P• 158. 
"Buffalo BlllJ~:-the Buffalo h1.mter. Nor has he a synthetic and 
exaggerated representation, as Paul Btmyan belongs to the woods 
ll. 
and J umber, and as John Henry belongs to the levee and the railroad.14 
'!'he Western story with its emphasis on action and the de-
velopment of a hero seEI!led well-suited to the motion picture. In 
1903 Edwin S. Porter, one of America's trailblazing cinematographers, 
possibly borrowing an idea fran the traveling "Wild West" shows, 
produced a film "The Great Train Robbery 1 " taken directzy from a 
stage play, that changed the course of the motion picture away from 
the techniques of the stage and toward an original filmic method of 
presentation. In short, the technique that Porter had hit upon in 
assembling this 1.mpretentioua lit1;le Westem provided the key to 
the whole art of film editing, the joining together of bits of film 
shot in different places and at different times to .f'orm a ainale 1 
unified narrati.,.. .•15 
!he succeas of "The Great Train Robbe17" mOTed into opel"'L-
tion the umrritten law of the entertai.nment industries that whatever 
is popular must be duplicated. '!'he eight to twelYe minute, aingle-
reel film gave way in 1913 to the first five-reel feature length 
picture 1 "The Squaw Man," produced by three men who had never ma.de 
14rrants and Choate, op. cit., p. 10. 
l5J.rthur Knight, The Live~·st1 A Panoramic History of' !be Movies, New York, MacMi!iiii C'o., F,p. ·lb, 11. 
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a picture but who were willing to gambleJ Jesse Laalq, SUauel 
Goldlqn, and Cecil B. l>'Mille. That hiator.lo f'i.la completeq •uashed 
the prnaUiDg the017 that tbe public would not be able to sit 
through five reels of SU8tained ctertairaent on one subject. The 
16 public proved to be an achd.l"able sitter. 
Although the motion picture vu to develop to some extent 
through the Westem, unfortunately' the reverse wu not true. 
Dur~ the middle period or silent production, the Western fila 
helped to a mal'ked extent. to devel.op cinema teclmique. In the 
Westel'!l, as in the newsreel and the docu.ntary filll, the tun-
d.amen\al natu:re of' the JtOtion picture is eTident. Fram the 
start, the veey plot of the "horse-opera• called tor pall01"allic 
longahots in which the eaaera f'ollon the rideJ\"11 through 
mountaiD .,_d prairie. 1'bese longahots had to be alte:mated 
with cloae-ups, so that the identity or man and horse could 17 be established and shy heroine could gaze at strong sllent man. 
!he notable exception to the romanticized Western were the 
films or director Thomas Inee and actor W1lliam s. Hart who, working 
together, tried to create a frontier that was representative or 
reality. Hart had been a ccnrboy, understood the frontier morality, 
and was a~ of' the customary conception of the West and his own 
version of it. 
Hart's hero had been the Good Bad Man-a bard-drinking, hard-
rid.iDg, hard-shooting he-aan, often an outlaw, often the enaay 
ot law and order, but aln.vs true' to the moral code of' the old 
lbntaa Franklin, "Weste1'118 First and LutiDg,• Ql!!rterl{ Fila 
Ratlioa TV, Vol. VII, 19$2-1953, U.C.L • .A.. Preas, P• 109. 
l7Fil.Ja lotea Bulletin of' The MU8e• of Modem Art, Vol. XVI, 
Noe. 2, 3, 1949, 't~e Muse'ID of MOaern Irt, :U. f., p. 18. 
frontier. .lf'ter the First World War, Hart •s descriptions of 
the West, although essential:cy truer than anything that has 
been done since, came to be dismissed as •old fashioned.• 
Moviegoers--even Westemers-p:re.terred the more romantic version 
of the West they found in the films of Tom Mix,· Buck Jonea, 
Hoot Gibson and Ken Maynard. Now the hero was a Good Good Man, 
riding the range to protect the weak and bring the outlaws tD 
jtl3 tice. He never drank, seldom 8lll0ked and--unlike Hart with 
his blazing six-shooters--he used his pistols only when forced 
to. He was quick on the draw, tall in the saddle, hand,- with 
his rope and fists. He lived cleanq and simply, and whateYer 
complications beclouded his life uaually' came from the machina-
tions of greedy big-city "varmints•---nothing that couJ.dn 1t be 
straightened out by the final reel. This was the old West as 
city folk, country folk and the cowboys themselfts idealized 
13 
it, and each new Western o::t the period added its •bellishments 
to this popular myth. Their plots were ::tomul.a, but their tempo 
was fast, their technique clean and unoompllcated, and they 
quickly fifd their niche in the production schee of the 
twenties .. -- · 
In 1923 Par&IW)unt Pictures,speculatiag on the succe88 o.t the 
Westem story1decided to produce a big; bqet film, shot on location, 
with a top-flight director. James Cruze was assigned to f'ila "The 
Covered Wagon" adapted fl'ca a aaga of the cross-country joumey of 
the Forty-Ninera that bad appeared in the Satu.rdq EYening Post. :a,. 
combining the stars and production values that assured big-city 
box-office appeal with the sure-tire, -.11-totm p1111 of any Westem 
Paramount had come up with a new 1d.nd of wilmer-the •Bi& Weatem. •19 
It still remains the most consistent:cy lUcrative of .&merioan film 
forms, occasional:cy raising the routine horse opera to the l.eYel of 
18 Arthur Knight, op. cit. , p • 124 f'f • 
19Arthur Knight, op. cit., p. 125. 
a national epic. 20 
While the "Big Western• began a slowq evolving maturatioll 
process for the beDefit of the critics and .tau of the genre and 
the bank vaults of the major studio.. the Westem 1n general remained 
a simpl.Uied action-esoape Mlodraa. 
Producers of Westems quite evidently set their sights for an 
uncritical audience 1 one that would prefer character types to 
characters of even a.isubtle delll'leation, that would cb.ooae 
uoiting action poor]J' motivated to action less exciting but 
well motivated, and that would have no interest at all in the 
.f'acts of history. Such an audience would be predaninantly 
juvenile or jtlYenile of milld. Sevel"&l movie makers vent even 
further and frankly aiaed at an audieuce ot children. The 
producers hit their marks--they got wbat they wanted. It 
was on their imposed levels, in pictures manufactured tor the 
young and the younger, that the Westem survived for almost 
three decades. It vas a vigorous surYival in spite of adult 
indifference, for the youthful audiences were constant17 
replenished by new spectators who v1ned the repetitious 
material with delighted amazement.2l 
By 1950 every fourth feature-length movie to come out of 
HollJWOod was a Westem. 
or the more than 222 pictures which have gone before the 
oaael'U ao far this year (1950) 6.3, or 28 per cent, were 
Westema. Only 10 of these could be classified as "A" 
pictUl'U. · .Another 12 were •:a-plus" and 41 were what Hol.q-
wood calls "oaters," costing between tSo,ooo and $200,000 
apiece. Thus, while Westems approximate cme-quarter of 
Hollywood's output, foot tor foot, they represent a mWlh 
smaller fraction of the total production 1nvestment.22 
20Arthur Knight, loc. oit • .t P• 12.$. 
2lEJ.iza Franklin, "Westems, F1riJt and Lasting,• ~r1y ot 
Filma Radio1 and T~naion, Vol. VII, 1952-.3, u.c.L.A.l'U8, P• ll.3. 
22!,. F~.Brad71 •Ho~od Goes More Thatavq,• New York Times 
Magasine1 pp. 24-25, Auguat 201 1950. 
i 
Few specific types of entertainment have ever achieved the 
durability of the Western atoey. Curiously enough a stud;y under-
taken by The Motion Pict'lll"e Research Bureau in 1942 with two 
thousand respondents in forty-five towns to ascertain the likes and 
dislikes for story VJ>es seemed to indicate that audiences did not 
like Westems as much aa their popularity would warrant. 2.3 
Although it might not be a completely valid assumption to 
make, it seems that there is a tendency for people to be ever so 
slightly ashamed that they go to, watch, and enjoy Westerns. Of 
course it is not the story type but the specific story that in the 
final analyais detel'lllines audience preference. Whether the audience 
will admit it or not the Weatem has bad a well-romtded career. 
The present adult enthusiasm 111&7 not run so high, nor be ~reseed 
so extravagantly as it vas in the "teens of the century," but it 
is a satisfactory, solid enthusiasm that will respond to films that 
merit it. The public always liked good Westems, even when it 
spoke of the Westem with scorn. 24 
The motion picture Western alwa;ra had the ingredients of 
popu1ari ty. How these ingredients were fashioned to suit the de-
mands of television is our next consideration. 
2.3J.eo .A.. Handel, Holl;ywood Looks At Ita Audience, Univ. of Ill. 
Press, 19$0, p. 121-126. · 
24Eliza Frankl in, op. cit., P• ll5. 
CHAPTER II 
THE TELEVISION WESTERN 
In 1948 television began its emergence as a mass medium. 
Set production, stations on the air, network relay facilities, pro-
gramming, and television sets in use have increased to the point 
where, in 1960, there are a total of five h'tmdred and twenty-two 
commercial te1evision stations, three hundred and twenty-five mar-
kets, and an estimated number of fifty-one million television sets.1 
Television advertising rose from less than one-half billion dollars 
in 1952 to a grand high of one and one-half billion dollars in 1960.2 
Considering the continued success of the Western story in 
the motion picture medium, it is not surprising that the television 
industry jumped on the "cowboy-hero" band-wagon. The first Western 
to gain phenomenal success in video was "Hopalong Cassidy," a 
character created by Clarence E. Mulford and acted by William Boyd, 
who in 1947 gambled his financial sources to acquire the television 
rights to a series of films produced in the early 40's. Boyd's 
films first appeared in August of 1948 1,.t with the expansion of 
television he became the first cowboy hero for ;young America. The 
Hopalong Cassidy films were shown in the afternoon, when children 
!Television Age, February B, 1960, p. 63. 
2Broadcasting, Vol. 58, No. 1, Jan. 4, 1960, p. 25. 
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could scarcely be kept from their families 1 television sets, and they 
were received even more wannly than they had been at Saturday morning 
showings in the neighborhood movie houses. Probably the children • s 
affections had been increased by intimacy--it was no small thing to 
be entertaining Hopalong in one 1 s own living rooa. 3 
The first Westem adventure program to be filmed primarily 
for television was the old standby, !Jte U.. .l!!grg, which made its 
network debut on September l5, 1949. Originating as a radio show in 
January, 1933, ~X... R!!s!r Ia tile oldest continuous half hour 
Western adventure program in history. 
17 
&wJw a..MI4r 111111 !be lee • F _.. "Children 1s Waste~,; • 
or simple, straightforward, action stories that are highly moralistic. 
Primarily, the Western provides an action story which is pure 
entertainment. It affords a vicarious outlet for the bounding 
energies of t.lle very young. And if we may be permitted some 
mind searching, it goes even deeper than that. The child has 
great need of someone to love, someone to look up to, someone 
whose strength will give him security and protection. The 
Western hero becomes a symbol, a father image. • • • Just as the 
normal child has faith that his father can do no wrong, so his 
We stem hero is a symbol of the good man. And so for the 
general run of Westerns, we find there 1s
4
no attempt at character 
delineation, rather there is stylization. 
Coincidental with the 110hil.dren 1s Westerns" were the "Sing-
ing Westerns" starring Gene Autry, who appeared in ninety-one half 
hour films con C B. ·s from 1950 to 1955, and the husband and wife 
3John Sharnik, 11It 1 s Go Western For Young Men," New York Times 
Magazine, Sept. 24, 1950, p. 16-22. 
4stanley Field, TV and Radio Writing, Houghton Mif.tlin, Boston, 
1958, p. 319. 
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combination of Roy IU:lgers and Dale Evans. The fomula of the 
"Singing Westem" included a wonder horse (Champion, Trigger) and 
a companion tor the hero who served as buffoon. While the hero 1e 
•~:det.uiuo ol~:·.,...., the villain is an offender, creating criaes 
solved by the hero. The metier of the fool is failure and fiasco; 
his offenses are too stupid to be taken seriously'.$ In a burst of 
creativity the producers of Roy Rogers' shews also added a dog 
(Bullets). InterestinglY, the musical Westerns are set not .ill the 
wild west period but the present or recent past. 
The pattsm of the singing Western is ralatiw]Jr simple and, 
it seems, sUE"e-fire. The basic ingred. ants are a singing 
cowboy (Autry); his horse from which he is inseparable and 
which su~ses all other horses in intelligence and st811lina 
(Champion); a your:ag man who gets into trouble and, with a 
thick-headedness which would discourage any normal being in 
two minutes, consistently' h.illders the cowboy in his efforts 
to aid him; the boy's sister, or cousin or girl relative of 
some kind; a sheriff or other exponent of the law, who puts 
up a dumb .front but :.is usually intelligent and right-minded 
undemeath, and a villain or villains •••• Through most of 
the picture Autry is usually battling singlebandedly against 
everybody else; in the end he convinces the protagonists of 
lav and order that he wag right, nabs the villains and sings 
a last song to the girl. 
··Executives of the American Broadcasting Company had financed 
a survey to find out what types of prograJIIIling the public was in-
terested in. The results of the survey, taken in 19$$, indicated 
the public would welcome more action and adventure programs. 
Sorrin E. Klapp, "Iitroes, Villains and Fools, As Agents of 
Social Control," American Sociological Review, 19$4, Vol. 19, 
pp. .$6-62. 
6percy Knauth, ''Gene Autry, Inc.,"!:!£!, t()l. '861 .?UIIle 28,J,l948, 
p~.100. 
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Accordingly, on September 6, 1955, !be Lite and Legend of W)att Earp 
~ '011. J. B C. -'l'V. Four dqs later, what had begun as a radio 
series on C B S 1n 1952, Gunsmoke, expaQded into television. A new 
term came into the lexicon of critics, producers, and televiewers 
with the overwhelming popularity of Wyatt Ear,.P and GunS!lO\ce. "J.dult 
Western 11 became a label under which any program that buttressed the 
familiar shooting and riding formula with realism, characterization, 
historical trappings, tight writing, good performances, and a more 
or less predictable finish tell. The intention of the •Adult Westem• 
was obviously to gain an even wider audience for the ever popular 
type, to appeal to the more sophisticated without sacrificing the 
vigor of the outdoor epic. 
Basically, the "adult western" has the same elements as any 
westem. The setting is the same. The horse is the prime 
method of transportation. There is the inevitable gunplay. 
Good triumphs over evil. But there are some major differences. 
Where the average westem substitutes action for characteri-
zation, the "adult westem" attempts to give its main characters 
substance and depth. Dialogue, in the average western, is at 
a minimlDII as if it were tr;yiDg to prove tbe maXim that actions 
speak louder than words. There is a good deal more dialogue in 
the "adult westem• which assists in the character delineation 
and in more acceptable motivation. The chase in the "adult 
westem" is not an essential ingredient. But all westerns, 
"adult" or not, are action druas, the difference being tbat 
this type of westem is not averse to the introduction of 
mental action. 7 
Network officials at .l B C.,.. impressed by the success of 
Wyatt Earp, were convinced that by concentrating on the Veetem stor;y 
7 Stanley Field, Television and Radio Writ .. , Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 'l'he Riverside Press, BOston, 1958, P• 3 • 
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they would be able to create their own stars and compete with the 
powerhouse operations or NBC and CBS. By the 19$7 season All) had iD• 
creased its Weste.m roster to seven programs, CBS to tour, and NBC, 
which had not presented Westems in 19$6~ bad dfJ"Nloped tour. 
By 19$8 ABC had increased its Westems to eight, while DC and 
CBS stalemated at six apiece. The beginning of 19$9 witnessed another 
increase in Westem prograaning1 .A.BJ still leadil'lg with eleven, while 
CBS and NBC remained tied with eight. In a smrt four-year period the 
number of network lll'esterns increased fr<m1 three in 19$$ to twenty-snen 
in 1959. West~~, account for twenty-three per cent or network even-
ing t~tcnd ~ 1IID the second JanuaJ.'7 Nielsen report;1 viewera 
spend twent,--aeTen per cent of their total tuning time Tiewing them. 8 
.A. study of' the year~ figures for the houra-of'..Westems pre-
sented and the percentage-of-westem viewing shows that a ratio of 
about one-to-two exists. That is, in 19$$, 1.$ hoU1"8 of Weatema took 
up four per cent of' viewers' ~irneJ in 1956, 3.$ hoUI'II occupied seven 
per cent; in 19$71 '·S hours .filled lS per 'cent, and in 19$8, 12.$ 
hours reached 24 per cent. It could be a&SUIIled that viewers in the 
19$9-60 season will spend better than 30 per cent of their viewing 
time with the. 1$.$ hours of Westerns currently presented.9 
Dur1ng the week of March 131 1960 there were 36 one-halt hour 
leDgth Westerns, nine of one-hour length, and three feature films shown 
8spoasor, March 12, 1960, P• 47. 
9Television .Age, Febl'Wil'7 81 1960, P• 28, 29. 
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in the Boston market. In the New York city area, which is a seven chan-
nel market, there were 46 one-half hour Westerns, eight one-hour, and 
four Westem feature films braodcast during the week of Febru.a.ry 7, 1960. 
The total amount and variety of Westem programming available is stagger-
ing. Not only are there an unuauall.y large number of Westerns on the 
networks, but also there are III8Xl7 syndicated fi.J.Jrls that are shown in 
pretty nearly' every major television market ·in the country. The reaul.t 
of such a saturation may very well weakea' the mythical power of the cow-
boy. If the laws of diminishi.Dg marginal utility and diJIIinishing re-
tums are operative 1n the tel.evision industry ~t would only seem logi-
cal that eventuall)" a point must be reached where the effectiveness of 
We stems begin to decline. 
The Western programs which have been bl*Oadcast as network offer-
ings or as syndicated films are included in .Appendix .A arranged in 
chronological order. 
The following table shows the number of Westem programs claasi-
fied by content areas. The category areas have bean arranged according 
to the program situation in which the program series are set. The 
program situations are taken t'l'OIIl Ross Reports-Television Index. 
'rhe content category table presents JDaD)" overlaps, for a pro-
gram such as The Life And Legend of Wyatt Earp falls under t1lo cate-
gories, that of legendary or authentic f1gllft and also law office~• · 
-~==~=================================================:~=·~====~ 
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Many of the programs also feature oharaeters subordinate to the main 
lead that serve a law enforcement function and for this reason the 
program can be classified under law enforcement and whatever else the 
situation justi.ties. The reason for detemining the number of programs 
whose situation falls into one or more ca-tegories i&.·to attempt to 
find out if there are· certain pa ttems or formulas that have emerged 
in the construction of the westem stories. 
CAT.I!nORY NUMBER OF PROORAMS 
.Anthologies 4 
Authentic or Legendary 
Heroes 10. 
Cavah?' 2 
Detecti'Ves (Hired Guns) 9 
Horse (feature) 2 
Indian 3 
Law Officers 22 
Ranchers 
a) Individual 4 
b) FamUy 3 
Musical 2 
Newspaper 3 
Roving cowboys 10 
Transportation 6 
Unclassified 1 (Frontier Doctor) 
---
I 
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Out of the seventy-two network and syndicated film westerns 
available there are twenty-two that have law enforcement themes. Of 
the twenty-eight Western programs appearing on the three teleTision 
networks as of March 12 to April 8, 1960, eight (or twenty-eight per 
cent of total western programmin•}:are:i~~d":itti.ith'.:;ttae:..:klr 
enforcement officer be he marshal, sheriff, deputy, govemment agent, 
or what have you. Thi:-s reinforces the .roraula of the Westem described 
by Robert Levine, a former vice president of programming for the 
.American Broadcasting Company, who explained the phenomenon: 
Westerns must have several basic characteristics: 
(1) Historically they are set in the period from the middle 
to the latter part ot the 19th centUZOT • 
(2) The locales are pri.marily cow towns, cattle trails, 
ranches, frontier outposts, buf.falo rqes and railroad camps. 
(.3) Charaeters are limited to cowboY'S, Perifts, marehalls, 
stagecoach drivers, robbers, Indians, buft&l.o hunters, cavalry-
men, trappers and pioneers (homesteadel'll and fal"'l18rs in a later 
period.) 
(4) All plots concem the triunph of good over evil. In 10 
almost all plots, this is manifest in a law enforcement motive. 
The prevalence of the lawman-hero in the structure of the tele-
vision Westem has several curious ramifications. Presuming 
that any representation of life to which millions expose themselves 
deserves serious study, the Westem lawman will now be eDmined from a 
psychoanalytic viewpoint. 
10s. walker, "Western still Rides High, 11 New York Times Magazine, 
April 28, 1957, P• 26,27. 
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Dr. Leopold Bellak, writing in the Poch~1c~ JleY1ew con-
cerning detective stories and related problems, came to the following 
conclusiona: 
The dynamics of the content of detective stories we believe is 
best understood in terms of psychoana:cytic language. The 
criminal and aggressive proceedings pennit a phantasy gratifi-
caticn of id impulses. In other word&, 1':1-'1 , the reader is 
permitted to identifY with the criminal. This can be sately 
done because it is sufficiently. removed from reality, and be-
cause soon the Super-Ego is satisfied that detection and pun-
ismnent will follow.~. That 1.- at'ter having identified with 
the criminal the reader is permitted to identifY with the de-
tective. • • • Aside from this pacifying of the Super-F€o, 
identification with the sleuth also is pleasurable, since he 
constitutes an Ego Ideal, with the primitive, wish-fulfilling 
characteristics of a supennan. In serials, for example the 
detective is well lmown, always wins, usually escapes danger, 
and knows all the answers, at times by means of unusual powers • 
• • • For the structural dynamics .. or the detective stor.r, we 
believe the following is important: tension and anxiety are 
more or less skillfully increased and then suddenly reduced--
the basic mechanism of pleasant experience. The cognitive 
aspect of the satisfaction with the solution is best expressed 
in terms of Ge.-lt psychology, namely that closure is ex-
perienced.ll , 
While the detecti've story and the 'Westem television program 
with a law enforcement theme may seem unrelated,in essence they are 
not. Sydney Head.,in an analysis of television drama progl'8JIIf,~lllls 
commented: 
It is noteworthy that the activities of the criminals in the 
plays are often the major subject matter in the earliest part 
of the storyJ • • • later the hero occupies the foreground 
and often takes over the same kind of aggressive behavior 
previously associated with the criminal. Another characteristic 
of the hero is what might be called his "free-floating nature" 
llLeopold Bellak, non The Psychology of Detective stories and 
Related Problems," Pezehoanalytic Review, xxxn, Oct., 1945, P• 404. 
i.e., he usuall7 does not belong to the milieu out of which 
the sto17 grows, but is imported from outside. The original 
protagonist, the person who has been wronged or otherwise 
set in opposition to the criminal~ recedes into the background; 
and the substitute protagonist moves in as champion. '!'he classic 
eDIIlple, of course, it "The !Dne Ranger,• a mysterious, muked 
figure whom nobody lmows, but who alwqs appears at the crucial 
moment to take over the fight in the name of justice and morality-. 
He is the perfect ·-o Ideal•: ordi.Jlar;y people are helplesa be-
fore the machinations of villaillJr; onl.y a chaJapion of supel"-
natural powers can lead the weak supporters of justice to a 
triumph. As a result the displacement of the original protagon-
ist by a champion, the emphasis in the s truggle tends to shi.ft 
focus from the success of' ne protagonist. s cause to the failure 
or the antagonist's cause. 
Neither Doctors Head nor Bellalc are spealcing speci!icall7 
about Westerns, but much of' what they have written applies to programs 
in which there is a confiict between law and order resolved by a hero 
who very definitely f'ul.fills the qualifications of an !go-Ideal. One 
has only to follow the activities of Wyatt Earp~ Matt Dillon, Johmly 
~o, Bat Masterson, or Mike Dunbar to draw parallels between Dr. 
Bellak's theory of the detective sto17 and the Westem. Of course 
the '\fhodunnit" aspect of the Westem is quickly resolved and the 
villain or villains clearly identified. 
l2sydney w. Head, ".l Content .Analysis of Television Drama Pro-
grams,• Quarterl.y of Film, Radio and TV, 9, 1954-55, p. 191. 
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CH.lP'l'BR III 
THE HERO MlTH AND 'l'HB WESTERN _ 
Thomas Carly'le cmce wrote that "heroes have their season.• The 
present and recent television seasons have witnessed a multiplication 
of programs centezed around the mythological figure of the Westem 
hero. Does this hero image have any value? Although repetitious 1n 
production, content, exi:~om,, Devertheless, the Westem story and the 
Western hero do seem to possess aome values that are worthwhile. Jt-
cording to sociologist Orrin Klapp, heroes offer wqa by which a group 
tries to understand problematical behavior by reducing it to simple con-
cepts and indicating appropriate ruponaes. Heroes function as noaa 
of self-judgment, aa means of simplifying group responses, as bases for 
solidarity, al¥i as guarantors of socially neceaaary sentiments. Tra-
ditionally symbolic heroes perpetuate colJ.ectiw values, nourish 
social.l.y necessary sentiments, and provide a modal of identification 
by the group-one might say its better aelt .1 
Psychoanalyst Otto RaDle has interpreted the hero as a collec-
tive ego equipped with all the excellences.2 
lorrin Klapp, op. cit., P• 57. 
2otto RaDle, 'l'he ~h of The Birth of The Hero, TraDs. by Drs. 
F. Robbins and Smith EJ¥ eliife, Publ. RObert Brunner, N.Y., 1952, 
P• 68. 
'Zl' 
Dr Warren Balicer, writing in the Pmhoanalytic Quarterl:r, has 
considered the fictional .fol'llula o.f the Western as being 11a facade 
behind which a f'ar more ancient and universal battle rages having to 
do with the task of' every child to master the dark .forces of' the 
oedipus which threatens to inhibit his progression into maturity; the 
Western story may be considered as a heroic myth in which are con-
cealed the themes o.f oedipal and other confiicts. 113 Dr. Buker pro-
poses the following: 
The central .figure in the frontier myth is not the stlRp-pulling1 
land-tilling patriarchal settler who was probably the real.l.y' 
significant person 1n the westward eJq>ansion o.f the United States, 
nor is it the artisan, businessma, and industrial organizer 
who .followed in his path. It is, rather, a man who captures the 
pioneer virtues of' self-reliance, courage, initiative, and 
fraternal interdependence in the face of cCJIUlOn danger. In the 
westem ,,_..one easU7 recognizes him as one. who in other ti.mes, 
other costumes, other dramaa has struggled in the valle)"S of the 
Euphrates and the Nile, 1n Greece, Spain, Scandinavia, and 
Camelot. He is the Hero. In the Western legend he bas exchanged 
his shining helmet for a .ten-gallon hat, his breastplate .for an 
embroidered. shirt, and his lance f'or a pair of' six-shooters. 
The scene has shif'ted to the .berican Southwest; ranch houses 
and sheriff's. offices have replaced castles, and saloons and 
hide-outs have been substituted for lairs ot dragons; but tbe 
Hero 1s in~rminable adventures f'oUow the ancient patterQ. l~ 
is apparent that the cowboy hero is the eternal son, repetitively 
and compulsively acting out an archetypal f'antas,..4 
The predominaD.ce of' the Western hero, .first in motion pictures 
and now in television has given the .Aaerican audience a valid , · · 
3war.ren Barker, "The Stereotyped Western Story: Its Latent 
Meani.Dg and Psychoeconomic FunQtion, 11 P&ehoanalztio 9uarte£tz• ··Vol. 
XIIV, 1955, P• 270. 
4 Ibid., P• 271. 
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psychological symbol tor self-identification. Deepite the tact that 
the Westem hero operates in a general.ly stylised, otten ri&id drama-
tic framework, he stUl is an embodhlent of individualism in a 
society tending towards massness and submiasion of individuality. 
The modem substitutes tor the myths and fairy tales of earlier timee 
are the motion pictlU"es and television. It is little wonder then 
that sto17 themes are consciously borrowed .from mythology and ma;r 
reassert timeless unconscious themea.5 
Dreams, daydreams, legends, myths, and other fictions share the 
common dynamic element of a struggle between wish and inhibition. 
One is justified in believing that these legends serve an inte-
grative educational function, especially for the young child, 
and they are by no meaaa etirel,y - passiw, regressive, or pur-
poseless pastime. Like the militar.r commander who engages his 
troops in tactical maneuvers with an i.magi.nary or simulated 
enemy, the boy utilizes the "Western" to anticipate difficulties, 
to experiment, and to seek socially acceptable and tolerable 
answers to his moat urgent and pressing unconscious emotional 
conflicts •••• Perhaps the hero of the Western .myth, like the 
ancient and honorable heroes of other lands and times, fglfills 
·a definite need at some time in the life ot every child. 
It is undeniable tbat the Western story inolllies ingredients 
that are not on the surface ver.r wortb7. Excessive violence, wars, 
and destruction are not in themselves meritorious themes. But the 
Western has the capacity to express in a .f\mdamental and dramatic 
manner very basic themes that are part of the Americlan heritage. Selt-
prese~tion, individual choice, human liberties and rights, and the 
1955, 
5John Sldnner, •Censorship in Films and Dreams," American Imago, 
Vol. III, No. 3, pp. 223-240. 
6warren Barker, op. cit., p. 279. 
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value. of property are repetitiously portrayad in Westerns but the por-
, 
trayal, regardless of the s tigma of cliche, does not detract trom the 
real worth of the theme. There must be a distinction between the 
legitimacy of a form and the skill of its eDcution. Hopefully' the 
quality Western will al~s be plrt of the American scene. 
No nation can do without its heroes, but modern literature, 
paychologically oriented as it is 1 has not supplied us with 
many .talwarts. Undoubtedly we shall in time get better 
psychological fiction, but just now it is ridden with perverts, 
neurotics, cowards and other abnormal cases, and no one is 
heroic, not even the ps,.cbiatrist. 'l'he heroic vigor of the 
Christian martyr and knight seema to be lost to view under 
an accumulation of dimly understood ceatwMa. This dearth 
of heroism may be the chief reason for the current rash of 
westerns, where at least one strong, valiant man is a must. 7 
It is true that there baa been a movEIIlent of the Western, 
first in films and now in \elevision, towards a paeudo-ps,.chological 
approach that utilizes clinical descriptions of the half-crasy desper-
adoes who roamed the West, and develops the hero, not as a Nietzschean 
superman, but as a man lilo hesitates, suffers, and is afraid. To the 
extent that the "Adult Western" explores the motivation and personality 
of the hero it 1a 'ri.lid; but if this type of approach becoaes moraJ.l.T 
ambiguous and destroys the hero concept it will contribu18 to the de-
generation of the Western into something akin to psychological drama 
in a period setting. The hero is the basis of Westem drama and the 
destruction of one is the destruction of the other. 
7Robert F. Ellis, "The Appeal of The Western Movie 'l'hriller,• 
America, May 17, 1958, p. 228. 
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In most cases an adult approach does not damage the Western 
because it continues to function within the folklore fomula. A. 
stylized form of storytelling perJd.ts variations within the preaenta-
tion itself', variations in the adroitness with which the form is 
handled, variations in the persuasiveness of cbaraC'ters and situations.e 
Folklore demands a rigid fol"JJl. If one is to feel the power of 
the gods, repetition is required. It is precisely the rigid 
form of the lleste:rn which gives the content. mythological weight 
and significance. This requires a ritualistic handling, with 
a rigid cast of characters similar to that ot the Collll8dia 
dell'arte and a strict orthodoxy like that ot the Japanese 
Kabuki theater. 9 
J.dmittedly the Westem is repetitive, but even repetition has 
aesthetic significance. Moreover, the r~id form requires speed, 
action and movement, and, in propitious circumstances, can contribute 
to a dramatic conclusion. In addition, it creates an enomo'US demand 
for freshness within the limitations of the stel'80t1})8, an aesthetic 
stimulue as good as any.10 While the DUIIlber of plot• in a Westem 
is limited, the variation in character is infinite. Hubbel Robinson. 
producer of GUD811l0ke in its early days, has said, "The key to interest 
in programs is character. There's nothing wroxag with a western that 
a fresh character wuldn't cure, but the very nUIIlber of these shows 
8Arthur Knight, tt'l'h:ree From The West," Saturd.ay Review, Jucy 
301 19.5.5, P• 26. 
%arr;y Schein, Trans. from Swedish by Ida Alcock, "The Ol.1Jnpian 
Cowboy," The American Scholar, Vol. XXIV, No. 31 (SlliJIDler, 19.5.5), p. 310. 
lOibid., P• 311. 
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makes such .freshness extremely hard to come b7. Another Western has 
to be terribly different. • • • It you don 1t care about the leading 
character, it's hard to care about the situation he involves hillselt 
in ... ll 
.Allied with the hero-image indigenous to the Westem is the 
element ot ritualism. The denouement of the Western is rarely novel 
and the triumph of the hero is obligatory. 
Also characteristic of the western is the public 1s relationship 
to it. The desire to experience the same thing time atter time 
implies on the part ot the public a ritualistic -passivity 
31 
similar to that which one tinds in a congregation at divine 
service. It cannot be curiosity which drives the public to the 
western; there is no wish tor something ditterent and unfamiliar, 
but a need for something old and well lmown. One can scarcely 
talk about escape from reality in the usual sense; it is a hyp-
notic condition rather than a complicated process ot identitica-
tion; the magic of repetition.:12 
Not only are the thpes and pattern of the Western ceremonial, 
but also the personality characteristios ot the hero are tmiversal. 
The hero is a supernormal deViant exceeding others in courage, self-
abnegation, devotion to duty, pb7sical prowess, and proving himself 
by exceptional acts. The hero dominates the action, symbolizes sue-
cess, perfection, and the conquest of evil. The hero may have doubts, 
he may be searching for a meaning to lite, and once in a great vbile 
J4Iubbel Robinson, "Evaluation of Television Programming Today • a 
Television Magazine, December, 1959, p. $0. 
12Robert Warshaw, "The Westerner, tt in Essap Toda;r, Edit. Richard 
M. Ludwig, N.Y. Harcourt Brace, 19$.5, p. 6$£t. 
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he mq make a mistake, but in the final analysis the hero overcomes 
all obstacles and all enemies. Like the Odyssey, the stor;y of the 
hero is the story of a man, one who vas never at a loss. 
Robert Warshow has described the characteristics of the 
Western hero in depth in his essay •The W'estemer" which is an ex-
cellent source for comprehending the implications of the heroic 
cowboy. Warshow describes him in the following .fashion: 
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The Western hero, by contrast, is a figure of repose. He re-
sembles the gangster in being lonely and to some degree melan-
choly. But his melancholy comes from the simple recognition 
that life is unavoidably serious, not from the disproportiona 
of his own temperament. And his loneliness is organic, not 
imposed on him by his situation but belonging to him intimately 
and t estitying to his completeness. The gangster must reject 
others violently at" draw them violently to him. The westemer 
is not thus compelled to seek love; he is prepared to accept 
it, perhaps, but he DeVer asks of it more than it can give, and 
we see him constantly in situations where love is at best an 
irrele•ance. If there is a voman he loves, she is usually 
unable to understand his motives; she is against killing and 
being killed, and he finds it illpoaaible to explain to her that 
there is no point in being against these things: they belong 
to his world.l3 
The characteristics of the woman in Westems follows certain 
identifiable patterns. Basically, women are of two types, good and 
bad. The good wcman generally redeems the hero and the bad woman 
is redeemed by the hero. As for the good woman: 
Very often this woman is from the East and her .failure to under-
stand represents a clash of cultures. In the American mind, 
refinement, virtue, civilization, Christianity itself, are-:seen 
13Robert Warshaw, op. cit., P• 66. 
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as feminine, and therefore vanen are often portrayed as possess-
ing some kind of deeper wisdom, while the men, for all their 
apparent self-assurance, are fundamentally childish. But· the 
west, lacking the graces of civilization, is the place ~here 
men are men11 ; in Western movies, men have the deeper wisdom and 
the women are children. Those women in the Western movies who 
share the hero •s understanding of life are prostitutes (or, 
as they are usually presented, bar-room entertainers)--vomen, 
that is, who have come to understand in the most practical way 
how love can be an irrelevance, and therefore "fallen women." 
• • • In Western movies the important thing about a prostitute 
is her quasi-411&sculine independence: nobody owns her, nothing 
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has to be explained to her, and she is not, like a v.lrtuoua~ 
woman, a "value" that demands to be protected. Whenthe Westerner 
leaves the prostitute for a virtuous woman-for love--be is in 
fact forsaking a way of life, though the point of choice is 
often obscured by: having the prostitute killed by getting into 
the line of fire .14 
The television Westem varies slightly from the motion picture 
Western in the presentation ot its bad womenmcl not at all in its 
portrayal of the good women. The bad woman is made more respectable 
in television in the characterizations of "Kitty• a 1aloon proprietress 
in Gunsmoke, "Beth Purcell" who runs a boarding house in Cimmarron 
City, and "Annette" a french...yoman who owns Hotel De Paree in the 
Colorado gold fields in the program of the same name. It appears as 
if property ownership bestows added virtue Ibn the unmarried W•stern 
woman. The good woman in the television Western is epitomized by 
ntaura" in Jo!mnz Ringo. !be instructions by the producer to the 
writers of this program describe the feminine lead in this fashions 
While Laura is every soft inch. the feminine woman, she is not 
by any stretch ot the imagination, a whining female. She is 
l4Robert Warshaw, op. cit., p~:-66. 
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the kind of wcaan Ringo can love for her beauty and understanding 
and respect her mind at the same time. He knows better than to 
push Laura if she isn't too happy with him at the time.l5 
The Western hero shares many personality and philosophical 
traits in common with his heroic brethren and the manner in which 
these traits are developed within the individual characterization are 
tribute to the cleverness of Western scenarists. The attempted ser-
iousness of some Westerns results .t.rom an introduction of physical 
and psychological realiam. But realism, when it is possible, does 
not detract from ritual. 
The proper fl.Dlction of reali8111 in the Western movie can only 
be to deepen the lines of that pattern. It is an art 1'oa 
for connoisseurs, where the spectator derives his pleasure from 
the appreciation of minor variations within the working out of 
a pre-established order. • • • If the hero can be ahom to be 
troubled, complex, fallible even eccentric, or the villain 
given some psychological taint or, better, some evocative 
physical mannerism, to shade the colors of his villainy, that 
is all to the good. Indeed, that type of variation is absoluteq 
necessary to keep the type from becoming sterile; we do not 
want to see the same movie o'nr and over again, only the same 
form.l6 
It is possible to consider the Western hero as an mintentional 
existentialist. To the Kierkegaardian~ded life itself is important. 
Within this mental framework the idea of death becomes an essential 
part of life. Only through the knowledge of death does man reach 
real existence; thus anxiety becomes an integral part of being. How 
does this affect the gunman hero? 
l5Four Star Productions, Johnny Ringo, Jme 18, 19$9. 
l6aobert Warshaw, op. cit., p. 69. 
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• • • The Westerner could not fulfill himself if the moment 
did not finally come when he can shoot his enemy down. But 
because that moment is so thoroughly the expression of his 
being, it must be kept pure. He will not violate the accepted 
form of' combat though by doing so he could save a city. And 
he can wait.l7 
Not only is the Western hero unknowingly a practicing Existen-
tialist, he is also operating in the area of the categorical impera-
tive of Immanuel Kant in which obligation often becomes the final 
and unique goal of action and the result is "come what mq, do what 
should be done." 
The Western hero presents an image of personal nobility in a 
modem world in which motivations are hazy, frustration is widespriad, 
and moral confusion rampant. Westerns are severely criticized for 
violence in an era in which the future at times appears to be a dire 
prediction of ultimate violence. The fact that the Western hero is 
representative of virtue and especially of aerican virtue seems 
to be lost by critics, but fortunately not by the audience. The 
Western hero represents ethical and moral values more powerfully than 
any other American art fol'll, but latently what the Western hero strug-
gles for is the justification of his existence as an Ego-Ideal. 
What does the Westerner fight for? We know he is on the side 
of justice and order, and of course it can be said he fights 
for these things. But such broad aims never correspond exactly" 
to his real motives; they only offer him his opportunity. The 
17~., P• 67, 
Westemer himself, when an explanation !.s asked of him (usual.l7 
by a wcman), is likely to say that he does what he "has to do." 
If jlstice and order did not ccmtinually demand his protection, 
he would be without a calling. Indeed, ve come upon him often 
in just that situation, as the reign of law settles over the 
West and he is forced to see that his day is over; those are the 
pictures that end with his death or with his departure for some 
more remote .frontier. What he defends, at bottom, is the purity 
of his own image--in fact his honor. This is what makes him 
invulnerable •••• The image the Westerner seeks to maintain 
can be presented as clearly in defeat as in victory: he fights 
not for advantage and not for the right, but to state what he is, 
and he must live in a world which permits that statement. The 
Westerner is the last gentleman, and the movies which over and 
over again tell his story are probably the last art form in 
which the concept of honor retains its strength.l8 
There has been a tendency for the television Western to include 
more and more current morality into the mythological pattern, the 
result being a series of programs simplifying complex problems. l Racial I 
i 
discrimination, corrupt politics, family disturbances, and other issues 
have been the thematic material of progr~s like Ohel!Dlle 1 Wagon Train, 
Laramie, and Rawhide. At their best these prograJns are i'orceful and 
the meaning is not obscured or adulterated. At its worst the power-
ful Western has degenerated into an odoriferous amalgam of horse and 
soap opera. 
The Western hero is a man holding his destiny in his hand 
in the form of a revolver. It is true that the hero •s moral code, 
altho~h compelling, presents a moral ambiguity, for the hero is in 
the last analysis a killer of men. Violence for the sake of violence 
l~bert 1Aarshow, op. cit., P• 67. 
I 
I 
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is gross sadistic sensationalism which is neither necessary nor proper 
in the true Western form. Violence that is meaningful must be justi-
fied morally as the elimination of evil to protect good. In the 
Western form the stereotype of the law offiCer has been the most 
apparent means of reconciling the problem of violence. 
Those values f: of the Western J are in the blage of a single man 
who wears a gun on his thigh. The gun tells us that he lives 
in a world of violence, and even that he "believes in violence.• 
But the drama is one of self restraint: the moment of violence 
must come in its own time and according to its special laws, or 
else it is valueless. There is little cruelty in Western movies 
and little sentimentality; our eyes are not focused on the 
sufferings of the defeated but on the deportment of the hero. 
Beally, it is not violence at all which is the "point" of the 
Western movie, but a certain image of-;.a man, a style which ex-
presses itself most clearly in violence. Watch a child with 
his toy guns and you will see: what most interests him is not 
(as we so much fear) the fantasy of hurting others, but to 
work out how a man might look when he shoots or is shot. A hero 
is one who looks like a hero. 
WhateYer the limitations of such an idea in experience, it 
has always been valid :in art, and bas a special validity in an 
art where appearances are everyth:ing. The W'estem hero is 
necessarily an archaic figure; we do not really believe in him 
and would not have him step out of his rigidly conventionalized 
background. But his archaicism does not take away from his 
power; on the contrary, it adds to it by keeping him jwt a 
little beyond the reach both of common sense and absolutized 
emotion, the two usual impulses of our art. And he has, after 
all, his own kind of relevance. He is there to remind us of 
the possibility of style in an age which has put on itself the 
burden of pretending that style has no meaning, and, in the 
midst of our anxieties over the problem of violence, to sug-
gest that even in killing or being killed we are not freed from 
the necessity of establishing satisfactor,r modes of behavior. 
Above all, the movies in which the Westemer plays out his 
role preserve for us the pleasures of a complete and self-
contained drama--and one which ~till effortlessly crosses the 
boundaries which divide our culture-;;in a time when, other 
more consciouslY serious art forms are increasingly complex, 
uncertain, and ill-defined.l9 
Robert Warshow 1 s comments have referred' specifically to the 
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Western movie and not the television Western. The differences between 
the two forms are not very great. A. one-hour length television program 
is a bout twenty minutes shorter in running time than an average feature 
length movie. The average total cost for time and talent in an hour 
long television program of the Western type is approximately $160,000. 
fiMi Western .feature film may have a budget running into several million 
dollars, but this is an exception. A Western feature film has a 
greater potential in expressing the form more artistically than its 
television counterpart, for the Western on television is a series of 
programs dependent on strong character leads for continuity. The 
basic ingredient of both mediums is the hero personality. While the 
motion picture Western has a wide range of possibilities, the tele-
vision format must create a hero or heroes and maintain and build a 
collective interpretation having almost the character of a legend. 
The television Western is also subject to the interruption of com-
mercials which, though unquestionably an economic necessity, do de-
tract from the dramatic impact of the program. John Champion, pro-
ducer of Laramie, has explained the b1rth of this series in a personal 
letter to the author. Mr. Champion describes the process in the 
l9Robel't Warshaw, op. cit., P• 76. 
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following manner: 
~, with an hpur-long westem series in mind, writers are con-
tacted. Ideas are reduced to paper. Characters begin to evolve. 
A ranch begins to look like an interesting base of operations--
a working ranch where a family lives. A name is given to it: 
"Laramie." 
Before long, it is apparent a woman will constantly be in the 
way of action, so the gender of the series becomes exclusively 
masculine. Even so., a note of softness, of uncertainty is needed; 
if for no other reason than to contrast with a pair of rugged 
men who soon evolve as the two "leads.• 
In this way a young boy becomes part of the chemist!'J'• Still 
the mix does not seem just ri&ht •• What is needed is someone to 
add flavor and color, an older man well beyond his prime--one 
who can look back at the past and see it cast its shadow across 
both present and future events. In brief, an interpreter, a 
human catalyst. 
Now the personal chemistry seems right. The characters of 
Slim, Jess, young .Andy, and the omnipresent Jonesy begin to 
orbit. Plot lines are then drawn, weighed against the characters, 
testing them repeatedly in varying kinds of situations. Some 
minor alterations crop up in the form of suggestions from the 
sales department, publicity office and etc. Some are integrated. 
Most are not, because time has now suddenly become the enemy. 
With the so-called •selling season" close at hand, the area 
of creative discussion quickly terminates. Pressured by the 
need of having a product ready while sponsors still are uncom-
mitted and., as a result, heavy with cash, all effort is bent 
toward getting a "pilot" film completed. From this point on, 
Madison Avenue takes over. 
It reaction is vavorable to the "pilot, n the series is prac-
tically assured of becoming a "regular" each week in teleVision 
logs throughout the countl'J'. If not, all the hard work and 
expense goes down the drain. For those involved in the latter 
instance, all they can look forward to is developing another 
project--and hope for better luck. So the cycle begins again. 
For the most part, this is the history of "Laramie. • As can 
be seen, the guiding philosophy tends to be economic--or at 
the very least must serve economic ends. To do otherwise is 
to wind up creating for the Saturday Review of L1 tera ture, a 
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circumstance that might be pleasant but nevertheless rather far 
removed from television's whirlwind scene.20 
The thirty-minute television Westem generally allocates 
twenty-six and one-half minutes to the stor,y and the balance to the 
col1111ercial messages. To tell a meaning.t'ul story in twenty-six min-
utes is tmderstandably a difficult task. To continually provide worth-
while material over a thirt,y-nine week period extending into four or 
five television seasons is probably impossible. A significant char-
acteristic of the quality Westems has been the abtmdance of satis-
fying programs presented. This is feasible because of the Wlending 
hero-image and moral framework characteristic of all foms of Westem 
productions in whatever media presented. 
The commonality of the heroic figure can be amplified by an 
analysis of three separate scripts representative of the Wzatt Earp, 
Bat Masterson, and Jghnnl Ringo programs. Each program will be con-
sidered in turn and a sliUIIlary will attempt to illustrate parallels in 
structure. 
20r.etter from John Champion, Revue studios, Universal City• 
Calif., February .31 1960. 
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CHAPTER lV 
THREE WESTERNS, THREE HEROES 
The Life and Legend of !latt Ea~ made its network debut on 
ABC September 6, 1955 and, although it preceded G\lllSmoke by only' 
four days, can therefore legitimately claim to be the first "adult" 
television Westem. The program is filmed at Desilu studios, pro-
duced by Wyatt Earp :&lterprises, stars Hugh O'Brian as the legendary 
lawman. The average audience rating for Wyatt EaFF in November of 
1959 according to A. c. Nielsen Company was 25.2 which means that the 
program reached approximately ten million homes per average mmute. i 
Since its first showing 'Wyatt Eaey has been successful, generally being 
in the top ten network programs rating-wise. Material for the series 
is based on a book by Stuart Lake, Wyatt Earp, Frontier Marshall. 
Bat Masterson is also based on a book of biographical informa-
tion written by Richard O'Connor. The progr8Jil appeared on NBC October 
8, 1958, stars Gene Barr.y in the title role, and is produced by Ziv 
Television Programs Incorporated. The average audience rating for 
Bat Masterson during November, 1959 was 23.4, meaning that the pro-
gram reached nine million homes per minute or one million less than 
WY;att Earp. Bat Masterson has been a very successful program 
lTelevision Age, February 8, 1960, p. 27,, 28, 29, 72. 
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audience-wise and is available in Japanese and Spanish for foreign 
market sharing. 
Johnny ~o is produced by Four Star Productions for CBB-TV 
and appeared in early October, 1959. The program is based on the life 
of the famous gunfighter and was created by Aaron Spelling. Don Durant 
plays the title role. During the month of November, 1959 Johnny Ringo 
scored a 19.5 average Nielsen, which translated means that the program 
reached slightly more than eight million homes per minute (two million 
less than wzatt Earp, one less than Bat Masterson). JohnpY Ringo is 
not expected to return to network teleVision in the fall 1960 season. 
Wyatt EaJ;p and Johnny Ringo revolve around a oentral figure 
who is a lawman, the first being concerned with the marshall of Dodge 
and Tombstone and the second with the sheriff' of Velardi, Arizona. 
Bat Masterson revolves around a hero who is a roving gambler 
and what might be called a part-time lawman. There are many sjm]Jari-
ties in the programs. Each episode of each program begins with a 
ballad extolling the virtues and virility of' the central character. 
In the three scripts included in this thesis Wyatt Earp aids in the 
rehabilitation of an ex-convict, Bat Masterson eliminates a brutish 
villain who dominates ~. town, and Johnny Ringo shoots a gunfighter who 
2 
has murdered his deputy's paramour. 
Most significant in the programs are the characteristics of 
2Scripts included in Appendix B. 
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the hero figure. Bravery, honor,· integrity, intelligence, understand-
ing, and decisive action are the personal attributes of the legendary 
"six-gun Galahads" who solve the problems of their less fortunate 
neighbors. Female characters appear in each program representative of 
the familiar "good-bad girl" or dance hall queen with shady past. In 
Johnny Ringo and Bat Masterson these \Ulfort\Ulate ladies are killed by 
a villain 1s bullet but are revenged by the hero. In W';(att Earp the 
female lead is left in a situation in which she is reunited with her 
original lover while her husband is imprisoned for a crime that the 
lover had been accused of and had completed a jail sentence as a 
result. 
Romance is not lacking in any of the programs, but in two it 
ends tragically with the death of the heroine. Villains are naturally 
not as carefully drawn characters as the heroes, for seemingly the 
proper function of the villain is simply to provide a plausible reason 
and opportunity for the hero to be heroic. The villain is the pro-
tagonist who initiates the moral dilemma resolved b,y the hero. Varying 
degrees of violence are necessary in overcoming the villain in the 
programs. Violence serves as a means for the resolution of the con-
flict. 
To the severely intellectual critic these programs are deplor-
able and not worthy of analysis. The fact remains that ten million 
homes view them weekly. There can be little doubt that these programs 
must serve some function in society; what that function is, is the 
content of Chapter V. 
CHAPTER V 
THE AUDIENCE AND 'mE ADVERTISER 
Television broadcasting is a business whose lifeblood is adver-
tieing. The goal of the advertiser is to deliver a commercial message 
to the largest possible number of consumers at the lowest possible cost. 
The average evening network Westem reaches twenty-six per cent of all 
the nation's children between four and eleven years of age; twenty-one 
per cent of the nation's teen-agers; twenty per cent of all the nation's 
1 
women, and almost nineteen per cent of all the men. In March of 1959 
far more people saw Wag cn Train during one night than the total readers 
I 
that scanned over much longer periods su.C!'h publications as Reader~ s 
Digest, This Week, and ~·2 
It is little wonder"tbat .. the advertiser has jumped on the 
Western bandwagon considering the success of the format with the 
audience. Western programming re.ached a high point in 1957 and is 
currently at its lowest point since 1955, but twenty-seven Westems in 
a highly competitive situation in 1960 get virtually the same rating 
three Westerns drew several years a go when the picture was far less 
crowded.J The end of the television Westem is not now in sight and 
1AdYertising Aje, February 9, 1959, P• 4. 
2sponsor, May 9, 1959, P• 20. 
3Television jge, February 8, 1960, P• 29. 
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it is safe to assume that as long as Westem programs individually and I 
collectively draw high ratings. they will constitute an important part j 
of the prograDIIIi.ng. II 
A study of Brunswick., New Jersey, better known as "Videotown.," 
a test community surveyed annually by the Cunningham and Walsh adver-
tising firm, disclosed in 1958 that 76% of males questioned preferred 
Westems while a scant 10% disliked them. One odt of three women in-
dicated a dislike for Westems., but 27% favored them.4 
The amazing size of the audience for television Wastems can 
be explained by the per cent of average audience measured by major 
geographic categories for October 1957 and October 19587 
The following tables indicate the per cent of average audience 
viewing Westems, the composition of the audience for Westem programs, 
and the educational and age levels of Westem program viewers. 
4Broadcasting, November 17 1 1958, Vol. 55, No. 201 P• ,31. 
5Broadcasting., February 91 19.59, P• 101. 
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TABLE l 
PER CM OF AVERAGE AUDIENCE FUR WESTERNS 
MEASURED BY MAJOR Gl!X>GRAPHIC CATBlORIES 
FOR OCTOBJ2 19$7 AND 1958 * 
OCTOBER 12,27 OCTOBER 19~8 
% Watching Westerns Index %Watching Westerns Index 
Total u.s. 24.8 100 25.2 100 
County Size·ia 
A 23.2 94 23.0 91 
B 27.1 109 27.8 llO 
c 24.8 100 27.0 107 
D 24.6 99 24.0 95 
Territory 
Northeast 24.1 97 23.5 93 
East Central 26.1 105 26.7 lo6 
West Central 24.0 97 26.1 104 
South 25.5 103 26.2 104 
Pacific 24.5 99 24.3 96 
a. u.s. Census categories: Class A, all counties assigned. to metro 
areas having central cities over 5001000 population; Class B, all other 
counties over 100,000 population, plus certain counties that are part 
of metro areas whose central city has less than 500,000 population; 
Class c, all other counties having over 301 000 population; Class D, all 
remaining counties. 
17:·•10:-urc......,_e_:_l~"".--,rc-. ""'Nr.ri"""e~~"is.,.e~n...,Compan~~Y~-----------· • · · •· · · 
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What kind of an audience Watches the television Westem? A 
National Audience Composition Report prepared by A. c. Nielsen Company 
indicates that Westems are accepted in viewers' homes as well-balanced 
family fare. During the periods November 9-22 and December 7-20 19$8 
the following figures were projected to millions of homes per average 
viewing minutez6 
TABLE 2 
AUDimCE COMPOSITION FUR WESTERN P:EOORAMS * 
COMPOSITION OF AUDimCE 
(In Millions) 
Length of Westem Homes Men Women Teens Children 
30 minutes 10.5 8.4 9.4 .3.2 5.2 
60 minutes 12.0 9.4 10.7 4.6 7.8 
Total 
26.2 
.32.5 
•· National Television Institute National Audience Composition Report 
The National Broadcasting Company undertook research based on 
Nielsen data in order to determine in llhat manner educational level 
affects program viewing. Westerns were found to appeal to less edu-
cated sections of the total audience but the preferences varied less 
6sponsor, February 211 19591 P• 22. 
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than 4.6 !ram persons with less than high school education to those 
who Bad attended college, seeming to indicate that Westems have a 
very broad appeal. 
The NBC analysis also indicated that Westems were predominant-
ly the favorite program on a natioaal level. 7 
TABLE 3 
EDOO.A.TIONAL LEVEL AND MAJOR PROJRAM TYPE RATINGS ... 
Westems Hour Variety Hour Drama 
EDUCATIONAL StATUS (10) (11) (6) 
Three years high school or less 30.2 23.1 17.6 
High School Graduate 32.2 24.1 19.5 
Attended College 25.6 24.1 21.2 
National Rating Average 29.6 23.8 19.4 
. ._ Source: liBC research baaed on January-February 1958 Nielsen data 
.AJDerican Research Bureau • s latest audience composition figures 
released in December o! 1959 provide a more detailed breakdown o! the 
Westem audience than previously available. 8 
75ponsor, December 20, 1958, P• 15. 
8sponsor, April 9, 1960, p. 45. (.American Research Bureau report) 
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TABLE 4 
AUDIENCE COMPOSITION OF MAJOR NETWORK WESTERNS* 
Age of Viewers Number of Viewers Number and Type of Shows 
(per 100 homes) 
Male Female 
Under 6 6 1 
6-12 19 16 
13-17 12 10 
18-29 17 18 
3D-39 21 21 
4D-49 18 18 
Over 49 24 22 
* Ailerican Research Bureau Report,December,l9.59. (based on 24 network 
Western programs) • 
The simple fact that so many people of varying ages and in-
tellect watch the weekly television Westem has been quite enough to 
motivate the audience-hungry advertiser to imitate the success pattem 
by providing an increasing amount of Westems to watch. Unfortunately 
for the advertiser there seems to be an indication that although action 
shows such as Westems draw the biggest audiences, their sponsors tend 
to be obscured. The 'most successful programs for advertisers to gain 
recognition are live variety programs., Ratings in television do not 
apply singularly to programs but also to sponsors. A sponsor rating 
is a measure of the sponsor audience as distinguished from the 
program audience, or those who <an coiTectly identify the advertiser. 
A sponsor rating is a result of the multiplication of a Nielsen pro-
gram rating by a Trendex sponsor identification rating. While 
Westerns have had high program ratings for some time, the sponsor 
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rating is generally less than a third of the program rating, possibly 
indicating that viewers are more concerned with the program than the 
commercials. 
Dr. Frances Estep, head of a New York psychological research 
firm, recently completed a study commissioned by Printers' Ink in 
which she attempts to identify indiv~duals most favorably inclined to 
program types.9 A pilot run of the Estep study submitted a combination 
of testing devices to one hundred men and one hundred women in various 
parts of the nation. Tentative data on thirty men and women most 
favorable to Westem programming produced some interesting results. 
Fifty-two per cent of the sample stated they really liked Westerns. 
The male Westem fan presented a varied profile. Most male Western 
fans are maiTied, over thirty, active, and generally well-adjusted. 
According to the Estep study an older male, over forty, highly favor-
able to Westerns may be concerned about his health. Younger W'estem 
9Printer:•s Ink, "What Programs Make People Buy?" Feb. 26, 1960, 
P• 21-26. 
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fans, 1.mder twenty, may be slightly feminine, e.g. 1 the college student 
who views Westerns to enjoy activity his real life doesn't provide. 
Female Westem fans share characteristics with adventure-crime-
mystery viewers in being at times in conflict with their environments, 
emotionally shallow, dissatisfied, driving, vigorous, masculine, and 
rebellious. Older female We stem fans also share the personal health 
concern of their masculine counterparts. 
The Estep study has grave limitations as to sample and possibly 
techniques of investigation_f but perhaps it does pinpoint some o:f the 
personality characteristics of the Westem fan. The variations upon 
the theme of the hero on which the Western depends, the general morality 
o:f the plot structures, and the hidden, mconscious existentialism of 
o:f the life-death conclusion would definitely appeal to the audience 
profile of the Estep report. More qualitative research into audience 
characteristics .will be needed: in· :tlle f'Utnre4i:' It is well known there 
is a huge audience for the Western and the next logical question is 
what kind of an audience is it? 
Of the proposed programming for the 1960 season Westerns will 
10 
account for almost one in five shows. Almost one-third of ABC pro-
grams, one-fourth of1NBC, and one-tenth of CBS will be of the Westem 
variety. 'lhe Westem program saturation has reached its peak and 
levelled off. How fast it will decline, if it does, remains to be 
10 "Whatc" s Ahead on Net TV?", Sponsor, March l2 1 196o 1 p. 35. 
I 
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seen. Several Western network programs will not be shown in 1960; 
among these are Broken Arrow, Man From Blackhawk, Black Saddle, !!!! 
Texan, Johnny Ringo, Law of the Plainsman, Hptel de Paree, and Wichita 
Town.11 Although these programs will be ott the networks they will 
-
continue to be shown on a market-by-market basis as syndicated films. 
At least tour new Western programs will be braodcast on the network 
level in 1960. 
The Western will continue to exercise its hold on the .American 
mind until human nature reoects the concept of the heroic figure~ an 
unlikely event that is frightening to contemplate. 
llBroadcasting, Vol. 58, No. 15, April 11, 1960, p. 27. 
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CHAPTER VI 
MEDIA AND MYTHOIOOY 
Investigation into the effects ot the mass media have led to 
the conclusion that the media tend to reinforce rather than alter al-
ready established taste pattems. Research conducted and collected 
at Columbia University's Bureau of Applied Social Research under the 
guidance of Joseph Klapper has led to a broad definition of escapistic 
communication into which the television Western fits rather neatly. 
Klapper's definition is as follows: 
The common denominator definition of escapistic communication, 
then, is that communication which provides emotional release by 
diverting the reader from his own problems or anxieties.l 
Klapper 1 s compiling of the findings of communications research 
completed in 1949 presented the observation that escapistic communica-
tion probably does not greatly change people 1s interests, but is rather 
used by individuals in accordance with their existing interests and 
behavior patterns. Klapper advanced the opinion that the very presence 
in the mass media of abundant material designed to serve or unintention-
ally serving an escapistic function testifies that escape impelled by 
communication has become institutionalized, and that it is therefore 
lJoseph T. Klapper, The Effects of Mass Media, Bureau of Applied 
Social Research, Columbia Univ., August, 1949 
not only related, but organic to our form of culture. 2 
If escapism is organic to American culture it is not sur-
prising that it finds a perfect v~hicle in mythology and especially 
the myth of the Western hero. David Bidney, in an article in the 
American Anthropologist titled "The Cot1cept of Myth and The Problem 
of Psychocul.tural Evolution~" adv~es the thesis that myth varies 
with the historical stages of cultural thought, but that the process 
of myth-making does not die a natural death with the emergence of 
critical, scientific thought • .3 Bidney believes that the so-called 
mythopoeic mind is a universal phenomenon characteristic of man at 
all times: all that is changed is the form of expression. 4 
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MYthology from an anthropological viewpoint has certain 
functions and characteristics that distinguish it from folklore. The 
distinctions are determined by the psychocultural context in which 
the myth exists. The characteristics of myth are as follows: 
Myth is said to be motivated, not by subjective, wishful think-
ing, but rather by the quest for an understanding of the signi-
ficance of life. Hence, unlike fai:ey tales, myths are taken 
with "religious seriousness" either as historic fact or as 
mystic truth. The typical theme of myth is tragic, not utopian, 
and its characters tend to become stable personalities of a 
supernatural order. Thus, although both myth and fairy tales 
are said to originate in fantasy and to involve the identification 
of a mental symbol with the object to which it refers, the 
2Ibid., P• Ill-6. 
-
.3David Bidney, "The Concept of Myth and The Problem of Psycho-
Cultural Evolution.," American Anthropologist, 52, 1950, p. 25. 
4Ib1d. 
-
functions of the two differ radically; whereas fairy tales are 
held to be the expression of wishful thinking and personal 
gratification, myth, at its best, is to be regarded as a 
recognition of the drama of human existence. Its ultimate 
· aim is not the wishful distortion of the world, but rather 
serious comprehension and envisagement of its fundamental 
nature. Myth is regarded as representing metaphorically a 
world-picture and insight into life generally, and may, 
therefo~, be considered as primitive philosophy or metaphysical 
thought.~ · · 
Whether the Westem story with its emphasis on the hero image 
is a fully developed mythology or not demands much greater investi-
gation. The mythology, if it is quite that, of the Westem hero as 
presented through the maes media, especially television, has many 
of the factors necessary for mythology, but it began in folklore. 
Thus yesterday's folklore becomes today•s mythology. 
Folk tales are to be considered as analogous to modern fiction 
or novelistic literature. The free play of imagination operating 
with ever,yday experience is sufficient to account for their 
origin. Thus folk tales may utilize mythological conc~pts with-
out themselves being regarded or interpreted as mytha.6 
Television presents the curious picture of a mass-manufactured 
mythology, a type of programming dependent on a rigidly structured 
story form that has its origins in folklore and has become in itself 
a peculiar mythology, the W'estem. 
The most significant characteristic that enables the Westem 
stor,y to assume the importance of mythology is the personality and 
5Ibid., p. 19. 
-
6Ib1d., p. 18. 
-
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actions of the heroic figure. All mythology demands a hero and in the 
Western story the hero is never missing. 
In the Heroic age, myths arise which deal with the exploits 
of culture heroes, who, though aided by magic and supematural 
agencies, are primarily dependent on their own efforts. • • the 
culture-hero narrative represents a transitional stage between 
the egocentric interes~ C?f the folk tale and the objective, 
universal inte~st of the nature myth. The culture hero mq 
be interpreted as "man, overcoming the superior forces that 
threaten him. n7 , 
The real mainspring of myth in all ages has been the "pragma-
tizer, tt who, through his incapacity to hold abstract ideas, is forced 
to embody them in material incidents and to clothe every thought in 
concrete sha.pe.8 
The Westem story has captured the American public in whatever 
media it has been presented, but it has been television that has used 
the mythology of the Westem hero to a point of saturation from which 
the form may possibly begin to decline in effectiveness and meaning. 
Television now reaches an audience of a size vastly greater 
than motion picture theatrical attendance at its peak. More persons 
than ever before are able to view the activities of a noble hero-image 
on horseback. A gradual weakening and destruction of this heroic figure 
is a serious problem because it may lead to disbelief in certain 
virtues that are worth maintaining. The typical American hero is the 
7Ibid., P• 16. 
-
Brbid., P• 17. 
-
picaresque cowboy adventurer embodying all the virtues and vices of 
the .Anglo-American in one folk-type. The Westem story has done 
more for television than tele"ri.8ion has done for the Western stoq • 
for the Western has presented the medium with an opportunity to pre-
sent the complexities of lite in a simple, dramatic• pa~le form 
while the medium has chosen not to use the form to its best possible 
purposes, but merely to multiply it. 
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The television Western hero, Matt Dillon, Wyatt Earp, Bat 
Masterson, Johnny Ringo, Paladin, etc., is a more complex figure than 
meets the eye, for not only does he share and embody most of the prime 
American virtues as well as some peculiar vices, but also he is con-
sciously or unconsciously an example of philosophies ranging all the 
way from Nietzsche to Kant and Sartre. The Lone Ranger represents 
a supennan with Christian principles; Matt Dillon is a curious re-
flection of the Kantian insistence on the need for acting uniquely 
for duty's sake if one wishes to perform a morally good action; and 
Paladin, in his coal black costume, is continually perplexed by anxi-
ety and the problems of dest~, liberty, and the free choice of 
existence or its alternative. As in a previous time the drawing of 
the sword was emblematic of the extrication of the hero as champion 
of men, so presently the drawing of the revolver by Marshall Dillon 
and Paladin and their comrades in arms represents their power of life 
and death. 
The Western serves a useful fl.mction in a mass society 
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for it is primarily a moralistic 'form of escapistic entertainment,al-
though at times there is something immoral about morality too super-
ficially depicted. Nevertheless, the Western provides an opportunity 
for concretization in dramatic form of abstractions concerning justice, 
honesty, ethical behavior, democratic government and a host of other 
concepts that if treated as ideas would not have the pervasive effect 
on the viewing audience that they seem to possess when wrapped in 
six-guns and saddle blankets. A Western program presents a multi-
layered appeal in which there is quite often something for eve~~ody 
from the child fascinated with horses, men, and guns to the annchair 
philosopher contemplating the decision the hero will have to make 
before the twenty-six minutes and thirty seconds are over. 
Critics may dismiss the Western as an error of popular taste, 
but by doing so they are denying the existence of a distinctly native 
American phenomenon that deserves far greater investigation and 
analysis than it has been given. What the effects of an avalanche 
of Western stories on television will be are difficult if not impossible 
to determine, but it only seems reasonable to suspect that there will 
be some reaction measurable or not. Whether the basic mythological 
structure of the Western has been violated or not is one of the most 
interesting problems. 
I 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
The distinguished anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski in a 
survey of the opinions, traditions, and behavior of the natives of 
Melanesia came to the following conclusions: 
Myth. fulfils in primitive culture an indispensable function: 
it expresses, enhances, and codifies belief; it safeguards and 
enforces morality; it vouches for the efficiency of ritual and 
contains practical rules for the guidance of man. Myth is thus 
a vital ingredient of human civilization; it is not an idle 
tale, but a hardworked active force; it is not an intellectual 
explanation or an artistic imagery, but a pragmatic charter 
of primitive faith and moral wisdom.l 
The function of myth, briefly, is to strengthen tradition 
and endow it with a greater value and prestige by tracing it 
back to a higher, better, more supernatural reality of initial 
events. 
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Myth is therefore, an indispensable ingredient of all culture. 
It is, as we have seen, constantly regenerated; every historical 
change creates its mythology, which is however, but indirectly 
related to historical fact. Myth is a constant by-product of 
living faith, which is in need of miracles; of sociological 
status, w~ich demands precedent; of moral rule, which requires 
sanction. 
America is a complex culture with an abundance of mythologies 
and an abundance of heroes. The .American imagination has been 
attracted to the heroic images of the founding fathers, the pioneer, 
lBronislaw Malinowski, Mzth in Primitive Psychology, W. w. Norton 
New York, 1926, p •• l9. 
2Ibid., P• 91. 
-
the backwoodsman, the self~ade man, the tycoon, the military leader, 
the matinee idol, th~ sports star, and others. But the one heroic 
figure who has dominated the .Ainerican scene has been the "cowboy, " 
a strong, physically attractive, fearless figure on horseback who 
serves as an embodiment o! collective virtue. 
The American cowboy as a hero~ology serves the same pur-
pose in a complex culture as the myths of the Melanesians described 
by Malinowski serve a primitive cultUre. The Western. hero sa£eguards 
morality, and by so doing strengthens tradition. The peculiarity 
of the mythopoeic nature of the Western. hero is the .fact that the 
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myth is not confined to one or a series of stories, but rather that 
the Western hero presents a central figure around whom a mythological 
form has developed. Thus the Westem story is not so much a myth in 
itself, but a framework in which the elements of MYthology interact. 
The media of television has presented the mythological structure of 
the Westem to an unprecedented degree. Although the symbolic figure 
of the Western. hero has been used to what reasonably appears to be a 
saturation point, still the Westem hero maintains the vigpr and force 
that is the essence of his appeal. Generally the Western story is 
very moralistic and often assumes a mantle of ritualism. 
An empirical study of the effect of television on children 
in Great Britain described the Western in the following mannerJ 
First, Westems present a simple situation in which the pel'-
mutations of plot, characterisation, motives, and presentations 
of violence can readily be leamed. On these grounds alone, 
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--~====~============================================-=-========*======= 
we would expect children, once they hava leamed the choreography 
of the Westems, to cease to be disturbed by the violence cm-
tained in them. 
Second Westerns are studies in black and white; crime and 
detective stories, studies in grey. In the Westems, the 
villain has no identity; sympathy with his fate is not invited. 
This is not the case in crime and detective series where the 
complex motives of the villain are often expressed and with it 
sympathy for him invited. In this way a conflict of identifi-
cation is set up in the child 1 s:-mind and makes it more difficult 
for him to experience relief when the criminal is apprehended; 
in the case of children's Westerns this relief is complete.3 
The stereotyped Western story reduces problemmatical behavior 
to simple concepts familiar to one and all. The Western has as its 
pivotal point the figure of the hero, kind, oontident, calm, authori-
tative, preoccupied with the seriousness of life. The hero represents 
a champion, who by nature of his unusual achievements in behalf of 
justice, honor, and virtue, assumes the role of an admired collective 
symbol. The traditional Westem hero serves as an effective device 
in the maintenance of collective values and the nourishment of socially 
necessary sentiments such as pride 1n leadership, respect for courage 
and self-sacrifice, distaste for vice and corruption, and an awareness 
of national destiny. The hero proves himself by exceptional acta of 
I 
courage, altruism, and prowess. By so doing the hero, through his 
superior qualities, dominates the scene of action, symbolizes success, 
perfection, the conquest of evil, and serves as a model of identifi-
cation for the group. '!he problem of creating a Western hero is in 
.3Jlilde T. Himmelweit, et al., Television and The Child (Oxford 
University Press, 1958), P• 190. 
imputing to a character the roles of social and moral leadership and 
building a collective interpretation which has the character of 
legend. 
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Television has mechanized the Western story to a point of 
saturation that may weaken the value of the fom.. Because the Western 
is basically a ritualistic setting in which the eternal figure of the 
hero operates, a weakening of the hero results in a reduction of the 
impact and value of the form. By multiplying Westel,'ns television 
has reduced the original strength of the program type. The Western 
program will always survive, simply because it is rooted in the myth-
ological necessity of the hero symbol. New generations may demand 
new heroes, but the mythology of the Western story will survive be-
cause it provides a romantically attractive central figure and it is 
rooted in the AJnerican tradition of moral action. 
The virility of the Western format may be preserved by tele-
vision if programs are so designed that understand and capture the 
basic mythological structure. A virtuous hero solving moral and 
social problems presents an ideal framework for the Western story. 
Constant variations in plot and characterization are helpful to the 
Western program, but any thematic variations that suggest moral am-
biguity or that detract from the image of personal nobility of the 
hero detract from the force of the Western myth. Heroes may not 
always act appropriately, but they must not act inappropriately too 
often, or audiences will lose interest in them. "Adult Westel"l'l8• may 
1 
present m•terial that is intended to convey meaning concerning subtle 
human conflicts, but "Adult Westerns" must operate in the fomat 
1 
setting, and presentation of violence that is characteristic of the 
Western hero myth. Fbr this reason "Adult Westems" are faced with 
the problem of effectively interpreting the myth. To the extent 
that "Adult Westems 11 effectively interpret the myth of the Western 
hero they are valuable; otherwise they become excursions into psycho-
logical drama with a frontier setting. 
6,3 I 
The Western hero has been. popular in all the fonns of mass 
media in America and has even assume.d a degree of popularity in foreign 
countries. Television has changed the exposure rate of audiences to 
Westerns from the now and then of movies to the every evening or 
several times weekly currently possible. A larger share of audience 
than ever imagined is being reached by one particular program type. 
For this reason a significant amount of research should be undertaken 
in order to determine what the effects and implications of the Western 
story are and especially what the cultural significance of the Westem 
hero-image is. The chivalric cowboy ie··;not only worthy of admiration 
but of investigation also. 
II 
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1948 
NE!'WORK AND SlNDICA.TED FIU1 WESTERN PROGRAMS 
1948-1960 
HOPALONG .CASSIDY* 
A rancher hero with Willi8Jt1· Boyd1 52 half-hour films in syndication 
since 1952. . 
NBC-TV Films, *• Boyd ProductiCila 
1949 
THE IDNE RANGER* 
Eix-Texas ranger1 composite of' all who stand for law and order, played 
by Clayton Moore. 
Jack Wrather Prod. 
1950 
CISCO KID* 
Duncan Renaldo and Leo Carillo star as roving adventurers. 
Ziv TV 
THE GmiE AurRY SEIJW 
Ninety-one hal.f-hour films with singing hero. On CBS 1950-55, 
synidcated 19$5. 
CBS-TV film sales, Flying A Prod. 
1952 
-
DEATH VALLEY DAYS 
Stories of Death Valley and the West of the 149ers with Stanley Andrews. 
McCann-Erickson, McGowan Production 
WESTERN FEATURES ROY ROOERS 
Singing rancher adventure series. 
MCA-'l'V, Republic 
LASH OF THE WEST 
Lash LaRue narrates tales of old west, 39 one-fourth hour filma 
National TV Films, Westem Adv. Prod. 
--~======*===========================================================~======-~ 
THE RANGE RIDim 
Jack Mahoney as roving frontier plainsman fighting for justice. 
CBs-TV Films, Flying A Prod. 
!2?2 
WILD BILL HICKOCK 
Guy Madison and Andy Devine as the legendary figure and his pal 
"Jingles." Fifty-two one-half hours. Debut CBS-TV June 1955. 
Fl.amingo Films, Wm. Broidy-Screen GeD18. 
12i!1 
.ANNIE OAKlEY 
72 
GaU Davis starring as the famous heroine. Eighty-one half-hour fi.lms. 
CBS Films' Flying A Prod. I 
OOWBOY G-Mm 
Thirty-nine half-hour films with Russel Hayden as govermnent investi-
gator. 
Flamingo Films, Henry Donovan. 
THE ADVFNTURES OF RlN-TIN-TIN* 
Dramatic stories of west with canine star, his master Corporal Rusty 
(Lee .Aker) and Lt. Rip Masters (James Brown) on cavalry post 188o•s. 
Debut ABC October 15, 1954. 
Kenyon-Eckhardt, Screen Gems 
STORIES OF '!HE CmlTURY 
Thirty-nine hal.f-hour films. Jim Daria as railroad detective brings 
outlaws to justice. 
Hollywood TV Service, studio City Prod. 
BalfE EAGLE 
Twenty-six half-hour films of Indians tories with Keith Larsen. Debut 
CBS September 1955, synd. 1956. 
CBS-TV Films, Frontier Prod. (Roy lbgers). 
BUFFALO BIU.., JR. 
Twenty-six half-hour films. Dick Jones as heroic son of old west. 
National spot 1955-57. 
CBS-TV Films Flying A Prod. 
JUDlE ROY BEAN 
Thirty-nine half-hour episodes with Edgar Buchanan as the hanging judge. 
Screencraft Pict., Quintet Prod. 
TALES OF 'i'HE TEXAS RANGERS• 
Twenty-six halt-hours starring Willard Parker in stories from Ranger 
.files. CBS net. Aug. 195$, S)'lld. June, 19$7. 
Screen Gems, Dist. & Prod. 
WESTERN MARSHAL 
Thirty-nine hal.fphour films with Douglas Kennedy as law officer 
(alt. title: Steve Donovan, Westem Marshal.) 
NBC TV Films, Vi-Bar Prods • 
FRONTIER 
73 
Authentic half-hour dramatizations of true stories o.f the settling or 
the old west. Debut NBC September 19$.5. 
Victory Program Sales, 'Worthington Miner Prod. 
GABBY HAYES SlOW 
Daily adventures adapted from western feature films introduced by 
Hayes. 
United Artists, Martin Stone. 
JIM :OOWIE 
Scott Forbes stars as the plainsman adventurer in the era from the 
Louisiana Purchase to the Mexican War. Debut ABC September 19$$. 
ABC Films. 
THE LIFE AND tml!ND OF WY.A.Tr EARP 
Hugh 0 1Brian as marshal of Dodge, based on book by Stuart Lake. 
Debut ABC September 1955. 
Wyatt Earp Enterp., Desilu Studios. 
GUN SMOKE* 
James 'Ames a as marshal of Dodge. Debut September 1955. 
CBS TV Films, Filmaster Prod. 
1956 
-
RED RlDER 
William Elliott stars as popular comic strip hero in Westem hour films. 
Hollywood TV Serv., Republic Films. 
WILD BILL ELLIOT 
Feature films of Western adventure, one hour series. 
Screen Gems, William Elliot. 
ADVENTURES OF CHAMPION 
Twenty-six halt-hour incidents of small boy, his dog and a wild stallim. 
CBS TV Films, Flying A Prod. 
i 
ADVENTURE5 OF KIT CARSON 
One hundred four half-hour films of mountain hero played by Bill 
Williams. Natl. spot 19$6. 
MCA TV Films, Revue Prod. 
FroNTIER DOCTOR 
Thirty-nine half-hour episodes in life of doctor in early west. 
Hollywood TV Service, Studio City Prod. 
SHERIFF OF COCHISE 
Thirty-nine half -hoUr films based on sheriff 1 s office files Cochise 
County Arizona, modem setting with John Bromfield. 
Natl. Telefilm Assoc. Dist. and Prod. 
COLT 45 
Wayde Preston as Christopher Colt, federal agent posing as gun sales-
man. Debut 1956. 
Wamer.Bros. 
CHEnNNE 
Hour long series starring Clint Walker as Cheyenne Body an itinerant 
hero. Debut ABC September 1956. 
Wamer Bros. Prod., Dist. 
BROK:m ARROW 
Adventures of Apache Indian wars of 18701 s with John Lipton as Indian 
agent, Tom Jeffers and Michael Ansara as Cochise. ABC Sept., 1956. 
TCF TV Prod., Dist. 
ZANE GREY THEATRE 
Anthology of Western dramas, Dick Powell host, guest stars. Debut 
CBS October. 
Zane Grey Prod., Four Star Films 
1957 
HAVE GUN WILL TRAVEL 
Richard Boone as Paladin, ex-u.s. A:r:'lt1y officer become adventurer and 
whose gun is for hire in 1870's. Debut CBS Sept. 1957. 
CBS TV Films, Filmaster Prod. 
'IDMBSTONE TERRITORY* 
Pat Conway as sheriff, Clay Hollister and Richard Eastham as editor 
Harris Claibourne of Tombstone Epitaph, based on newspaper files. 
Debut ABC October, 1957. 
ZIV TV Prod., Dist. 
L 
; 
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i 
JEFFERSON DRUM 
Series about fighting newspaper man in lawless mining town, Jeff 
Richards stars. Debut NBC 1957. 
Goodson-Todman Prod. 
ZORW 
Guy Williams as old California Robin type. Based on novels of 
J obnston McCulley. Debut .ABC October 1957. 
Walt Disney Studios. 
MAVERICK 
James Gamer and Jack Kelly as gambling brothers who roam West in 
late 19th centUJ.'7. Debut ABC September 1957, one hour. 
Warner Bros. 
SUGARFOOT 
75 
Will Hutchins as Tom Brewster a student lawyer moving from town to 
town in ·search of a place to settle down. Character based on magazine 
stories of Michael Fessler. One hour. 
Warner Bros. 
TRACKDOWN 
Stories set in late 1870's adapted from Texas Ranger files starring 
BPbert Culp as Ranger Hoby Gilman. Net. debut October 1957, CBS. 
Dayton Prod., Inc., Four Star Films. 
THE CALIFORNIANS 
Historical adv. series based on incidents in the gold rush dqs of 
Calif. Richard Coogan as gambling marshal of San Francisco. Debut 
NBC September 1957. 
Calif. Film J!nterprises. 
THE ·RESTLESS GUN 
John Payne as fast-drawing, roving cowboy of late 1860 1 s. Debut NBC 
September 1957. 
Window Glen Prod., Revue Studios. 
WAGON TRAIN 
Dramas presenting a visual diary of the trek Westward of a band of 
pioneers in the period after the Civil War. Ward Bond stars as Major 
Seth Adams wagon-master and Robert Horton shares series as Adams' scout 
Cling McCullough. Guest stars weekly. Debut NBC September 1957. 
One hour. 
MCA TV, Revue Prod. 
TALES OF WELLS F.AIDO 
Dale Robertson as Jim Hardie, W!!lls Fargo agent. Debut NBC March 1957. 
OVerland, Revue Prod. 
--
:OOOTS AND SADDLES 
Episodes of u.s. Cavalry on Arizona frontier. 
GNP NBC rfv Films 
'Nl!:R!Y-SIX MEN* 
76 
Tris Coffin portrays Capt. Tom ~ing in episodes based on the history 
of the_ Arizona Rangers. 
ABC Films 
1958 
-
THE TEXAN 
Rory Calhoun plays Bill Longley, a Texas rancher and gunfighter. 
Debut CBS September 1958. 
Rorvic Prod., DesUu. 
WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE 
Steve McQueen plays Josh Randall, a bounty hunter who tracks down out-
laws solezy for reward money. Debut CBS September 1958. 
Four Star Films 
WALT DISNEY PRES~TS 
One hour long adventure programs featuring "l'exas John Slaughter" played 
by Tom Tryon as hero rancher helping Texas Rangers and "Elfego-Lawman 
or GunmanJ a dramatization of Elfego Baca, Mexican gunfighter played 
by Robert Loggia. Programs altemate; Debut ABC September 1958. 
Walt Disney Studios. 
BAT MASl'ERSON * 
Gene Barry plays life of famed marshal, Indian scout, gambler J gun-
fighter. Debut October 1958 NBC. 
Ziv TV Prod., Dist. 
ClJo1MARFON CITY 
story of town in Okla. Territory, co-starring George Montgomery as 
Matthew Rockford, Mayor; Audrey Totter as Beth Purcell, who runs the 
boarding house, and John &ith as Lane Temple. The three stars 
rotate leads and have weekly guest stars. Debut NBC October 1958. 
One hour. 
MC.A. TV, Revue Prod. 
LAWMAN 
John Russell as marshal of Laramie and Peter Brown his young deputy J 
1870-75. Debut October 1958, ABC. 
Ziv TV. 
77 
RIFI.l!MAN 
Chuck Connors stars as Lucus McCain, a widowed rancher raising a young 
son Mark played by Johnny" Crawford. A dramatization of family life 
in the West, with Connors as hero displaying exceptional skill with 
rifie. 
Four star Filma. 
UNION P A.CIFIC 
Jeff Morrow, Judd Pratt, and Susan Cummings star in episodes of the 
railroad 1 s push across the continent. 
NBC TV Filllls, Calif. Natl. Prod. 
BUCKSKIN 
Tommy Nolan as sheriff of tlestem town. Debut NBC July 1958. 
NBC TV Films 
1959 
-
JOHNNY RINGO 
A gunfighter who becomes sheriff of Velardi., Arizona in late 1880's 
played by Don Durant and his deputy Cully Thomas played by Terrence 
de Morrey. Debut CBS October 1959. 
LARAMIE 
The efforts of two brothers, a self-appointed foster father and a 
young saddle tramp to carve out a living in frontier Wyoming. John 
Smith as Slim Sherman, Bobby Crawford his young brother .Andy, Hoagy 
Carmichael as Jonesy and Robert Fuller as Jess Harper, drifter. 
Debut NBC October 1959. One hour. 
MC.A TV, Revue Prod. 
LAW OF '!HE PLAINSMAN 
Michael .Ansara plays Apache Indian Sam Buckhart who serves as deputy 
u.s. marshal in New Mexico territory around 1885. Debut NBC October 
1959. 
Four Star. 
RAWHIDE 
Eric Fleming stars as trail boss Gil Favor. Debut January, 1959. 
One hour. 
CBS TV, Universal. 
REBEL 
Nick Adams plays Johnny Yuma, 20 yr. old ex-Confederate soldier who 
tries to find a place for himself in the Reconstruction days of the 
West. Debut A:OO October 1959. 
Goodson-Todman, Paramount. 
WICHITA. 1'0\\tl 
Joel McCrea stars as marshal Mike Dunbar of Wichita in decade after 
Civil War. Debut NBC September 1959. 
Mirisch-McCrea, Four Star. 
SHO'ro UN SLADE 
Scott Brady stars as private detective operating out of Denver in 
18801s. Syndicated film. 
MCA TV, Revue Prod • 
BLACK SADDLE 
Peter Breck stars as Clay Culhane one-time gun fighter tumed lawyer~ 
Russell Johnson plays Marshal Gib Scott. Debut NBC January 1959. 
Four Star. 
BONANZA 
78 
Stories of the days of the Comstock Lode and the Virginia City silver 
barons, featuring a family of rancher father and three sons, the 
Cartwrights, played by Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, Dan Blocker, 
Michael Langdon. Debut NBC September 1959 in color. 
NBC TV Films, Paramount Pict. 
DEPT1l'Y 
Henry Fonda as Chief Marshal Simon Fey of A.rizona territory 188o•a, 
Allen Case as storekeeper-deputy Clay McCord, Wallace Ford as town 
marshal Herk Lampson a,nd Betty Lou Kein as McCord's 17 yr. old sister. 
Debut NBC OctOber 1959. w 
MCA TV, Revue Prod. 
BRONCO 
Ty Hardin as Bronco Lane a young roving cowboy originally a member o:f 
cast of Cheyenne. Debut ABC September 1959. One hour. 
wamer Bros. 
HOTEL DE P AREE 
Earl Holliman as Sundance an ex-convict and Jeannette Nolan as Annette, 
a Frenchwoman owner of hotel in Colorado gold fields. Debut October 
1959 CBS. 
Four Star Films. 
1960 
-
PONY EXPRESS 
Dramatized historical episodes of the riders of a 1~966 mile trail • 
NBC TV Films, Calif. Natl. Prod. 
79 
OVERLAND TRAIL 
William Bendix stars as Kelly, superintendent of new stage line oper-
ating between Independence, Mo., and California in pre-civil War days. 
Doug McCl~ as Flip, shotgun and troubleshooter Guest stars. Debut 
NBC February 1960. One hour. 
stagecoach Prod., Revue. 
* Available in Foreign Languages. 
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!PPIRDIX B 
P!DlRAM SCRIPTS 
roa 
WYATT EARP 1 BAT MASTERSON AND JOHNNY RINGO 
• 2nd Revise July 2., 1959 
starr and ~leplar 
by 
c1obn l)unkel 
REV. 7/22/59 
"A Murderer's Return" 
WE #E-16 (166) 
WYATT EARP 
SHOTGUN GIBBS 
DOBIE JENNER 
GEORGE McKEAN 
PHOEBE McKEAN 
NELLIE CASHMAN 
EXTERIORS: 
Tombstone Stage Station 
Stopped Stagecoach 
SETS 
-
Allen Street and McKean Store 
Tombstone Ja.il 
Ca.shman Hotel 
McKean House 
Allen Street Near McKean House 
McKean Porch 
Mining Camp: Tent 
STOCK FILM: 
Fireplace 
Corral 
Mine Shaft 
INTERIORS: 
McKean Store 
Ja.il Of'f'ice 
Ca.shman Hotel Lobby 
Jenner's Porch 
McKean Living Room 
Mine Shaft 
Sta.gecoa.ches in various scenes: rocking a.long with 
passengers inside; unloading passengers; loading 
passengers and baggage. Both Interior and Ex:terior 
Shots. 
\ 
FJO)B ll: 
"A ft1H•Hr•a", letuat; 
•·'~Bll.s t~66) 
l THB 'IJASER .. EXT. ~ONE STAOB S'!lfflOR • J)A'f • Mit>. LCNG 
SHQT • STAGBCOACM ARRlVD'G . . 
AS BYS'l'ANDBBS cluster, the dail7 stagecoach RUJBLIS UP to 
station and STOPS • 
2 BX'P. STOPPED S'l'AGBCOACH • DAY - NED. CLOSE SHOf ... PASSENGEBS 
as PASSENGB:RS start to get down. One or the f:lrat i.s a man 
ot about thirty, looking somewhat seedy and <lotm on his 
luck. This· is DOBIE JENNER, fol:'Dler miner., more lately an 
inmate or prison. H1s face 1s set in sullen. resolution. He 
stares arouna to get his bearings before he. start~ walking 
3 
4 
down street. . · 
CUT i.i.'Or 
BX'f• ALLEN S'l'REE'l' AND McKEAN S'l'otm • DAY • MBD •. LONG SHOT .... 
ooem 
as he is on opposite side and oom.es down Allen Street from 
station. At a distance we see him stop a man tio ask direo-
tiona -- man points toward CAMBRA and Dobie tollotts the 
direction, coming on, and c:t'OSsing street 'l'QfABD CAMERA. 
CAMBRA PANS HIM IN and he stops in front of store windat. 
There he stands, staxaing 1n thl'ough window, ~tently. 
Otrf TOt 
IN'l' • McKEAN STORE - DAY - CLOSE SHOJ.' - OEOBOB MODA1t 
··In b.g. Dobie is staring in through window at taan .. in f .g. 
Who is shOWing merchandise to a customer • . He is (}BORGE 
MoKEAB, the· ow. ner1 s.l1ghtlJ. old··· er than Dobie, bUt tar· more prosperous and se;t.f-sat:tsfled. H1a act1cna W'th customer 
are smug., even .sa.ttot1mon1ous •. He glances up .xt sees Dobie 
staring in at him. As O.AIERA. MOfiS ·IN 01 McKean. we see 
his reaction -- surp~1sed, ahocke4, st'ruQk with sudden cold 
tear. 
6 
---·.· ·-_· ". -, . 
· as ~-·· ~stares atter. tbe· ,...1~t....-" ... ~hm .t1fNI~~~·~t'~~:ea:~sd.~b 
telTc)X"~ ·am· .. ~liv1ous 
. -,_ 
=~~~.,!v0:{1ng8'l'~MZ:1ng0: passenge7.'$1~~, ~ht!s1 
:eeh1rtd this: 
COMMB!I!ATOR 
Every d$y, tbe stagecoach rolled . 
_into fl'omb.s.tone 1 bringing men 
trom. evet7 col'tl&r ot the world, 
from evex-:y ldhd of past. AnQ .· 
because ot the nature of the 
town, imances were each atMe 
brought 1tl58b8re·of troU.ble. 
The kind ot t.,ubl-e that usuall7 
ended on MaPShal il)'att Earp •s . . 
<1oorstep••• ·· 
.· -»~·~······ 
8 lN'l'• JAlL OJ!i'ICE .... DJ\Y - MBD. SHOP - WYATT ~-',J41BAN : . · 
:WYN!T 1s· s~tting. at .1esk doing paper work, ICcKe~;~pl;e~:~;1_)\ ._ .. 
Wtati; ... lQbkS up and nods . cordially .to this· X'$1l})t~l~ "~S.~.lio! · .· · ... · .. 
neaaman of the town. 'there 18 l~ttle: warmth alti;:~;~l'~t'ld..i.• • ···· s~p be1ilreen them, but W7&tt'.baS no reason t~·a~()iir··:·~;~~--I · 
"Rt'~~·Or d1eresl)ect tONard Meean.t · · · · .:~:. · .·.> 
:~c -·" - .. . 
.· WYAT'!' 
Doean •t mean af131thing to me. 
McKEAN 
I •m sure be •.rr wanted by the laW. 
Most prol;)$bly tor bl"eaking out ·· 
ot Yuma Pt*isan. 
· WYA'l'T .. 
(apologettoally) · . 
Maybe you have some 1nfoX'm&t1on 
I don 1t 1 Mr. McKean. When did · · · 
he break out? 
McKEAN (impatient) 
l.don•t know that. 
WYid"l' 
t(bat 1ve been qu1h recent. 
McKEAN .· 
I 1m not p0:$1t1ve .he did bVeak 
out . but he s\lSt"ve.--"H'e was 
sentenced to1'1ve years 8Jld 
it 1s hardl;v tour. • And I saw 
him here 1n f,t'ombstone: today. 
wym. 
It's the tame ·man? You talked 
to him? 
··McKBAN 
I didn't have to. I'd knOW h1m 
anywhe:t-e. · ·· 
WYAftt . . 
· ~ben yQ\t knet{ him well? 
· · · 1r ··•· · ·-

9 
ifrm.wt• .. 
• • • A lot ot ~as on& to come :ns.11"!R··.: 
MCKEAN 
Hoi Tfl1s ha~ned ·~ ·fr(tacott. 
It he 's been thette and found O\tl .. 
we •re ~1ed•·•¥e're 1n awtul: .. ·· 
aanger. I demand you do some-·· 
'lih1ng abotit 1t I 
wYAT!' (a 11 tt le angered.) 
I sa1d·I•d check onh1m. 
Mcl<EAN 
That 1s_not enough •. You•ve got 
to run him out or townJ .. 
WYA'Jrt 
.·· (anger) 
I can •t unless he . g1.vea me ·a 
reason• .Stay away fl'Olll· him,.~.·· 
and ma.11>e be' 11 stay away tl'om 
,-ou. 
MoKBJ\N 
(~r1ly) 
MIU'shal, you'll be sorry for 
thisl . . 
Mol(ean~ glares at \(yatt., tben ex1 ts • 
-.-. /",_;:· .. :,: 
DiSso!ft .'.l'ot 
'•" - --,~~~~-~ ~-- ~_-~ - .. 
.. 
_·. "_; {- .:::~-::~;~-. 
M. · CMBlWlHOfEl:i LOlmY • DAY - Mli> • SH<m: ~f':JQ"m*~Atm . 
·tJ~U31 OASII.MN . .· .. . . . .. · ·. .. _' ~ ,.,. ·• / · 
" ->..::,-·.: .. 
:_·_,;.:-~-: ~,._"'~~ .. -
·;:~~~:::~.~i~J:~* where···~···.c~~-~jwoi'k1ng. 
10 
<~~:' 
• 
·:. ·As l)obte sits sole~ .i-'ockitl6 1n th.e <Jh~~,;;~ . 
. -~b roe)ta .1n b~s.•- Srld l()()ks out wimow•<·~ 
· i'jS ~- ,()Ut here on poroh. · · · 
.WYA'iT. 
*'· Jenner? 
. . . .. ' 
. J)*'-e • l()okB around @ e,es WJ'Btt 
·. . nti&B .. 
· . What. ao ,-o.u w~tt · 
~-~attt·steps. over •1ndQW. a11l.. ·&tld 
· · WAft 
. I lm W)1l.tt' ll!A~ .· . > . 
. . .. .....-..... 
. DOBlB 
You•w !0=1!1>: l see. 
. . .. '··· . 
Jenner turns 
10 
,Ai)'~~-· .· ···• 
I.see ~tve aea. oat on .~1e- __ :-
a montn. Wbette'vtJ ·J'0\1 beeft? 
,_ .· J:>Olail 
· (~1d J.oOk) 
Prescott. ·· 
. WYA'l'l' 
Why 'd you come to Tombstone? 
DOBIB (staring) 
I have to have a . reason? 
WYA'l'T 
Moat men have. 
Dobie stares another moment at Wyatt, smiles bitterly. 
. . . 
DOBIE 
So McKean come rurmin • to you, 
11ke a seared rabbit. 
WYATT 
You bear him some gl'Udge? 
DOBIE 
Suppos1n 1 I pid. MB)'be I got 
that· right, too. 
Maybe. 
. DOBIE (1110re reasonably) 
I 1m a miner, · Mt\~hal•- _· Or was. 
But mining's played out around 
. Prescott~ Th•t answer your 
question?· 
WYNn 
Not entirely • 
. . DOBIB 
•.. (t¢tte;~ly}~ . _ .· . . . ... -· · ': ·. 
I'm_lQOldat to~ a new st-al't -~­
it )'Ou: 3dm taws nll_l~t .me . 
:ge~ 1~1 . . ·. · ... · . . ·.. .· · __ ·. 
"•; 
-
. . . 
P:Or tb.~ first time Dobie •:a defense 
. , l>OBII 
(s~r:Laed) 
His w1te? PhQebe? 
I harm Phoebe? 
·· H~s reaction surpX'1ses wyatt. 
. WTA'l"l' 
(s~l ....... · · 
She married McKean inetead ot 
you. 
DOBIE . 
"(gelj"Uinely sur-
··p~:t.eed) . . .. · · 
A man can•t b:tame a woman tor 
that,. Marshal.. •specially wben . 
he gets hilmJelt sent. to prison. ·. · (sh&ke& hEted} . · · . 
•. I don 1t blatlle Phqebe for! that. 
nm· (interested) . .·.. . .·· .. ·· · · 
Mr. Jenne7!1 tlould you mind tell"" · 
ing me wha:t ·happened? 
D:Qble C!•es 111m searohins l.oOJc1 sees hb lt11le~l:'e 
•• ~e~ene. He speak& sijnpl-1, but· w:Lth . 
. . ... DOBD 
I k1lled a, man. A minex-. I 
tztied ·to 1.'00· him -~--- hft. r~t ·· 
IQe ••• -and I :killed ·-nm. · · · · 
• < ' .-. • -, ' •• -- ... ' 
. - .- . 
. ·... :~·:.4~~·til.i,.~,~t;. 
. i 
Tf1e~ir. ~· hold and Wyatt: smiles~ node. 
nm 
All r1sllt. . · · 
(starts to leave; 
stope) · _ _ 
Tell me. Why 4.o you insist on 
_ (lo01<1118 at bed) - · .
.... sl$ep1ng out hexae? _ -··_ 
DObie·. stares at him1 controlling heavy etllOt~~ (· 
.- 0 • -~ -
... , __ . 
. . 
D.rtb-rt::l .:-~----· :_: c VQ~ _.·.··~. 
- You ever seen Yuma Prison? 'rh$11- -· '-'" :;~ .. 
solitary cells like· a nal'l"'W _ ·_ · . ·_ · .. ".. •-
_dark cave, only one little win• -·-
dow, with heavy iron ~ating. 
Pour ueara., Marshal, I hardly 
seen the a~lisht. And on a 
hot day it was a b$ke oven. -- :. {·i_ 
_ With the thought ot 1t1 be seetiJl to be t-1gnt~~r .... air- .. 
. al>out 'to &utt'ocate. fhen he gains control. ~ ~- .· .• - . . . 
- - . . - " . . . ~ -·· 
DOBD. 
I like the open atr. I can •t 
sleep no more..-.. closed up in a 
room •. 
·Dobie •t•res awa7, x-esutdng slow rocking. Wtatt .ltl141ett :JjJ.,j 
Jfit .. h oQlllpas•_ 1on then :goes b~k .. t_ o. win4:0W. ~' -lki" __ -•..•. _--~_,_. · ,.._-._' ·:: 
__ -w-•r*- sotng into 'bedl'Oom., when Dobie musters up:. courage to · 
· aeJitt : · · · · · · · ·· 
. DOBI.B 
-Max-sbal? HOW :lS 'she? 
-- :uow does -&he· .lOOk! _ 
:1£*4;~ . 
..• ·. ~Pl~a~~A~_:i_,~f~_~·••-.;::::--"_~,,,,;~:~;:': 
' _, - ,',",'; 
10 
11 
. -
S114!t:l8 peekin& out through c~atn· __ and-
Nf)ll.W." cannot see her taett.- l'Hcm:ll .. n ~Alii•~-: 
~Q\tt~28. It her beauty bas M7 _ -~B{{a~-·-ce:~•1n 
_ ~ · ot hardness, tQ-r she was once a d«JncE~!Uiil1;-~~-~tll ··~·r.n 
;,$t tmplies. She e~c~ped that lit$ before 
>aau: W'ith each year. sh8 h•s settled more -g:rt~Oi 
&en:ti:111ty ~ She stlll1 h~ver, is sexy ~a1'\~~14 qman.. · 
PHOEBB 
He's still the".·· 
---ow·®, 
', '· ;__'-. -, . 
.. if{~i;~·-
]2 IX'! • ;lceJBAli HOUSE - NJGlflt - liON'G SHOP - ~;--- - -PHo.IIS'S P.o.v. , - -- - . - _ -
-- a$ DObie Jenner stands in shadow of anotn.r~ •- --
e~bbery. It poasible;, he 1s acroes s'J;~e~-}-
Bis .ta-ce is 'bleak am tortured as _be starealf _ house. 
we knoW he 18 und&r strons eaaot1on# but we ~' -b& suX'e 
.jUst what it is. MaYbe grief, may:be tu.ey. --- -_-
-- --- ·.fit . 
;· ·.- ~-- ,-_ .. . . 
nrt·· MclEAN LlVmG- ROOM-. NIGHT - CLOSE:SH(JJ.L;''Wlo~Bi AND Glois MCBAN' -· - - - -- - p-_,_,_ • - . -
. cldelA :PUlJIB BACK to FULL m:ta.r ot livinS ro-,_-~;1;~lua1ng 
-~9t$e MCK;HP,<Who sit• baek hom w1ndow, IJhOWli;IS h:fJs tear 
- ••. e\lilt in extreme _teuu.on. . . -
~ 
> (g~vC&:l:t) .. _ _ _- .> · 
_O.o"Se ~- Wb-7 ~4M't J'OU go .out/~ ·· 
_ • tal.\( to ~:t - · 
13 
• ·······::1{l~:%,~~i"l~~,;·· ·······•····• 
- > '. ~ 
.. !ROBIE _.- .··__ . . _-· .. 
I think he on~v wernta to talk/. :. 
to us ~- he _ts sta.o1ag out tbel'lil1 -
atl'aid to eOlti$ 1n. Ashamed • · · · - . 
MeKBAN (ansril.y) 
Phoebe# I don •t understand you t_ · 
PHOEBE ( sharp:ty) · · . -
And I don •t understana you. You 
were tr1en4s, partners~ Why 
should you t~-him now? 
McKEAN (evaa1¥ely) 
Prison -- Chal'lSes a man •. (new, better idea) 
You ~1dn •t _see. his face. His 
~es. 
. IHOEBE (sadly)· _ 
He's been through a lot. He 
needs our help'. He looks so 
forlorn out there. 
'(McKean __ sn()rts 
disgustedly) she 
tums quickly) _ 
At least you can talk to him. 
McKEAN 
Not me. 
HIOEBE (solemnly) · · 
George,- it' you won•t go out to. 
him, I Will. . -
- ~. ; 
I 
12. 
13 CONTINUED (2): 
PHOEBE 
Forbid it? 
With properly haughty expression, she turns and goes out, 
and he is astounded and helpless. 
CUT TO: 
14 EXT. McKEAN HOUSE - NIGHT - MED • SHOT - PHOEBE 
She comes down steps and out to street, stops and peers to 
shadows where Dobie stood and calls softly. 
PHOEBE 
Dobie? 
15 CLOSE SHCY.r - DOBIE 
as he shrinks farther back into shadows, his face in anguish 
and indecision. 
CUT TO: 
16 EXT. ALLEN STREET NEAR McKEAN HOUSE - NIGHT - MED • ANGLE -
WYATT 
He comes down Allen Street quietly and hears VOICE OVER. 
Dobie. 
PHOEBE (o.s.) 
Wyatt checks himself and steps into shadows of a building 
or shrubbery to watch the scene. 
CUT TO: 
17 EXT. McKEAN HOUSE - NIGHT - MED. SHCY.r - PHOEBE -WYATT'S P.o.v. 
18 
as she peers toward Dobie 1s hiding place and speaks more 
firmly but pleadingly. 
PHOEBE 
I know you're there. Please. 
I want to talk to you. 
ANOI'HER ANGLE - DOBIE 
SHOOI'ING PAST the waiting Phoebe. Dobie slowly emerges from 
shadows and moves across street to face her, 
(CONTINUED) 
19 
. \ 
_· \:-
ae. h.>w.tones4 inter&ited ancl ~QuC.bi4,, l)()J~~"~··It~~I~B 
l)OSD (o.s~) 
Bello, Phoebe~ 
. .. . .. PHOBBE 
You look thin. waa 1 t awful 
bad# Dobie? 
»OBlB 
Not too bad. 
PBOIB'& 
It 1s over now • · · 
... ·f pau.se {.·gently) 
Why donlt you :o~>irl? You 
know my hOw:se :1.8 open to J'()U 
anytime. · 
DOBD .. 
I onlY· meaat t<> &peak to George• · 
·. PHOEDB . 
(c~o\UtlY) . . · · · 
. Dobie, it·~s mt bl.a1l~J as .much as 
his. 
. ··· .. piiOI!\E . . ·. tee. lt '•; not l1k'e ·the aatfce· ... ;; 
ball. . .·· .. ;: ~ > .. · 
· .. · (ehe .,ldlee·.wanl1 
George hae· ~pel'Sd _in ·1Pn!lfthl:t:-tn1w"·~.: ..• ~., 
. I'm glJ~::.a;lY) 
·ue··..- to be tt'Ying to.aq- goec!bJ$# 
. .. .ll;.t;le · tever1shlJ', she •topa him. ·· 
.. , ,·z. . 
. flf ... 
Dobie ... what· are ·J'OU goU'tg to• 
do?· 
.·. _.. .-
.:&0811 
· I'm not s~~-J-et, •· 
•• 
. ·Me:ieUH 
· aet away tl'Om 817 ~wife t 
awayl · · · · · 
l'HCJ.UB 
· (agpaat) : . · .: .. · 
George J ...;.;.;. put· dqlfn that ·gun l 
· .·. McKEAN 
. You J'leat'. •~ :.}"enaert Get ~t 
.. ···• ot town and don •t come back! 
.. ···· fltODB .. · 
aeorgej wllat are·rou saYins?:. 
He•s oor t»i~ •. He mean& ut.c. 
no haZ'Ilf · · · 
..... · That what $roti~W, .waai..: _.1 > .··.·. 
d:on •tt H~ l;lt~t•s :ua -- ·bates ~·· 
.····tile ~ayf ·· ·Arid: :the> · ee~l.Uig~.s< 
.. ·· .. · JIP;tttlal• ·so-···. that •s 
· ·-is • .· · A:i Jatl~ ~ a mw~DlliS;;:~ 
·:··· . 
21 
· .. ::~e~~J~·/· 
he belong'f• 
. . · .. ! 
·~Dobie, :wh().·hlla bef!n .at~l~dli:::li&t~ but·~·~'th;.fU'OWing· ·. ·· 
anger .••.. ·is .•abau .. · .. ·. ·· t .· to ·upv.· .. e. ·~0\f.$l"'. ·. ·*.· K'$&b1·•· ·':'·ll.~. t!-if1;tr clenohec!. In b.g •. Wyatt steps fl'Gift shfA<Sows qUicKly. · · ·•· · . . 
nm·.· 
(warningly) 
Jenner! 
'!'bet all turb in surprise. Wyatt stands re$df,. ~a l)o!Sed_ 
tor <fltaw. 
WYATT 
You won •t need tnat gun, Mr. 
McKean. 
McKEAN 
· (reluctantly) · . .. . 
All right.,: Marehal,. You •ve seen 
fo.r yourseJ.f that he was wait 1ng 
to attack me -- I · 
DOBIE (involuntary· wove 
toward McKean) 
That •s a lie I 
WYATT . 
I aaid I 1d handle it, Mr. McKean. 
You and Mrs. McKean just go into 
the house. · 
PHOBBB . (resolutely) . 
Marshal -- m;y- husband Js mistak-
en. Mr. .Jenner meant ua no 
hal'Dl. He 111 always be .welcome 
1n my house. · 
MoKIAN 
Phoebe, what are· you. saying? 
PHOBBB 
EXactly what I mean. 
.~ "" . ~-
_;··, _~ .. ---"-·.·. <; 
· --~- prests~S her lips -,na.t.uR18~ gotng tnto-~)JQ,.e~~:-bli~_ ... · 
loOks at :ttyatt and turns away.. Wyatt ta.llB: tnt~::~ep"~~-
- -. s~ae- him.. · · · · - · · "'-~-
QtnCl)'J%$80Lvi '19::. . .-
aa =uAUBN B'rREE1.r - NmH'f .... M~Jl. ~£ suo.r,·z21• *: -
·.as --~ walk, silent 1 and- &ide-by-aide ... 
»OBIJS -· . . 
J: figured to buy a pt.lOS~ctol'•a; 
outfit anctleaye tom.cnow, or 
the next d&7 •• • · 
lte lOoks inquiringly :to WJ&tit, who me...&ly noc;bi•; . 
< ' • • '· • • - - - • ._~:,--;: 
_WYAft . 
Px-obably best •• • tot' everyone. 
DOBD 
..;._ I had to ·see hE!r•: ·Just 
22. 
' - ..... -··- . -- -
aa, Phoebe MGKean DlUY.Bs & x-18 :pell Jte11 d·~-~l~ !:Jtree~ 
te>'ti&~· casnman Hotel. Several bag$ e.M pf.l$4 ;~~;~.•~ ·· 
• •• • •• r • • o • ~ • • 
WYNPJ.' .. 
Jenner? tea. 'Wb&t about him?· 
SH~ 
Heard the fool's. pl:'C)Spect1n 1 1lP. . · -
in Dry canyOl'l~ Must be a mightY:... . . 
poor •ner -- ~Nbod7. 1n Arizona : ;:>. _ 
Territory oOU.ld tell bim tne~•s 
no motte gold up there • · 
Nellie> ~p-l'Oaches . them trom direction Qt her Betel-_ ~he- .18 .. · •.... 
1n :a. ~b and upset. · ·· . ···· · . : .. :, •( 
-- ::·:·~-,- ,s_:'/~~~-;-~: 
., ~-, • .c ~ 
·' . 
. ""'• .~· 
19. 
24 CONI'INUED: 
Wyatt glances at Shotgun, nods, and starts after Nellie. As 
they walk, George McKean RIDES past them, also hell-bent 
for the Hotel. Nellie and Wyatt look at each other in sur-
prise. 
NELLlE 
That was George McKean, wasn 1t 
it? 
Wyatt doesn't answer Nellie --he just starts running on to 
Hotel, 
CUT TO: 
25 EXT, CASHMAN HOTEL - DAY - CLOSE SHOT - GEORGE McKEAN 
as McKean pulls up, dismounts, and rushes inside. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
26 INT. CASHMAN HOTEL LOBBY - DAY - CLOSE SHOT - GEORGE AND 
PHOEBE McKEAN 
as George and Phoebe are arguing violently. He is SHOUTING 
and she is almost crying. 
McKEAN 
You're not fooling met You 
left me so you could go to 
Dobie. 
PHOEBE 
That 1s not true! Why do you 
keep saying it? I 
McKEAN (rushes on) 
Well, you can 1t do that to mel 
I 111 kill him! 
Wyatt enters lobby on themn and sees McKean shouting at 
Phoebe. 
McKEAN 
••• And the law won 1t stop mel 
No jury will convict me for 
killin 1 the scum who broke up 
my homer 
Phoebe bursts into crying, hysterically. McKean rushes past 
Wyatt and out door. Wyatt goes over to Phoebe and pats her 
shoulder awkWardly. 
I 
PHOEB'I . 
But it 1st . You heard him~ Mar-· 
shall George 1a going to kill 
Dobie. You •ve got to atop him •. 
WYAft <~··~) 
I can •t ureat .16Ul' _husband f'oP just making tl'll'eata• · 
(plead.~ 
But you can warn Dobie. 
. . WYA'I.r 
· (p:rob1ns> 
Do zou know Where be is 'I 
. PH(IBS 
No, l: haven •t ••n him si nee 
that nigh:.. · t. 
·(pause) · 
Dobie t'e c.oming here brought 
thinga to a bead~ i • but our 
~i~ was a ms.atake f'rom 
the beginning. · ·. · 
.... he looks at h$Ji saarehingly, she meets ~-·•1~ directly. 
27 
faOllll· .. · .. • lle •a neve• _. ttiect u atetl 
aoept ·to aet llt.Cne7 to buy ~­tntnga.. You aee, ·x. wu a dance-
hall girl ..... . .·.· · . 
(remo~efu,Jl.J') . .. 
- and I thouaht ! had to have 
expensive thing&. 
WYA'J.Wf (noels) 
I see • Ml'8. McKean --(changing subject) 
-• when you married your .husband, 
he had IIIDOeJ' enough to start a·. . 
business. Where did he get 1 t? 
PHCBBI 
He told me he sold a mining 
claim. Why? 
WYAft (diam1ss1ng it) 
I Just wonde:tted about it. (nods, tum,ing 
away) . 
I'll see if I .can .t'ind Jenner -- . 
be.t'ore your bUaband does. 
She stares tenselY atter htm as he goes. 
28 Err •: MINING CAMP - DAY .. MID • PAN SHOI' • WYAft .. · 
A sall one-man camp in dry canyon, near dry• washJ a small 
tenti1 improvise<! fireplace with :ttooka placed to~ co,ok1ng1 emal~ brush corral for donkey. In b.g. aga,.nst <Jinyon wall .•. 
is opening ot an old ud.ne d1SS1ns• 'l'h1s 1a like a door in · 
the ston~h with fltarne. al"'URd it~ but no do~ ill Yiaible • 
As.· ... w,a.tt ·BXDBS IN1 looks around. * the place:' teep ·cSeaerted, Be dta1110unta_ calls tentativea.,-. ·· ' 
Dobie?. 
He 1~ cautious and •C~Je*'t AN.Uoua to'!! ~~ &'e-.Ot1s · •- one, 
J)obie m1ght. ~ ~ f• •~ • .....,.~ _. tttqot on· a!Shii (lonel;r pl'O&peoto• a»e ~~e"'lhat) ·aftd. two~~·*Dall1ght 
(co.tr.o> 
22. 
28 CONTDJUED: 
already have been here, or might be here now. Slowly, Wyatt, 
after tying his horse, half-concealed in brush, comes on and 
slowly inspects camp, gun drawn or ready for drawing. He 
pauses, looks around, sees nothing. 
WYATT 
Jenner? 
He goes to tent and carefully lifts flap. It is evidently 
empty. He looks in empty corral, moves on to opening of 
diggings in cliff, cautiously looks in. Small SIGN at 
opening is marked, 11 Private Property, Stay Out 11 • 
WYATT 
Jenner? 
Only an echo answers him. Now he moves cautiously into the 
opening. 
CUT TO: 
29 INT • MINE SHAFT - DAY - CLOSE SHOT - WYATT 
as he moves cautiously into shaft. It is narrow and low, 
barely tall enough to stand and walk, as he is stooping 
slightly, under a heavy door which hangs from ceiling. 
This is hinged so that it will fall into place in door frame 
once it is released from catch on reiling of shaft and it is 
a door with only a small barred window in upper part, 
Wyatt moves in few steps, looking and listening, takes an-
other step and stops, looking down. 
30 INSERT - THE TRIP 
His foot has come in contact with trip-wire, but not enough 
to trip it. His hand comes down INTO THE SHOT and gently 
disengages his foot, then brushes the dirt that has been 
hiding wire • 
31 INT. MINE SHAFT - DAY - CLOSE SHOT - WYATT 
as he traces wire with his eyes and hand as it crosses 
shaft, climbs up a support and across to door where it holds 
catch. (Use an¥ Insert Closeups necessary to show this 
trip operation.) He studies it and registers his under-
standing of it. With one last look around the blocked-up 
diggings, he retreats. 
CUT TO: 
WYA'l'f 
Ove1' here# Dobie • 
DObie Whirls to cover bin). 
WYATT 
Put 1 t dC111n. It •s me, Wyatt 
Earp. 
WYA'R 
oam.e to oa11~ • 
(lOOks 61'ound ) 
You're not woll'kin& these dig-
gings, a~ you? 
DOBD (shakes bead) 
x•m panning higber up, Where 
there's watel'. 
WYATT. 
Getting a~thtng? 
DOBIB. 
Just ab:out enoUS!l. I *4 say • to 
pay .my way., I•m not makint ~nt 
ronune. . 
What doee .. tt =.,· 
to moum •· ·· · · · 
we # ,.ou ttte wo~nc up b1Sher·· 
Wbel'e the~ 's w•.te»",. llby ·not 
~arnp .up tberet 
mmm 
!l'oo closed ill• I like 1t open 
cut here ..... like thu, in the 
sun. 
nm 
Maybe 70U tve sot another reason. · 
· Maybe ;you Want to U8e that Shaft; 
as a tl'ap.· · 
Drs·. 
. st«ree. 
so you Sound :t • · I J\ll!t t':l.Xe4 
:tt tor anybody who o.._ anooping 
around .. 
Wfl'.r.e 
Particul&l"b ~ · 'll't\1 Moltean .. 
You w~tte hoping he'd ahow up, 
weren It you? · · 
DOble a\ares, then shrugs, ~·· 
:Q0Bl3J 
lt•s no secret that I'm out hel"e• · 
I thousht he lftiSht·set CUX'ious. · 
wm 
And it he d1dn •t beu, ;you ta 
make SUX'e he d.1d. 
J)QB18. 
It4s not l:l.k$ ~ tn1tlk, *• .· 
:s.p; ·.~ •~an"~ IIJ81l1t to. kill 
btm. 1 ~ ~.·hlll·to .. cet · 
• ·talt~ ot> now :t.t: ... tn that · .. 
,_ pa!'is ... ~<. · · 
\fj'att' "'\14~ :~' ···-.,~: ~.. ~~~·~·· . 
_;:· 
jl 
•• .,. .... ,.<I .. out bel1G·,i»<. 
&ak. ·79\1 a'.~attoa an.t·'to b~ · 
rou a •·--~·· .. ·· · · ··· · 
~ 
What? 
WYA'.Pl 
The question 1s -What happened 
to the money you atole rrom that 
miner? It was n$ver found --
and you swot'e you didn •t get it. · 
I think you know who did. (their eyes hold) 
It was McKean~. waan •t it? He 
was your partner., he was in on 
the whole thing, waen •t he? (Dobie only stares) 
You wonlt answer? 
DOBII 
I don't have to. 1'b1s ain•t a 
court. · 
WYA'J!f 
Maybe you will when I deliver 
my message. . It •s tram Mrs. 
McKean• ·She •s lett her husband, 
moved to a· hotel• She asked me 
to warn you that her husband 
blames you and wants to kill 
you. Now do J'OU want to answer 
my question? 
DOBD (wonderingly) 
She left him? She ta not happy 
With him? 
WYA'l'T 
She never was •. 
DOBIE (pause, then nod-
ding) . 
All right •. · You guessed right. 
It was his idea in the first 
place. He did the robbing, then 
when the mtner caught us# I . 
stayed to tight him while Mcltear"l got away. · · · 
(CONTXRUED) 
·- . - . -
··. ~J~lJri·.~.·~"~r= ~Q tl!i ~·· · 
-· ~ "'"o 
DOBIE .. ·· · 
. We waa .:pa;r~n•rs •. · I f16U".d · . 
halt the iliQli~V was ~ne w>hen 
I'd get out ·of Pl'-ison. But . 
by that time# . I knew I colildn tt 
·touch it... · 
WYATT 
I see. Then# you•ve paid y.our 
penalty -- but he hasn't. · 
DOBIE (shakes head) 
You could never prove anything 
against him, Marshal. 
WYATT 
Maybe .!!. can, with this trap. 
of yours. 
. . 
DISSOLVE TO: 
34 EXT. MINING CAMP - NIGHT ·- FULL SHOT - McKEAW 
35 
As a dark .figure on a horse RIDES IN and STOPS. camp seems. 
entirely deserted, except tor faint light hom open-hole ot 
old: shaft·. Rider dismounts, moves 1n closer ... we see 1t>18 · 
McKean and he has a gun. He stares around, looks .in tent, 
etc. looking for Dobie, seeing no one, he ia att~acted to 
light in shaft and slowly goes over to. it, steps 1n. 
Ctn'TO• 
•. .
INT. MINE SHAFT - NIGHT - CLOSE SHOT - McKEAN ~- '-::- ~ .. -
as he comes cautiously into dimly .lit shaft; moves .past :·. ··· . 
door. and-almost to the tx-ip. He sees ther-e is. no ·one 11'\.lfbe · 
back ot plugged up shaft and. only a f'l1ckel'1,rls' candle to '< · 
maa_· ·  • l1Jht. Puzzled, he ___ takes anoth.er stel> -•~_···._. (_ .. ·zn_ .•. •. sert Closeup} strikes the trip. Door FALL$ shut~ 98-\181ns a 
draf't t~t puts out candle. · McKean react.s# A:urn1Df3 and 
thrGWing himself' a.t door with a yell •. But· he 'is too late. 
He 1.s trapped in the .dart(. A little light- t,al.ls on his 
ter~t11'1eo face thr_ough. ~rred window·. 
l -
1 McKBAN 
. · (yells) ·· .. · · · .. 
· ·jel.pl. -H~lp(-_/3~~tf.' .l~l .. 
t:·· .. 
.. -~· -~~: ,, --·.·. ·,i,• 
;.-
•'-
.. ~ '· 
;J 
'1 ~ -~ 
Jenner I 
DOBIE-
tlell, now, I don't know • 
. ·McKEAN 
You trapped me 1 This was a 
trapl · 
'DOBIE 
Only for somebody snoop1n'. 
McKEAN (tey1ng to be 
reaaopable) 
I wa.s Just looking for you,. 
Dobie. 
.DOBlE 
What for, George? To shoot meJ 
or was it to give me my half or 
the moneJ? 
MCKEAN· 
(cunn1ng~y) 
Where are you, Dobie? I can•t· 
see to talk to you. 
DOBIE•· 
I can hear you all right, George • 
.. McKEAN 
Step out so I can see you. 
- ·DOBIE _ 
And_ shoot me, maybe? .Only then 
you•d never af!t· out of there. -
'l'hink abo~t that, Geoztge. -~- . . ",. .. 
_:_; --.--.. 
. :~ ' . 
· 4tutl;4earge evidently d()$,s because he ~Sins~·t:ri~:fl&~ tear. 
- . _._.:: ,; •. - -~::-·· ·:::>·. , 
. + ~.:. 
• 
-, ,- _,_. .; 
... t .···1;. !'l1Jlpc 
hit;, ;~U~ft 
how I 
N$ght 
~nd 
(McKea~ Uf\001\SC~OUsly . 
reaets,. shaking· at 
bars a little) ·. .·. . 
Then there were the days, GeOl'8*t>•.·.·c . 
·• • .so. hot you .can't breath at···.a:~l~~;}" 
and it feels:· like' it • s eookin' .· .. J: 
you alive. Wa·:lt '11 you go throUgj\ 
one. ·· · .·. ·~ ~ "' .· 
Dobie I 
McKEAN 
(~ldlJl . 
Let. me oUtl 
.. l)OBIE 
Pleaset t 
You d1dn•t S&J, Qeorge, about 
my half ot the money. 
McKEAN 
Yes, yes, I'll give it toyou. 
I always meant to. It wasn•t 
mueh, Dobie • That fella 
have very much~ · · 
DOBIE 
He had enough to start you .1n 
bus1ne$s. 
·t-tcKEAN ( snout:lng) . 
I • ll give ;yol! half of 
Just let ~ .. out I 
. DOBIE· . 
tou can•t •g1V~ me back those 
years 1n prison,· George •• ~ 
,--- :_ -? -:~ :!:_.; .-4 -~ :?.~:. 
--~"~;;:;,:·:t! :¢~;:~p··>:.~ 
···.- ·>/;~;:_·.,.~-:~::;_·· 
37 
-;, • - • I 
· .. f... . . All right:;· . ,. 
-. .·- ( -~ ""· . . . ·, .~-~ ·; ____ , 
. - - , :. .. r .. :.:. . . ·-- . ,_-__ -- -- -. -· . . . . -~ _;{·/: .:;,"!~--::,:._~: . . -,_._,_,: .. ··: t~e•n .throws gun···out •... ])obie J:4cks·1t ·up·~~:')llpv•~·it in 
hia,]:pants belt. Dob1.e covertly looks at :~t-ti~;~Jrh(?;:nods.., 
. zt·:~s ·enough." Dobi~>soes to door·and pu~$-''1~;~~:_· · Tne. 
eo-~d McKean bolts throUgh, and as .. he ruanee.'t*S'tDObie 
··be ~ab:s gun frOill Dobie•s belt an<l whirla, J~~·u.p to shoot 
Dobie before he oan right himself from pushlrJ&·t® .d.ogr · 
ope:n. . . 
)laKEAH 
Now .. - you sown -'7 
WYATT . 
. . (behind him) 
Drop it,· MoKeanl · 
Sl.ll'Prised, MoKean whirl$ to face WYatt. 
k:noqks gun out of McKean's hand. 
· Earpl 
MoKEAN 
DOBIE. 
(griMing) 
Wyatt··-~~~~··.·•.ana•· 
.., .. 
Yeah, George.· He heard it all. 
IN'J.'W JAIL O!PFICE - DAY - FULL SHOT - WYATT·.~ 
. l' 
l{e' ~it# Jlt ·desk and works on·. papers as. the;; door. 6pena:~-nd"_':· 
Ph:o~bec McKean o ome:s ln. .He r1 ses and, dUi'~.:at:al-:<:~gJ,;te,: 
iJ)l:Ows ber .to a seat. · · · · · 
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37 CONTINUED: 
WYATT (nodding pleasantly) 
Wha.t can I do for you now? 
PHOEBE 
Marshal Earp, I want to ma.ke 
restitution for the money George 
stole from tha.t miner in Pres-
cott. He must•ve ha.d a. fa.mily, 
or relatives -- I'd like to pay 
the money ba.ck, with interest. 
WYATT 
It's a. nice idea., but it may 
be a. problem. 
PHOEBE 
That's why I need your help. 
I wouldn't know how to go 
a.bout it. 
WYATT 
Well, I can write Prescott, 
have the authorities look up 
the record, try to tra.ce them 
down. 
PHOEBE 
Will you? I'd appreciate it. 
WYATT 
It may not work, but -- sure. 
Wha.t about Dobie Jenner? 
PHOEBE (a smile) 
By the time I get my divorce, 
he'll be on his feet a.ga.in. We 
thought we might get a. little 
ranch near here. Somewhere 
where we can work out in the 
sun, and the open air. 
30. 
Wyatt nods in warm agreement to this. He likes them both. 
PHOEBE 
And Marshal -- we'd like you 
to visit. It'll be partly your 
doing, that we're together. 
WYATT 
It'll be a. pleasure, ma'am. 
Always did want to sample your 
cooking. 
(CONTINUED) 
WE #E-16 (166) - Rev. 7/22/59 
37 CONTINUED: 
They smile a.t one another a.s: 
- THE END -
31. 
FADEOUT. 
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BAT MASTERSON 3B 
{Working Title: "Two Graves for Swan Valley") 
Teleplay by: Andy White 
Story by: Andy White and 
Fl'ank Pittman 
SYNOPSIS 
In this episode from the life of Bat Masterson he nearly passes 
through the small town of Swan Valley on his way to the_ towering 
Tetons, but decides to refresh himself at Scotty's Saloon. He 
becomes attracted to a beautiful girl, Molly Doyle, and it could 
be for keeps. Bat is ordered to move on by the brutish and jealous 
Sergeant Foley. This goes against Masterson's grain. Defiantly, 
Bat stays -- to run the gauntlet of attempted ambushes by Foley's 
night riders. In a savage showdown precipitated by Sergeant Foley, 
both men are wounded and Molly is killed by Foley's wild bullet. 
Before Masterson rides on, there are two graves for Swan Valley. 
CAST 
-
BAT MASTERSON 
SERGEANT FOLEY •••••••••• Tall, burly, dark faced brute. Wears an 
old Army coat with sergeant's stripes. 
A strong leader and treacherous enemy. 
MOLLY DOYLE ••••••••••••• Blue-eyed, raven haired beauty with a pert 
Irish face -- and, an acquired hardness. 
ANGUS McLARNIN •••••••••• Spare, energetic Scotsman. 
TOM NOBLE, •••••••••••••• Old Justice of the Peace, whose bloodshot 
eyes have seen a lot of injustice in Swan 
Valley. 
PETE •••••••••••••••••••• Arrow-straight, long-muscled blacksmith. 
He thinks straight, too. 
DANK LANCE ) 
BUCKY LANCE) •••••••••••• Thin-faced, grinning gunmen. 
KATE 0 1BRIEN •••••••••••• Ample, attractive and rugged. 
ENGLISHMAN •••••••••••••• Wealthy Wyoming rancher. A man of dignity. 
BITS: Four of Foley's night riders {one speaking). 
EXTRAS: Patrons at Scotty's. 
INTERIORS: 
Scotty 1 s Saloon 
Bat 1s Hotel Room 
Room No. 6 and Hall 
Living Room of Ranch House 
SETS 
-
EXTERIORS: 
Swan Valley 
Blacksmith Shop 
Scotty 1s Saloon 
Hotel 
Graveyard 
B. 
(OPENING) 
FADE IN: 
1. 
EXT. SWAN VALLEY - DAY 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
FULL SHOT - THE TOWN AND COUNTRYSIDE 
Swan Valley isn't even a crossroads town. It's a one 
road town consisting of a few buildings on either side 
of the dusty, winding wagon trail that outcrops at the 
crest of a slowly, rising valley of lava rock and wild 
wheat, now August brown. As far as the eye can see, in 
360 degrees, there is no other sign of life -- except 
1 
a ribbon of dust that would indicate an approaching horse-
man. If there's any reason for the existence of Swan 
Valley, it 1s the pause, the deep breath before the ex-
hilarating ascent to the sharp, icy fingers of Teton Pass, 
gateway to Wyoming. We are to be concerend with SCOTTY'S 
SALOON, the HOTEL, the BLACKSMITH SHOP, a.nd the GRAVEYARD. 
OVER THIS: We hear the SOUND of the blacksmith's hammer 
ringing throughout the valley. 
MED. SHOT - PETE 
PETE, arrow-straight, long-muscled, wears a vest and no 
shirt, pounds a horseshoe outside his blacksmith shop, 
the first building at the edge of town. CAMERA PANS 
toward open country and slowly sweeps past a small erave-
:y,ard. CAMERA HOLDS on a. wind blasted sign which reads: 
'SWAN VALLEY". The rider enters shot, reins in. It •s 
BAT MASTERSON. Bat, covered with dust, is still the 
Beau Brummell of the frontier in his dashing trail out-
fit. He surveys the town, then looks up and off toward 
his objective. 
2 
SHOT - THE TETONS 3 
The sun reflects the icy beauty of the shining mountains. 
BACK TO SCENE 
Bat starts to move on through Swan Valley, past the 
smith who alternately pounds the shoe; heats it in the 
forge, dunks it in water, pounds again, paying no 
attention to the stranger. Bat halts again, looks across 
the street. 
HIS POV - SCOTTY'S SALOON 
There is no activity, but the batwings look inviting. 
4 
5 
6 BACK TO SCENE 
Bat wipes a hand across his dry lips and dismounts. He 
leads his horse toward the blacksmith, removing his 
cane from its saddle scabbard. 
LAP TO: 
2. 
6 
INT. SCOTTY'S SALOON - DAY 
7 
8 
CLOSE SHOT - BAT 
at the bar. Bat is now looking intently at someone. 
With an engaging, boyish grin he lifts his shot glass. 
The beautifully tapered fingers of a woman enter shot. 
They clink shot glasses. CAMERA PANS SLOWLY with 
Masterson's eyes, up the curve of the woman's bare arm 
and HOLDS on blue-eyed, raven-haired MOLLY DOYLE, taste-
fully dressed in the gown of a hostess. Through a thin 
layer of acquired hardness glows a pure beauty. Her 
cheeks flush as she returns the devilishgaze of the hand-
some stranger. ANGUS "SCOTTY" McLARNIN, energetic, spare 
owner-bartender has been observing with interest. 
BAT 
William Barkley Masterson, 
Ma'am. 
Angus reacts to the name. Bat waits for the woman to 
supply her name. She glances around quickly, a look 
of fear in her eyes. CAMERA PANS to the only other per-
son in the saloon, OLD TOM NOBLE, Justice of the Peace, 
nursing a drink at the end of the bar. His shirt is open 
at the throat, his black suit stained. There is no hat 
over his shock of white, unruly hair. He sips his drink, 
savoring the golden moment it gives him. 
THREE SHOT - BAT 1 MOLLY AND ANGUS 
Light again enters her pert, Irish face. 
MOLLY 
Molly ••• Molly Doyle. 
7 
8 
They sip a salute, theh toss off their drinks. Angus smiles 
as Bat indicates a refill. 
ANGUS (searchingly) 
~ Masterson? 
Bat nods without taking his eyes off Molly. Angus takes 
a fine glass from beneath the bar and proudly sets it in 
front of Bat. 
(CONTINUED) 
8 CONTINUED: 
ANGUS (continuing) 
For you, Mr. Masterson -- the 
bestl That's a real glass 
brought 1em from~tlandl 
Angus starts to pour. 
BAT 
And the lady? 
Angus hesitates, then reluctantly produces another prized 
glass for Molly. 
ANGUS 
Yes sir. (to Molly) 
Be careful with it, nowl 
Bat chuckles, sizing up the Scotsman as he pours. 
MOLLY 
Thank you, Mr. Masterson. 
BAT 
Oh, don't thank me. I thought 
these were on the house. 
Never I 
ciple, 
things 
ANGUS 
(flashes) 
I'm a man of high prin-
Mr. Masterson, and giving 
away is demoralizing. 
3. 
8 
Bat shrugs, having fun. Molly is studying Bat. She likes 
this handsome stranger with a sense of humor. 
BAT 
I hear an occasional setup is 
good for business. 
Bat clicks Molly's glass a little more ~legantly now with 
Angus• best. He also touches Molly's finger with his. 
There is an electric moment when the current of conquest 
flows from one to the other. 
BAT 
(continuing) 
To an oasis of beauty ••• and her 
laughing blue eyes. 
(CONTINUED) 
8 CONTINUED - (2): 
ANGUS 
(pursuin~ his 
subject) 
No sir, don 1t believe in set-
ups. If people get thirsty 
enough 1 they'll be back! 
FOLEY'S VOICE 
Don't you come backl 
4. 
8 
CAMERA RACKS OVER as Bat turns to look into the barrel of 
a gun held by a tall, burly1 dark-faced brute, SERGEANT 
FOLEY. In addition to conventional cowboy togs, Foley 
wears an Army coat with sergeant's stripes. Flanking him 
in the batwings are the LANCE BROTHERS, DANK and BUCKY1 
two thin-faced 1 grinning killers. All are unshaven1 dirty 
and weary. INTERCUT as Bat looks from Foley to Molly, who 
pales. Foley advances TOWARD CAMERA, which features the 
gun. 
FOLEY 
(continuing) 
Just get out of town ••• •cause 
if you stay1 you stay dead. 
Foley cocks the gun for emphasis. Bat coldly appraises 
his chances against Foley and his two gunmen. Angus 
McLarnin removes his choice glassware from the bar. 
BAT 
I don•t think I finished that. 
Without taking his eyes off Foley, Bat gestures to Angus 
who produces Bat•s drink. Masterson downs it slowly, 
defiantly as we: 
FADE OUT. 
MAIN TITLES 
ACT ONE 
FADE IN: 
INT, SCOTTY'S SALOON - DAY 
9 FULL SHOT - FEATURING BAT 
Molly stands apprehensive 1 the Lance brothers flank Sergeant Foley, Four more rugged RIDERS filter through 
the batwings and hover behind their leader ready to back 
his play. Bat is deliberate. He savors the last drop 
of amber liquid 1 places the glass gently on the bar, eyes 
on Foley and his men. 
BAT 
Never could stand crowds. (thin grin) 
I'm going for my wallet. 
Bat removes his wallet, eschewing any fast movement that, 
with the odds now-seven to one, might be misinterpreted, 
He leaves a bill on the bar. 
FOLEY 
Now gitl 
Bat picks up his cane 1 blows on the gold head, shines it. 
BAT 
She mean something to you? 
FOLEY 
Out of townl 
BAT 
Married to her? 
FOLEY 
Git outl 
BAT 
He mean something to you? 
MOLLY 
(tightly) 
You'd better do as Sergeant 
Foley says. You 1d better leave. 
FOLEY 
That's right 1 pretty boy. You're 
talking yourself into the grave. 
Bat grins thinly as the Lance brothers spread out to 
widen the target if Bat goes for his gun. 
(CONTINUED) 
9 
9 
10 
CONTINUED: 
BAT 
(honestly) 
I wouldn't want to do that. 
He tips his hat to Molly in a sweeping movement, then 
looks at Foley and shrugs philosophically. 
BAT (continuing) 
I was just passing through ••• 
Bat walks in an arc to the door, keeping his eyes on the 
gunmen. Foley grunts satisfaction, contempt, as he 
holsters his gun. Masterson pauses at the batwings. 
BAT (continuing) 
But I don 1 t like to be told. 
So I'll be back. 
Bat exits quickly. Molly brightens at his words, then 
looks at Foley's furious face, shows her concern. 
FOLEY 
I'll kill him! 
Foley starts to charge out, is halted by a voice. 
NOBLE'S VOICE 
You can't just kill him. 
SHOT - NOBLE 
at the end of the bar. He straightens, come forward, 
CAMERA PANNING him to the group. 
NOBLE (continuing) 
You can't go kill a man after 
you 1ve said you're going to in 
front of witnesses. It's against 
the law. 
FOLEY 
Against the law! In Swan Valley? 
6. 
9 
10 
Foley considers this an enormous joke and goes into gaLes 
of roaring laughter, falling against the bar and gesturing 
for a bottle. 
FOLEY (continuing) 
Against the law! 
(CONTINUED) 
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10 CONTINUED: 
He wipes the tears from his eyes. The Lance Brothers and 
other men join in the laughter. Noble looks at Foley, 
injured. 
NOBLE 
I'm trying to keep you out of 
trouble. I'll go talk to him. 
FOLEY 
{gulping his drink) 
Yeah, you go do that -- 1 cause I 
wouldn 1 t \'lant to break the law I 
He roars again as Noble exits. Then he sobers, looks at 
Molly like a great, serious bear. 
FOLEY 
{continuing) 
C'mere, Molly. 
Molly hesitates. Foley cocks his sun and points it at 
Angus as if he might kill anybody if she doesn't do his 
biddins. There's a threat behind his grin. 
FOLEY 
{continuing; softly) 
C1mere. 
Molly v-1alks towctr<r !"o:t't!;r--'s huge arms which wait to en-
circle her. Foley runs a hand through Molly's flowing 
hair possessively, then tightens his grip on the hair 
until she nearly cries out. It 1s a warning. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
EXT. BLACKSMITH SHOP - DAY 
10 
11 SHOT - BAT AND PETE 11 
The blacksmith has seen Bat approaching has his horse 
ready for him. There are now seven dusty, lathered and 
bone weary horses at the hitch rack. 
PETE 
I figured you 1d be moving on when 
I saw Foley and his boys ride in. 
BAT 
Why? 
Bat scratches Pete's mongrel hound, MIKE, behind the ear. 
PETE 
He don't like handsome strangers 
around. Likes everything just 
the way it is. {CONTINUED) 
-~~~~~"Tl14/~ ,:;z 
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Dank and· 8Uo9 • · liobo<lJ'~a ~ttte~t_,t' 
through latelr, theytre itcll.1aL - ·-
for tun. -
- It&t ·ha& been keeping a wary eye on scotty* a t~a~6n., 
we.tobes Noble approach. 
BAT (critically) 
I saw them itchin• • They*re 
real cute. {decision) 
You can strip him and rub him 
down. 
NOBLE 
I wouldn't even stay that long. 
BAT 
small town, lots of advice. 
You are,.,? 
NOBLE 
Noble ••• Justice of the Peace. 
BAT 
Thought I saw you at the bar. 
NOBLE (edgily) 
MY day away from the office. 
Petie strips Batts horse as he talks. 
PETE 
Tom# you haventt opened that 
office of yours for years. 
NOBLE 
Well•••I t:ry most of my cases 
over at sootty•s ••• more central 
place to meet, 
BAT 
Figures. 
.. -.- ~ 
- - c • ~ •• 
11 
12 
13 
CONTINUED - (2): 
PETE 
Afraid Masterson might wipe 
out your meal ticket, Tom? 
NOBLE (angrily) 
I'm trying to do a job, Petel 
Bat looks at Noble, grins. 
BAT 
Thanks. 
(to Pete) 
These horses have been ridden 
into the ground. 
PETE 
(nods) 
Foley and his boys go through 
more horses and horse shoes than 
anybody west of the Tetons. 
Noble glances worriedly toward the saloon. 
SHOT - F.OLEY AND J.I.IEN 
They stand outside the saloon studying Bat. 
BACK TO SCENE 
NOBLE 
You're talking too much for your 
own good, Pete l 
Pete goes about his work slowly but surely, a man of 
great personal confidence. 
PETE 
Foley can 1 t scare me. He needs 
mel The night ridin 1 they do 
they need a good blacksmith as 
much as they need guns. 
NOBLE 
Far enough, Petel 
BAT 
Mr. Noble. I don't care if 
Foley 1 s a night rider, rustler, 
murderer, or if Swan Valley 1s 
his robber's roost ••• 
Noble is studying the exchange of cold glances between 
Bat and Foley. 
(CONTINUED) 
9. 
11 
12 
13 
13 
14 
CONTINUED: 
NOBLE 
Then you 1re leavingl 
BAT 
Oh, no. I'm staying. 
NOBLE (explodes) 
Confound it, why? 
BAT (simply) 
He said a mean thing to me. 
Masterson winks at Pete, twirls his cane and strolls off 
toward the only hotel as the eyes of Sergeant Foley and 
his gunmen follow him. 
SHOT - PETE AND NOBLE 
Noble looks after Bat in awe and frustration. 
NOBLE 
I really hate to bury him. 
He's a real nice-looking young 
man. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
10. 
13 
14 
INT. HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT 
15 MED. SHOT - BAT 
He has his shirt off and is washing in a bowl. A large 
pitcher is also on the washstand. We hear the SOUND of 
a knock on the door. Bat draws his gun, goes to the 
door, opens it cautiously. Molly stands there, fright-
ened. 
MOLLY 
May I talk to you? 
BAT 
Come in. 
15 
Bat takes a towel to dry himself. Molly watches a moment, 
attracted. 
MOLLY 
Mr. Masterson -- you should 
know about Sergeant Foley. 
(CONTINUED) 
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15 CONTINUED: 
BAT 
I know quite a lot about him 
already. Court martialed out 
of the Army ••• does a lot of night 
riding ••• so it'll be cooler for 
his horses. Contributes to 
charities -- such as the Justice 
of the Peace. swan Valley's 
model rustler. 
She goes to him intently. 
MOLLY 
Angus thinks you should leave, 
too. He'll kill youl 
Bat selects a clean shirt from his saddle bag. 
BAT 
There's a law says he won't. 
MOLLY (ruefully) 
What law?l 
BAT (smoothly) 
Self preservation. 
Molly turns angrily to leave. 
MOLLY 
All right! I shouldn't have 
come! I could see you were 
stubborn I 
BAT 
Molly ••• 
(he goes to her) 
Thanks for coming. 
15 
There is the SOUND of galloping horses swinging past the 
window, a fusillade of gun SHOTS. The window disintegra-
tes and the bullets ricochet around the room breaking the 
water pitcher and bowl. Bat and Molly hit the floor. 
It's over as soon as it began, the hoofbeats fading into 
the night. Bat rushes to the window with his gun. The 
doorisopened abruptly, and Bat instinctively turns his 
gun toward it. KATE O'BRIEN, proprietress, stands there, 
her ample and attractive frame filling the doorway. Kate 
is a woman of thirty-five, rugged enough. 
KATE 
All right --what's going on? 
(CONTINUED) 
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15 CONTINUED- {2): 
BAT {shrugs) 
Is it Saturday night? 
Kate bustles to the broken window. 
KATE 
Do you know how hard it is to 
get glass out he~e? Have to 
order it from the East! Why 
didn 1 t you tell me you were 
going to get shot at? I would 
have given you an inside room 
with no windows! 
BAT 
(apologetically) 
I really didn't know, Ma'am. 
KATE 
I should have known you were 
trouble -- you 1 re too good 
looking. 
12. 
15 
Kate swirls back to the door, halts to look at Bat's open 
shirt, bare chest, to Molly, back to Bat. 
KATE (continuing) 
Well, get your clothes onl 
BAT 
Yes, ma'am. 
Kate exits as Bat struggles to button his shirt while 
looking into the mirror which is also shattered. Molly 
goes to him. 
MOLLY (imploringly) 
Bat, leave! You've seen what 
happens! 
BAT 
Because I talked to you? I have 
every right to talk to a beautiful 
woman. And you, Molly, have every 
right to see whomever you please. 
MOLLY 
I thought so, too. 
(beat) 
They 1 re both dead. 
Bat looks at her, then taps her cheek jovially. 
(CONTINUED) 
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15 15 CONTINUED - (3): 
BAT 
You don 1 t have to worry about 
me. 
MOLLY 
I know I don't~ to ••• 
Her hand reaches up for his, then she emits a nervous 
little laugh as if she doesn't completely understand 
herself. 
MOLLY 
{continuing) 
We just met ••• you bought me a 
drink ••• many men have ••• (she looks at 
him squarely) 
But I am worried about you. 
Will you please move on, Bat? 
BAT (looks at her 
intently) 
Yeah. To that inside room. 
He kisses her reassuringly on the cheek. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
EXT. SCOTTY'S SALOON - NIGHT 
16 SHar - BAT 
As he approaches wearing his derby, immaculate shirt and 
tie, vest, tailored suit. Pete comes out of the cafe 
next to Scotty's, picking his teeth. His hound, Mike, 
is at his heel. They stop, look Bat up and down. Mike 
cocks an ear, tilts his head, looks at Bat critically. 
PETE 
You got the right idea, 
Masterson. 
BAT 
Yes, Pete? 
PETE 
Long as you decided to stay, 
you might as well be dressed 
to be laid out at any time. 
16 
Bat grins at Pete good naturedly as the smith and his hound 
move on towards his shop, but when a couple of LOUNGERS 
outside the saloon start to laugh, Bat cuts them with a 
look. 
INT. SCOTTY'S SALOON - NIGHT 
17 
18 
19 
FULL SHOT - ANGUS 1 NOBLE AND KATE 
There is a little more activity in the saloon because 
it is Saturday night. Kate is wearing her best dress 1 
a gaudy affair that sets off her startling figure. She 
and Noble are joshing and rolling dice for the drinks. 
Noble looks toward the batwings as Masterson enters 1 
draws heavily on his drink and waits for it to gird 
his loins. All eyes turn toward the fashion plate and 
Kate views him appreciatively as she smoothes the 
bodice of her dress. 
SHOT - MOLLY AND BAT 
Molly descends the stairs from the rooms over the 
saloon 1 halts. She is alternately impressed by his dapper dress 1 worried because of his audacity. 
BAT 
Hello 1 Molly. 
MOLLY 
Hello 1 Bat. Sergeant Foley 
will be riding in tonight. 
BAT 
I know. 
NOBLE'S VOICE 
Mr. Masterson. 
ANOTHER ANGLE - TO INCLUDE NOBLE 
and Kate at the end of the bar. 
NOBLE 
Will you step into my office 1 
please? 
Bat saunters toward the end of the bar1 tips his hat 
gallantly to Kate. 
BAT 
Miss O'Brien. 
It's the first time a man has ever tipped his hat to 
her. 
KATE 
Hello. 
{CONTINUED) 
14. 
17 
18 
19 
19 CONTINUED: 
NOBLE 
You will please remove your 
hat in court. 
BAT 
Court? 
NOBLE 
That's where you are. 
Bat removes his hat. 
NOBLE 
(continuing) 
With the powers vested in me, 
I order you out of town. 
BAT 
On what grounds, your honor? 
NOBLE 
You're a drifter, no visible 
means of support. (to ·the 
No job. attentive group) 
{a warning 
to all) 
And nobody in Swan Valley will 
give you onel 
BAT 
Well now, your honor, I admire 
the high standards you have set 
for your town ••. but you're 
talking to your newest business 
man. 
Bat puts on his hat, tilting it jauntily. Angus and 
Molly watch with interest. 
NOBLE 
~ businessl? 
Bat flips a deck of cards from a pocket of his vest, 
fanning it expertly. 
BAT 
Professional gambler. Now, if 
you'll just issue my license at 
your convenience. 
NOBLE 
License? 
(CONTINUED) 
15. 
19 
19 
20 
CONTINUED: ( 2) 
Bat takes a bill from his wallet. 
BAT 
Law of the territory. A 
professional gambler has to 
take out a license, like any 
other respectable business 
man. 
Bat walks away from Noble who looks at the money, shakes 
his head, does the intelligent thing. He hands it to 
Angus. 
NOBLE 
Better bring me a bottle. 
But Angus follows Bat as Swan Valley's newest business 
man appraises the tables, selects the one in the corner. 
ANGUS 
(fearfully) 
Where you going to operate, Bat? 
BAT 
This one ••. back to the wall, eyes 
on the door. 
He sits down, spreads the cards in front of him. 
ANGUS 
You can't operate here! Not with 
bad blood between you and Foleyl 
I don't want my place shot up! 
BAT 
I'll pay for any damage. And 
with a good game going every 
night, drawing the ranchers in, 
there'll be a lot more action 
at your bar, Mr. McLarnin. 
Bat skillfully manipulates the cards as Angus considers 
this. 
ANGUS 
You got a way of puttin' things 
what makes it hard for a Scotsman 
to say "no"! 
16. 
19 
ANOTHER ANGLE TOvlARD DOOR 20 
An ENGLISHMAN, typical of those who invested heavily in 
Wyoming ranches 3 enters. He is a strong, purposeful 
man, well dressed in expensive ranch clothes. 
(CONTINUED) 
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20 CONTINUED: 
ENGLISHMAN 
Where's the sheriff of this 
forsaken place? 
Eyes turn toward Noble who steps forward. 
NOBLE 
No sheriff. I'm Justice of 
the Peace. 
ENGLISH1'4AN 
Well, I've just been robbedr 
Two thousand dollar payroll 
f or my r ound up hands! 
(gestures toward 
door) 
Scared my wife half to death! 
NOBLE 
Not many people take this road 
with that much money. Your 
wife •.. is she all right? 
ENGLISHMAN 
They wouldn't dare touch 
Henrietta I 
Noble smiles thinly. 
ENGLISHMAN 
(continuing) 
Well, what are you going to do 
about this? 
Noble's shoulders sag. 
NOBLE 
When you get back to your wife •.. 
pray. 
ENGLISHMAN 
Pray! That won't get my money 
back! 
NOBLE 
Thank God because you're still 
alive. Then move on. 
The Englishman stares at Noble, then looks around in 
frustration, focuses on Bat at his table. 
ENGLISHMAN 
You. You look like a gentleman. 
What do I do? 
(CONTINUED) 
17. 
20 
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20 CONTINUED: ( 2) 
BAT 
(evenly) 
I think the other gentleman 
gave you good advice. 
Noble straightens a little, having been called a gentle-
man. The Englishman rages. 
ENGLISHIVIAN 
The territorial governor is 
going to hear about this. 
(he exits) 
NOBLE 
(helplessly) 
He has heard about it. 
Noble returns to the bar as Bat riffles the cards. 
BAT 
All right, boys. I'm open for 
business. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
20 
EXT. SCOTTY'S SALOON - NIGHT 
21 FULL SHOT - FOLEY AND HIS MEN 
Riding in for their Saturday night. They still show 
the effects of sleepless nights, an unshaven raunchy 
group that has already been hitting the bottle. They 
fire their pistols in the air and whoop as they pile 
into the saloon behind their leader. 
21 
INT. SCOTTY'S SALOON - NIGHT 
22 FULL SHOT - FEATURING BAT 
Some of the men go to the batwings to look out. 
Masterson remains seated. Foley is in high spirits as 
22 
he enters with his men, tosses a bag of money and u large 
KEY on a rin6 at the little justice. 
FOLEY 
Salt this away for me and the 
boys to draw on, your honor. 
We may be in town a couple of 
days, maybe morel 
(CONTINUED) 
22 
23 
CONTINUED: 
As Noble takes the money, he looks at Bat, a look of 
shame on his sodden face. Foley follows his gaze to 
Bat who now has his hat on the table. Some patrons 
cautiously edge away from Masterson and out of the 
line of fire as Foley's face turns cold. 
NOBLE 
I told him, but --
FOLEY 
(savagely) 
Shut upl 
Foley lumbers toward Bat, hand by gun butt. His jowls 
shake with rage. 
FOLEY 
(continuing) 
Some people can't be told! 
Foley now stands across from Bat, towering over him. 
Behind the ex-sergeant is an arrowhead of gunmen, the 
grinning Lance brothers at his immediate left and 
right. 
BAT 
You're welcome to try your 
luck ••• with the two thousand. 
Masterson riffles the cards. 
FOLEY 
Your luck's run outl 
Foley makes a move as if to go for his gun, but in one 
liquid motion Bat's hand slips under his hat and he's 
holding his silver-plated gun in his fist, pointed at 
Foley's stomach. Foley and his men freeze. Bat slowly 
pushes his arm across ·the top of the table until the 
barrel is only two feet from the big man's middle. 
BAT 
I'm trying to run a business. 
(he inches the 
gun forward} 
And this keeps me in business. 
EXTREME CLOSE SHOT - FOLEY'S FACE 
He perspires freely as, like a great toad, his eyes 
look down at the gun in surprise and alarm. 
19. 
22 
23 
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FOLEY 
I'd take my chances ••• 
( throue;h hie .. 
teethJ 
But I want to be sure I kill 
yout. 
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Pole¥ backs out slow~y., his men preceding him·.- :,,.~- holds · 
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rga'$ SCSll'£JIS .SALOON - NIGHT 
25 ~t'Ji::_ THE ENTRANCE 
'.tri:>'Ba:t emerges to the empty street 1 stuffing ~i;~~krless 
·ot_,~ills in his wallet with satisfaction. M()ll;J'~'-filngs 
~P:.:tbe-<Soorway, Angus goes out.with Bat to ext-;n&\ltS'h 
tbe· lamp hanging from the wooden awning. - ' ·. · -~ 
MOLLY 
G1nightJ Bat. 
... 
BAT 
G'night., blue eyes. 
MOLLY 
You're a fool. !·-
.Eljt n-ee her admiratio~., grins as she goes ins~de:;· .. 
. • (. . ··.·! ·, 
ANGUS 
If there is a ehootout in my 
place -- and they dO get you., 
I'll be obliged to take the 
wreckage out or your wallet! 
. BAT 
. (naps} . 
-A. ~alta· a.,d .. eal.·· 
25 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
CONTINUED: 
Angus shows a semblance of relief as he goes into his 
saloon, locking the doors from within. Bat hears the 
click of the padlock, notes the extinguishing of the 
last light from within. He is very much alone in the 
dead silence of Swan Valley. He looks o.s. 
HIS POV - THE HOTEL 
One light is burning. 
BACK TO BAT 
He twirls his cane, strolls down the boardwalk, the 
SOUND of his steps bouncing against the false fronts 
and echoing into the black night. Suddenly we hear 
the SOUND of a horse whinny. Keen as a cat, Bat throws 
himself to one knee behind a watering trough as a volley 
of lead sings over his head breaking glass behind him. 
Now horsemen gallop out of the night, silhouetted 
against the sky, their blazing sixguns marking their 
course. Bat rises to fire, but bullets kick up water 
from the trough and he takes cover. As the horsemen 
depart he takes careful aim, squeezes. His gun belches 
fire. 
SHOT - THE HORSEMEN 
As they pound past the blacksmith shop. The last rider 
SCREAMS, is knocked into the tools, iron clanging. 
SHOT - BAT 
All is quiet. He straightens, brushes some water from 
his derby. Angus and Molly rush up. She wears a 
dressing goLn. 
~-.OLLY 
BatJ Are you all right? 
BAT 
Yeah. At least one of their 
horses is friendly. He warned 
me. 
Now he observes how beautiful she is in the gown that 
covers the tinsel of her dress. The wandering man 
looks a little troubled, as if his wandering days might 
be over. 
(CONTINUED) 
21. 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
29 CONTINUED: 
BAT 
(continuing) 
That's very nice. Very ••• homey. 
Molly is pleased. Angus, who has been inspecting the 
broken windows, turns toward them. 
ANGUS 
Well, no damage -- to my 
place. 
Pete runs up from the blacksmith shop, followed by 
Noble who is somewhat drunk and has inspected the 
wounded man. 
PETE 
You got one. 
BAT (nods, as he 
reloads) 
You're right, Pete. They do a 
lot of night riding. 
Noble staggers in. 
NOBLE 
(accusingly) 
You shot one of Foley's men! 
BAT 
You're breaking my heart. 
PETE 
Masterson ••• I'm not one to worry ••. 
about anybody, including myself. 
(sincerely) 
But if I was you, I'd leave right 
now. 
Bat looks at Molly, then to Pete. 
BAT (admiringly) 
You know, Pete ••. I don't think 
you would. 
(to all) 
G'night. 
Bat turns and walks toward the hotel. Molly, Angus and 
Pete watch him, turn to exit. 
FADE OUT. 
END OF ACT ONE 
22. 
29 
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ACT TWO 
FADE IN: 
EXT, STREET - DAY 
30 SHOT - SHOOTING PAST ANGUS TOWARD BAT 
As he starts to cross the street toward the Saloon and 
adjoining cafe 1 halts to look both ways 1 for flying lead 1 
crosses cautiously. Angus has to chuckle. Pete is 
working in front of his blacksmith shop. The two men 
wave a friendly greeting as Bat heads for the cafe, Mike 
crosses the street to meet Bat who holds out his cane 
horizontally. Mike jumps it 1 sits, Bat hands him a 
tidbit 1 pats him1 moves on. 
ANGUS 
You made it again. 
BAT 
{grins) 
Good morning 1 Angus. 
ANGUS 
Masterson ---I like you. 
This stops Bat. Noble enters shot and with urgent but 
fumbling hands gives Angus a coin. 
ANGUS 
(continuing) 
It's poured for you on the bar. 
Noble passes through the batwings without greetings. 
ANGUS 
(continuing} 
Even Old Tom likes you. 
BAT 
Well 1 I like him too. I don't 
approve of him1 but I like him. 
ANGUS (indicates Pete) 
And Pete there likes you. To 
say nothing of Molly. You added 
something to Swan Valley. 
BAT 
Is this my obituary? 
ANGUS 
That 1 s what I'm getting at ••• Why 
run the gauntlet every night? A 
target the minute you step out 
the door. Why don't you stay 
here with me? (CONTINUED) 
23. 
30 
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30 CONTINUED: 
24. 
30 
BAT 
Makes sense. 
ANGUS 
There's nobody up in Number six 
now. Move in, make yourself at 
home. 
Bat starts to enter the door of the cafe. 
BAT 
Thanks. 
ANGUS 
The rent will be slightly above 
what you're paying at the hotel ••• 
(coughs, self-
consciously) 
But you won't have to walk to 
work. 
BAT 
(grins) 
Thanks again. 
LAP TO: 
INT. ROOM - DAY 
31 SHOT - BAT 
As he enters. When the door swings in we see the Number 
6. Bat carries his saddlebags and blanket roll, tosses 
them on the bed. Molly, wearing the dressing gown over 
a slip and fluffing her long hair with a towel, appears 
in the doorway. She's troubled. 
Hello. 
MOLLY 
BAT 
(cheerily) 
Hello, blue eyes. Come in. 
MOLLY 
The last time I was in a room 
with you, you were shot at. 
BAT 
I wasn't hit. (small tone of 
surprise) 
You keep getting more beautiful. 
(CONTINUED) 
31 
·-- ~ - -
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31 CONTINUED: 
MOLLY 
Bat, I had a dream last night. 
Sergeant Foley killed you. 
Bat kisses her on the cheek, as if testing. 
BAT 
I'm still warm. 
MOLLY 
(laughs) 
Anyway, I 1m glad I mentioned it. 
You make me feel as if every-
thing's going to be all right. 
See you down stairs laterl 
BAT 
Yeah. 
She starts to leave, comes back, nervously kisses Bat on 
the cheek. 
BAT 
(continuing) 
Everything is going to be all 
right. -
He looks at her pretty face, and her pink complexion 
glows under his steady gaze. 
MOLLY 
I don't understand it. When 
I'm close to you, I feel like a 
twelve year old girl ... as if 
I've never been kissed .. . 
Bat leans forward, kisses her gently on the lips. 
MOLLY (continuing) 
Thanks, Bat. 
BAT 
Thanks? 
He kisses her warmly. As they part: 
MOLLY 
I -- I'd better not grow up too 
fast. 
She throws him an elfish glance, hurries to exit. 
(CONTINUED) 
25. 
31 
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31 CONTINUED - (2): 
BAT 
Molly. (she halts) 
When I do leave ..• do you have 
any reason to stay in Swan 
Valley? 
MOLLY 
I always thought I did ... be-
cause I was born here. Now 
that's pretty silly, isn 1 t it? 
BAT 
(grins) 
Yeah. Pretty silly. 
Molly tosses her hair happily, exits. Bat smiles, looks 
toward the window. 
EXT. STREET - DAY 
32 TOP SHOT - HIS POV 
Dank Lance looks toward the window. Mounts and rides 
out. 
INT. ROOM - DAY 
33 SHOT - BAT 
He returns from the window, troubled. Checks his gun, 
exits. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
INT. LIVING ROOM OF RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT 
34 FULL SHOT - SERGEANT FOLEY, BUCKY LANCE, THREE MEN 
26. 
31 
32 
33 
34 
This was once a well-furnished ranch house, but the land 
didn't live up to its promise or the hope of those who 
abandoned it. A luxurious green horsehair couch remains 
in the corner, bedrolls and saddles are on the floor. 
The bay window is framed with faded green velvet curtains 
with long musty tassels. From this window a rancher once 
looked out over the waving green empire of his first 
wheat crop. Now, the window is broken. 
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35 MED. SHar - SERGEANT FOLEY 
At the window, BACK TO CAMERA. He turns, giving vent 
to his anger. 
FOLEY 
You know, don 1 t cha, that this 
is getting pretty funnyl 
(he drains the 
contents of a 
tin cup) 
But it ain't funny! 
In powerful strides he crosses to the table, CAMERA 
PANNING, so shot includes Bucky Lance and three of 
Foley's men in various states of repose waiting out 
the blow. There is a coffee pot on the table. Foley 
reaches beyond it to a whiskey bottle, fills his tin 
cup. 
FOLEY 
(continuing) 
Do I have to do all the brain 
worlc and all the killin' too? 
What are you guys good for? 
And what about Blinkey? All 
shot upt 
BUCKY 
vle ain 1 t forgettin 1 but maybe 
we ought not try again soon. 
FOLEY 
Why not? 1 
Foley turns on him with a savage look, Bucky rallies to 
justify his statement. 
BUCKY 
Well ... McLarnin, Pete and some 
of the others are swingin 1 to his 
side. 
FOLEY 
(drinks and 
ra~es) 
He's turning the town 
After what I done for 
Did I ever rob Angus? 
town? We ride in for 
and pay for itl More 
for itt 
against mel 
Swan Valley! 
Anybody in 
our fun --
than pay 
As Sergeant Foley pours out his justification, the 
others nod sage agreement. Foley looks into the ornate 
mirror over the couch 1 appraises his rough exterior. 
(CONTINUED) 
27. 
35 
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35 
36 
37 
CONTINUED: 
FOLEY 
(continuing) 
I know his kind ••• He 1 s a sick, 
handsome, smooth talker. A 
charmer! 
He rubs the whiskey away from his grizzled chin with a 
massive hand, and rakes back his umkept hair as if try-
ing to improve his appearance. Not liking what he 
sees, he turns away, walks to the window, peers into 
the night as the others watch him curiously. 
FOLEY 
(continuing; 
to self) 
And I know \'Jhy he 1s staying ••• 
It's Molly! 
His huge hand goes to the dusty tassels of the curtain 
and, unconsciously, he works his fingers through them 
caressingly, as he would through Molly's hair. 
FOLEY 
(continuing; 
absently) 
Then he 1 11 move on ••• and . Swan 
Valley won't be the same ••• 
He becomes aware of his actions, looks at his hand. 
EXTREME CLOSE SHOT - FOLEY'S HAND 
Suddenly he crushes the tassels, rips them Violently 
from the curtain. 
FULL SHOT - FEATURING FOLEY 
as he wheels on the group. 
FOLEY 
(continuing) 
vie got a good thing! I want 
him dead! 
The men start to rise at this order as we hear the 
SOUND of a galloping horse approach and halt. They 
listen. 
BUCKY 
It 1 s Dank. 
(CONTINUED) 
28. 
35 
36 
37 
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37 
38 
39 
CONTINUED: 
Dank enters the door~ his shirt plastered to his back 
with perspiration from the hard ride. 
DANK 
Masterson's still in townl 
FOLEY 
I could have told you that. 
DANK 
He moved in above Scotty's. 
BIG HEAD SHOT - FOLEY 
as this registers. 
FOLEY 
Above Sootty 1 sl 
GROUP SHOT - FEA 'lURING FOLEY 
BUCKY 
Where Molly staysl? 
Bucky grins knowingly. Foley glares at him. 
FOLEY 
When? When did he move in? 
DANK 
Just today. 
(CONTINUED) 
29. 
37 
39 
39 CONTINUED: 
FOLEY 
He won't live through the night. 
Foley tosses off a tin cup of red liquor, charges out 
the door. Bucky looks at his brother. Dank gestures 
toward the door, and they follow as the other men shrug, 
and hit the bottle. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
INT. SCOTTY'S SALOON - NIGHT 
40 FULL SHOT - FEATURING BAT 
Who sits at his table, back to the wall, playing cards 
with four men, Molly brings a tray of fresh drinks for 
the players, picks up the empty glasses, Bat glances 
at Angus behind the bar who smiles approvingly. Bat 
grins, as he deals. When Molly passes behind Bat with 
the tray of empties, she can't resist trailing a finger 
along the back of his neck, Bat grins again, looks up, 
She doesn't look at him, but there's the small smile of 
a happy woman on her face as she returns to the bar 
where Noble is, as usual. 
BAT 
All right, gentlemen,,. 
Bat picks up his hand. 
LAP TO: 
EXT I STREET - NIGHT 
41 SHOT - THREE MEN 
Silhouetted against the sky, the three men ride slowly 
past the graveyard and into swan Valley, As they near 
we see they are Sergeant Foley, Dank and Bucky Lance, 
There is no race for the saloon to celebrate now, Just 
a grim, relentless pressure moving TOWARD CAMERA. As 
Foley's stallion passes camera he tosses his head in 
the air, eyes wild, nostrils flaring as he smells the 
scent of death in the air. 
LAP TO: 
INT, SCOTTY'S SALOON - NIGHT 
42 SHOT - BAT AND PLAYERS 
30. 
39 
40 
41 
42 
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43 43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
SHOT - SERGEANT FOLEY AND LANCE BROTHERS 
In the batwings. They have entered silently. Foley has 
his gun drawn and it 1 s leveled at Bat. 
SHOT - BAT AND PLAYERS 44 
Bat feels Foley's hot gaze, looks up. 
BAT 
(coldly) 
We'd better call it quits for 
now, boys. 
The players look around, see Foley, Dank and Bucky. The 
players fade into the woodwork. 
SHOT - BAT AND FOLEY 
FOLEY 
You brought nuthin' but trouble 
to this town. 
BAT 
Go on. 
FOLEY 
You been told, but you ain't 
listened! 
SHOT - MOLLY 
45 
46 
She is at the end of the bar, away from the line of fire. 
She looks at Bat, her old fears returning. 
SHOT - BAT AND FOLEY 
BAT 
You sound like a man trying to 
justify a killing ••• 
(rising slowly) 
If that's what you have in mind. 
FOLEY 
You're all witnesses! You heardl 
He's askin 1 I 
47 
Bat coldly works on Foley to increase his rage to regain 
that split second advantage, or throw off the big man 1 s 
aim. 
BAT 
If you can 1 t have her, nobody 
can. Is that it? 
(CONTINUED) 
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4 7 CONTINUED: 
47A 
47B 
FOLEY 
You~ askin' I 
Foley cocks his gun to shoot down Bat where he stands. 
QUICK FLASH - MOLLY 
MOLLY 
Batt I'll go with him! 
SHOT - BAT AND FOLEY 
Bat holds Foley with his eyes, lmowing they will tip off 
his final move. There is an edge of insult in his tone. 
BAT 
No, Molly. That won't be 
necessary. 
FOLEY (rages} 
I'll kill you! 
Bat draws lightning fast but Foley's forty-five slams 
into his upper leg, whirling him against the wall. 
Foley's gun is cocked, he's about to fire again, but as 
Bat sinks to the floor he takes a split second of deadly 
aim. The bullet crashes into the big man's chest, above 
the heart, spinning him. Foley's shot goes wild. 
31A. 
47 
47A 
47B 
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48 48 
49 
50 
SHOT - MOLLY 
The slug from Foley's gun strikes her in the abdomen. 
She looks surprised, sinks to the floor. 
SHOT - FOLEY 49 
Masterson's bullet has spun him through the batwings, 
and he practically carries the Lance brothers with him. 
They exit to go to Foley. 
SHOT - BAT 
He has been holding his cocked gun at ready. Using the 
table for support, he painfully pulls himself erect, his 
left leg stiff. Angus rushes up. 
ANGUS 
Hurt bad? 
BAT 
Missed the bone. 
Bat looks with alarm, sees Noble bending over Molly's 
body. Noble rises. 
NOBLE 
She's dead. 
Bat is momentarily stunned, and it takes Angus• words 
to snap him out of it. 
ANGUS 
(glancing toward 
door) 
Did you kill him? 
BAT 
I don't know, but I will! 
Driven by anger, Bat struggles toward the door. From 
o.s. we hear the SOUND of horses galloping out of town. 
Bat reaches the door, Angus helping him. He looks out. 
50 
33. 
EXT, STREET - NIGHT 
51 SHOT - THE EMPTY STREET 
INT, SCOTTY'S PLACE - NIGHT 
52 SHOT - BAT 
He looks around, and we know he is looking at Molly, 
BAT (deadly promise) 
But I will, 
DISSOLVE TO: 
EXT, GRAVEYARD - DAY 
53 SHOT - BAT AND ANGUS 
There is a fresh grave in the middle of the small grave-
yard on the top of the rise of the gentle hill that over-
looks swan Valley, Bat stands by it, derby off, head 
bowed, Angus is a step behind him, 
BAT 
This Foley,,.where will I find 
him? 
ANGUS (shrugs) 
How many draws are there leading 
into the Tetons? How many huts? 
How many abandoned ranch houses? 
BAT 
If he's alive ••• I think he'll 
come to me, 
Bat turns and starts off, leaning heavily on his cane and 
carrying his left leg, Angus offers him support, 
DISSOLVE TO: 
INT. LIVING ROOM OF RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT 
54 EXTREME CLOSE SHOT - FOLEY 
Propped up on the couch, his upper chest heavily ban-
daged, huge arms bare. He is very white and serious, 
FOLEY (labored) 
We've had a good thing here ••• 
(CONTINUED) 
51 
52 
53 
54 
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54 54 CONTINUED: 
CAMERA PULLS BACK to reveal his men around him: Dank 
and Bucky Lance, the three others. A huge black 
revolver is on the blanket at his right hand. 
DANK 
But how do you know you're 
going to die? 
FOLEY 
When you're carrying lead like 
this Dank, you know. 
(he coughs, then 
bitterly) 
Masterson's lead! • 
DANK 
We'll get a doctor ••• somewhere. 
Foley shakes his head. 
FOLEY 
Get Masterson. 
Foley holds up the big key on the ring and lays out the 
bait grimly. He knows them for the cutthroats they are 
and appeals to them on their own level. 
FOLEY (continuing) 
All I own ••• a fortune ••• to 
the man who kills Masterson. 
His eyes sweep the men, CAMERA FEATURING THEIR DISHONEST 
FACES. The three men react slightly, and we see they 
have no stomach for the assignment. Then CAMERA HOLDS 
on Dank and Bucky. 
FOLEY'S VOICE (continuing) 
To the man ••• or men ••• who kill 
Masterson. 
BUCKY 
(aside) 
Masterson's a little slowed 
down. 
(Dank grins, nods) 
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54A CLOSE SHOT - FOLEY 
55 
A sudden cough racks the tough Sergeant, the couch 
creaking under his convulsing bulk, 
FOLEY 
(desperately) 
And bring the proof, •• back to 
me ••• (he coughs, J?ain 
engulfs him) 
••• tonight! 
He eyes swing toward the battered clock on the cob-
webbed mantle. He knows it is ticking off his last 
hours. 
EXTREME CLOSE SHOT - THE CLOCK (HANDS AT 6:50) 
FOLEY'S VOICE 
(continuing) 
Tonight! 
LAP TO: 
INT. SCOTTY'S SALOON - NIGHT 
EXTREME CLOSE SHOT - BAT 1 S WATCH 
The elegantly engraved gold timepiece reads: 8:20. 
CAMERA PULLS BACK to reveal Bat leaning against the 
bar, replacing his watch. Angus is grim. Noble is 
at the end of the bar. 
ANGUS 
Leave, Bat. 
With the aid of his cane, Bat goes to his table, still 
favoring his left leg, sits, back to wall. OVER THIS: 
BAT 
Nuhuh. Not until I know 
Foley is dead, 
DANK'S VOICE 
Sergeant Foley is dead. 
35. 
54A 
55 
56 
Dank and Bucky are each looking over a batwing, disarming 
smiles on their faces. They push into the room. Bat 
observes them silently, his cane by his right hand. 
(CONTINUED) 
56 CONTINUED: 
ANGUS 
Now get out of here' We've 
had enough troublel 
DANK 
Would we be here if we were 
looking for trouble? Foley 
is dead, and we came to cele-
bratel We was tired bein' 
run by him. Right, Bucky? 
BUCKY 
(nods) 
Nobody dared cross Foley, but 
nobody. 
DANK 
Congratulations, Masterson! 
You did what we was scared 
tol 
Dank extends his cold, perspiring hand, but Bat isn't 
about to have one of his taken out of the play. 
BAT 
Sorry, but I seldom shake hands. 
I once caught a fungus. 
Bat warily watches the slow encirclement as Bucky spreads 
36. 
56 
a little. His right hand is on his cane which he casually 
lifts so it is resting over his shoulder. With his fingers 
he slowly manipulates the cane until he is gripping it at 
the end. 
DANK 
Did you hear that, Bucky? We 
come to bury the hatchet and 
Masterson won't shake hands. 
Both men have taken their positions to catch Bat in a 
crossfire. Dank at Bat•s right, Bucky at his left, 
close to the table. 
DANK (continuing) 
I'm insulted. 
BUCKY 
I•m insulted, too. 
DANK 
So which one of us do you 
want to draw on? 
(CONTINUED) 
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56 CONTINUED (2): 
57 
58 
With the split vision or a gunfighter, Bat takes in both 
men who have hands by gun butts. 
BAT 
Being you're such a closely-
knit family, I 1ve got a reeling 
one or you might take the 
other's side. 
Dank smirks at this, glances at his brother. It's the 
split second Bat has been maneuvering for. His gold 
headed cane comes down like a mace on the side of Danlc 1 s 
skUll, at the same time his left hand hurls the table 
into Bucky's abdomen. Dank slumps to the floor, eyes 
glassy. Bat moves faster than Bucky's hand streaking 
for his gun. Now he beats a tattoo on Bucky's skull, 
the SOUND reverberating like a ten pin strike. Bat is 
enjoying his work. 
SHOT - NOBLE AND ANGUS 
NOBLE 
Clobber 1em, Batl 
Angus reacts approvingly at Noble's turn, then looks at 
Bat; registers alarm. 
SHOT - BAT 1 BUCKY AND DANK 
The blinking Bucky goes down under Bat 1 s blows as Dank 
rises from the floor behind Bat, fumbling for his gun. 
Bat turns toward him. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
INT. LIVING ROOM OF RANCH HOUSE - NIGHT 
59 SHOT - FOLEY 
He is breathing deeply. We hear the SOUND of hprses 
galloping up, halting. Foley takes the gun, holds it 
under the blanket as the only man remaining runs to the 
window, peers into the night. 
FOLEY 
It 1s Dank and Buckyl 
Foley lowers the gun under the blanket, grins his 
pleasure. The door opens and Dank enters. 
(CONTINUED) 
37. 
56 
57 
58 
59 
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59 CONTINUED: 
FOLEY 
(continuing) 
Hello, boysl 
38. 
59 
Now Bat enters, gun held at Dank's back, who is disarmed. 
60 
61 
BAT 
Mr. Foley. 
The man makes a move for the rifles on the wall. 
BAT (continuing; 
sharply) 
Don't. Just sit -- on the 
floor. 
The man looks at Foley helplessly, sits on the floor. 
With his gun, Bat prods Dank toward Foley, whose ashen 
face now flushes with anger and disappointment. 
BAT (continuing) 
The other one couldn't make 
the trip, but Dank was kind 
enough to show the way. 
With his cane, Bat taps Dank lightly on his sore head. 
CLOSE SHOT - FOLEY 
He throws back the blanket, raises the gun toward Bat, 
cocking it as Masterson's cane enters shot, slaps the 
gun up. 
FULL SHOT - THE GROUP 
SHOOTING PAST Foley, as Foley's shot goes wild over 
Bat's shoulder and into the ceiling. Bat wrests the 
gun from Foley's grasp. 
BAT (continuing) 
You're not a very good shot. 
Foley's last attempt to conquer Masterson has passed. 
In frustration he is about to lash out again -- then he 
closes his eyes and dies. With his gun, Bat motions 
Dank toward the door, then turns to the man who is now 
slowly rising from the floor. 
(CONTINUED) 
60 
61 
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61 
62 
and 
63 
CONTINUED: 
BAT 
(continuing) 
This is an order. See that he 
isn't buried even close to 
Molly. (to Dank) 
Get going. 
He exits with Dank. 
(OMITTED) 
END OF ACT TWO 
FADE OUT. 
39. 
61 
62 
and 
63 
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(CLOSING) 
FADE IN: 
EXT. BLACKSMITH SHOP - DAY 
64 SHOT ~ BAT AND PETE 
Pete holds Bat 1 s horse as Bat approaches in his trail 
outfit~ twirling his cane jauntily, his limp nearly 
gone and a weight off his shoulders. Bat taps Mike on 
the cheek. 
BAT (jovially) 
Thanks~ Pete. 
He swings up, looks o.s. at his objective as Pete ad-justs the saddlebags. 
64A THE ICY FINGERS OF THE TETONS 
64B BACK TO SCENE 
65 
66 
PETE 
Swan Valley's glad you rode in~ 
Bat. (grins) 
You changed our town a lot in a 
short time - never thought one 
man could do it. 
BAT 
Some of the good is gone. 
Bat looks toward the graveyard. 
THE GRAVEYARD - BA T1 S POV 
Molly's tombstone is silhouetted on the top of the hill. 
PETE'S VOICE 
Some of the good~ yes. 
CAMERA PANS to a far corner where two of Foley's men 
are digging a fresh grave. 
PETE'S VOICE 
(continuing) 
And most of the bad. 
BACK TO SCENE 
PETE (continuing) 
We came out way ahead. I guess 
we'll remember Bat Masterson for 
a long time. (CONTINUED) 
40. 
64 
64A 
64B 
66 
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66 CONTINUED: 66 
Bat and Pete grin understanding. Bat turns to the hound. 
67 
BAT 
Take care of things 1 Mike. 
Mike grins back at Bat and barks. Masterson's spirited 
horse carries him up the winding road to the Tetons as 
Mike escorts Bat to the edge of town 1 turns and trots back to Pete as the SOUND of the smith's hammer rings 
throughout Swan Valley. 
THRU (OMITTED) 
70 
FADEOUT. 
- THE END -
67 
THRU 
70 
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A FOUR STAR-PAMARON-ZANE GREY PRODUCTION 
1 
"LOVE AFFAIR" 
FADE IN: 
INT. HOTEL ROOM NIGHT 
CLOSE ON carpet 
garment in it. 
ROSEMARY BLAKE, 
blonde hair and 
bag as hands come in and place a female 
CAMERA PULLS BACK TO INCLUDE a girl, 
a provocative woman in her middle twenties, 
a perfectly moulded figure. 
ROSEMARY 
There's 
Barney. 
Be left 
nothing to talk about. 
I just want to go away. 
alone, 
During the above, CAMERA HAS CONTINUED TO PULL BACK to 
reveal BARNEY CHISOM, a tall, gaunt man or thirty, his 
face is handsome, but his eyes are etched with an inherent 
brutality. His gun is strapped tightly to his right leg, 
the trademark or a gunfighter. 
BARNEY 
You ain 1t the kind to be alone, 
Rona. 
She closes the bag and turns to him. 
ROSEMARY 
Look, Barney -- I1ve just had 
enough. I take two baths a 
day and still feel dirty. I just can•t go on like this any 
more. I want to start over 
again. A new town, new races 
••• a new me. 
BARNEY 
A woman like you can 1t change, 
Rose. No more than I could. 
\lle •re cut from the same piece 
of cloth, you and me. Now get 
those travelin 1 notions outta 
your pretty little head. 
ROSEMARY 
I'm packed and ready to go. 
And this is one time I'm not 
changing my mind. 
2 DIFFERENT ANGLE 
BARNEY (a lecherous grin) 
Bet I can change it for you. 
Always have. 
( C!ONT'TNTJ.ED' 
2. 
2 CONTINUED : 
He grabs her and attempts to embrace herj she pushes him 
away. 
ROSEMARY 
No~ Barney£ 
BARNEY (getting angry) 
Don 1t make me lose my temper, 
Rose. You know what'll happen. 
ROSEMARY (with conviction) 
You've hit me for the last time. 
BARNEY (moves toward her) 
Now unpack that bag. You ain't 
going anywhere. Less it's with 
me. 
Rosemary snatches a gun from a holster hanging from the 
bed post. 
ROSEMARY 
Not any more 1 Barney. 
BARNEY 
Why 1 you dirty 1 little 
Barney lunges toward her and Rosemary fires. Barney slumps 
to the floor 1 his face an expression of shock rather than 
pain. 
3 CLOSE SHOT - ROSEMARY 
Almost immediately she is sorry she shot him; but then he 
made her do it. 
4 WIDER ANGIE 
Barney lies on the floor, moaning. Rosemary grabs her 
traveling bag and starts out. 
BARNEY 
I'll get you -- ! 111 get you 
FADE OUT: 
COMMERCIAL 
5 
3. 
FADE IN: 
EXT. MAIN STREE'l' OF VELARDI DAY 
ANGLING up the street, RINGO, riding his horse at a gallop 
reins to a halt, looks baok1 then starts to trot away as CULLY rounds the corner at a fast speed. Cully moves up 
alongside of Ringo. 
6 TRAVELING SHOT - RINGO AND CULLY 
RINGO 
Looks like you buy again. 
CULLY 
I couldn't get this lazy cayuse 
of mine to run any faster if I 
tied a Roman candle to his tail ••• 
He's just plain hardnose stubborn. 
I think he's got a little jackass 
in him. 
RINGO 
They say horses, like dogs, take 
on the characteristics of their 
owners, 
CULLY 
Yeah? 
Ringo grins and rides OUT OF SHOT as Cully slows down 
thinking about what Ringo has just said; then it hits him, 
Hey! 
7 EXT. SALOON 
CULLY {insulted) 
as Ringo is dismounting~ Cully rides up and dismounts, 
They enter the saloon, 
8 INT. SALOON 
There is only one customer this time of morning and he is 
sleeping at a table, The bartender, GEORGE, is behind the 
bar cleaning the rear shelves (NOT polishing glasses). 
RINGO 
1Morning, George, 
GEORGE 
Sheriff - well, who won this 
morning? 
(CONTINUED) 
JOHNNY RINGO 
CULLY 
LAURA 
CASE 
Rosemary Blake (Rona) 
Barney Chisom 
George (Bartender) 
Hotel Clerk 
HOT.EL ROOM 
SALOON 
SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
LOBBY OF HOTEL 
CAST 
SETS 
~ K CONTINUED: 
CULLY 
Guess. 
RINGO 
Give us a couple or coffees~ 
George. 
8 ~ A CORNER OF THE SALOON 
4. 
The PIANO PLAYER is just sittingo A beat -- then a girl 
enters from the rear and crosses to the piano. She speaks 
quietly to her accompanist~ going over her music with him. 
The girl is Rosemary. She has changed her hair-do and 
name; now she is a brunette and RONA DESMOND. 
9 ON BAR 
George shoves them two cups or coffee. Just then we HEAR 
the piano start a two-bar intro and Rona begins singing. 
Ringo and Cully turn immediately to look~ Cully~ however 1 
turns somewhat faster. 
10 THEIR POV - RONA 
as she sings, near the piano, unaware or her audience. 
11 BACK TO SCENE 
CULLY 
Talk about sweet taffy. 
GEORGE 
She came in yesterday. Asked 
for a job, She sang for me and 
I hired her~ She's pretty good, 
huh'? 
RINGO 
Good voice~ 
But Cully isn't listening to the voice. He's more 
concerned with the girl herself. He starts over to the 
piano, as Rona continues singing. 
12 MED. SHOT - RONA 
Now she notices Cully as he ENTERS THE SHOT and takes a 
chair nearby, straddling it, leaning on the back to look 
at her. Rona throws him a casual look and continues singing. 
5. 
13 CLOSE SHOT - CULLY 
as he listens to her sing. He is enjoying himself no end. 
14 SHOT - RONA 
as she ends the number• 
15 DIFFERENT ANGLE 
as Rona's voice trails off on the last note. Cully explodes 
with applause, 
16 ON BAR 
Ringo applauds, too. 
17 ON CULLY AND RONA 
RONA (to Ringo) 
Thank you. 
(to Cully) 
You, too. (to piano player) 
Thanks, Armand, that was just 
fine. 
CULLY 
Well, don't stop now. 
RONA 
We 1ve been rehearsing all morning, 
I don't want to get hoarse, 
Through the above Armand has risen, gathered up the music 
and is going now. 
RONA (continues) 
See you tonight, Armand. 
He waves and exits; 
CULLY 
I haven't heard a voice like 
yours since I left st. Louis, 
RONA 
Oh? You're from St~ Louis? 
(CONTINUED) 
17 CONTINUED: 
CULLY 
No, I played a tent show there 
once. While we were doing the 
mid-East circuit, 
RONA 
You're in show business? 
CULLY 
I was~ I'm the deputy sheriff 
here. Name's Cully. 
RONA (frowning) 
I didn't notice your badge. 
CULLY 
What • s your name? 
RONA 
Rona. Now if you'll excuse me, 
Sheriff. I think I 111 go rest 
awhile. I open tonight. 
(starts to go) 
CULLY (rises) 
I 111 take you back to your room. 
RONA 
(a hard tone) 
You tin stars are all alike. 
You think that badge gives you 
the right to grab. 
18 DIFFERENT ANGLE 
6. 
Cully is stunned; he wasn't expecting the sudden change in 
her attitude. 
CULLY 
No, ma 1am. I was just trying to 
be friendly. I didn't mean to 
offend you~ 
He turns and starts off. It takes but a moment for Rona 
to realize she has misjudged him. 
RONA 
Wait -- I'm sorr~, I --(smiles) 
I'd be~ •• pleased if you escorted 
me to my room. 
(CONTINUED) 
7. 
18 CONTINUED: 
Rona smiles again and crossing to Cully takes his arm and 
they start out. CAMERA MOVING WITH THEM as they pass Ringo 
and George at the bar. 
19 ON RINGO AND GEORGE 
as they watch them go. 
RINGO 
What's her story, George? 
GEORGE 
Don't know. I asked a few 
questions but she was pretty 
round about with the answers. 
Ringo turns and looks toward their exit. 
20 INT. HOTEL HALLWAY - DAY 
Cully and Rona stop at a door. She takes her key, opens 
the door and enters, but Cully remains in the hallway, 
his hat in his hand. Rona is pleasantly surprised. 
RONA 
Wouldn't you like to come in? 
CULLY (somewhat 
embarrassed) 
somebody might get the wrong 
idea. And I wouldn't like it 
if they said something about you 
that wasn't nice~ 
Thanks. 
RONA (genuinely) 
CULLY 
Tell you what. It•s 
cool around sunset. 
like to take a ride? 
you back in time for 
RONA (smiling) 
nice and 
would you 
I'd get 
your show. 
I think I'd like that. 
CULLY 
Fine. See you at six. 
He turns and goes off. Rona watches him go then she closes 
the door. 
8. 
21 INT. HOTEL ROOM - DAY 
as Rona closes the door~ She leans up against it as the 
CAMERA DOLLIES IN TO A CLOSE SHOT • She likes the way Cully 
has treated her; it has been so long since a man 
demonstrated such respect toward her. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
22 INT • SHERIFF 1 S OFFICE - DAY 
Cully is in front of the mirror meticulously combing his 
hair when Ringo and LAURA enter; she has a tray of coffee. 
Ringo nudges Laura and they stand there in the doorway 
watching Cully a moment. He finally notices them. 
CULLY 
What are you looking at? 
RINGO (sniffing) 
Whew! You must've taken a bath 
in that bay rum. 
LAURA 
You look very nice, Cully. 
CULLY 
Thank you, Laura. 
Cully picks up his hat and places it on his head very 
carefully so as not to muss up his hair. 
CULLY (continues) 
I•ll be back about seven, 
RINGO 
Be careful, 
CULLY (at doorway) 
or what? 
RINGO 
Never mind, 
Cully goes out, whistling. 
23 DIFFERENT ANGLE 
Ringo crosses to the door and looks out. 
RINGO 
Look at him, Like a kid with 
a new toy, 
23 CONTINUED : 
lAURA (pouring the coffee) 
He's just a normal boy going to 
see a girl. 
RINGO 
Not just a girl, She's a woman •• , 
must be five or six years older 
than Cully, 
lAURA 
I haven't seen her yet. Tell me 
about her~ 
RINGO 
Her name 1s Rona Desmond, She 1s 
pretty, has a good voice,,,nice 
smile, •• -
LAURA 
Oh? 
RINGO 
She's been around,,,you can see 
it on her face. She 1s too old for 
Cully,,,too experienced, He 
could get hurt. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
24 EXT. SUNSET (STOCK) 
9. 
~NOTE: THIS SHOUI.D BE AS BEAUTIFUL A PASTORAL SCENE AS 
'LIBRARIOUSLY" POSSIBLE) 
25 EXT. HILlSIDE DAY 
A wonderfully peaceful setting. CAMERA IS MOVING IN to a 
buckboard where Cully and Rona are sitting. 
CULLY 
I come up here often. I like 
to watch the sun disappear behind 
that flat top mountain over there, 
It makes long, cool shadows on 
the canyon floor, See? 
Rona has been looking at Cully rather than the ·scenery; but 
now she turns to look o,c. 
RONA 
Like a painting in a gold gilt 
frame, 
(CONTINUED) 
25 CONTINUED: 
26 TWO SHOT 
Yes ••• 
CULLY (seeing it,. too) 
RONA (back to Cully) 
Cully -- tell me about yourself. 
CULLY 
Well ••• I've been on my own since 
I was eleven ••• traveling with 
Carnival mud shows. I was a trick 
shot artist. 
RONA 
But you can't be over nineteen now. 
CULLY 
I met a lot of people, saw many 
things,. traveled ••• experience 
can make a man older than his years. 
RONA 
And a woman. It tells on her face. 
CULLY 
You have a very pretty face. 
RONA 
I'll be twenty-four soon. This 
Friday as a matter or fact. I 
look older,. don't I? 
CULLY 
No, you don•t. 
RONA {beat) 
I'm glad I came to Velardi 
and met you, Cully. I 1d forgotten 
a man could be gentle ••• and sweet •• 
and still a man. I'd forgotten 
so many nice things. 
10. 
There is a pause as she looks at Cully; her eyes hint or a 
decision -- whether she should kiss him or not. 
RONA (continues) 
-- guess we'd better get back. 
I have a show to do. 
Cully looks at her another moment,. then turns to the horses. 
11. 
27 \'liDER ANGLE 
as Cully turns the wagon about. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
28 INT. SALOON - NIGHT 
It is filled to capacity and for once the customers are 
not as noisy as usual -- they are entranced listening to 
Rona sing. She is doing the last eight bars or her song 
as we come in on her. Cully is at the ringside. 
29 ON RONA 
as she sings. 
30 ON CULLY 
He is at the table with Ringo and Laura, mesmerized by 
Rona. Ringo sneaks a glance toward Cully. 
31 \viDE ANGLE 
as Rona concludes her song. There is a barrage or applause. 
32 ON CULLY 1 RINGO AND LA.URA 
They are applauding but it is Cully who rises and applauds 
more vigorously than the others. 
33 ON RONA 
She bows graciously. George enters THE SHOT and hands her 
a bouquet. There is a note attached; she reads it. 
34 INSERT NOTE 
It reads: "To the prettiest., nicest taffy in the world ••• 
Cully. 11 
35 WIDE ANGLE 
to INCLUDE the small stage and c·:.ly in the f.g. Rona 
smiles and throws Cully a kiss., then she exits while the 
customers continue to applaud. 
36 ON CULLY., RINGO AND LAURA 
Cully rises. 
CULLY 
w_(sn' t she wonderful? 
LAURA 
She has a beautiful voice, Cully. 
CULLY 
I get goose bumps just looking 
at her. Excuse me. 
12. 
He hurries off as CAMERA MOVES IN TO A TWO SHOT on Ringo 
and Laura. 
RINGO (worl"ied) 
I think he•s really hooked 
this time. 
LAURA 
So what if he is? She seems like 
a nice girl. 
RINGO 
I know, but --
LAURA 
Every man has to settle down 
sooner or later. 
RINGO 
Now, that's a leading statement. 
LAURA 
Don't you believe that? 
RINGO 
Yes., I do. If the time and ••• 
the woman are right. 
(frowns again) 
But that girl ••• I just don't know. 
I hope Cully keeps a level head. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
37 EXT. ROAD - DAY 
Cully and Rona riding horseback. Cully heels his horse which 
causes Rona's mount to light out. She yells and grabs hold 
of the saddle horn. They are having a ball together. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
38 
39 
13. 
INT. CASE 1S STORE DAY 
Rona is trying on a hat; she turns to Cully who straddles 
a chair• He shakes his head negatively. Laura hands Rona 
another hat which she puts on. Now Cully nods vigorously 
in approval. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
EXT. A CLEARING DAY 
Cully3 Rona 1 Ringo and Laura are having a picnic. A 
tablecloth has been spread out on the grass and the four 
of them are eating. 
CULLY (gnawing a chicken 
leg) 
Rona, this scratch bird is 
delicious! 
RONA 
Scratch bird! 
Chicken, 
RINGO {interpreting) 
RONA 
Oh, •• I've known him for almost a 
week now and sometimes I can't 
understand a word he says, 
RINGO 
Sometimes it 1s better that way. 
CULLY 
(warmly) 
She understands me. 
A beat as Cully and Rona exchange meaningful glances; 
Laura grasps the situation and acts. 
LAURA 
Johnny -- there 1 s a little 
brook about a quarter mile that 
way. Let's go wading. 
RINGO 
Wading? Oh, now, Laura ••• 
LAURA {rising) 
It won't kill you. 
Laura reaches down and taking Ringo's hand pulls him 
reluctantly to his feet. 
(CONTINUED) 
39 CONTINUED: 
CULLY (ribbing him as 
they go) 
Now don't catch a cold in your 
big toe., Johnny. 
Ringo throws Cully a look as Laura leads him off. 
40 TWO SHOT - CULLY AND RONA 
RONA 
I like them. 
CULLY 
They're the best. She 111 land 
him one day. But she's smart., 
she's letting him play out. 
RONA 
I remember hearing about a 
gunslinger named John Ringo. 
Must 1ve been a different man. 
CULLY 
No., that was Johnny. 
RONA 
But he doesn't seem to be that 
kind or man. 
CULLY 
Ringo rode south or the law once. 
But it 1s all behind him. That 
tin star is his life now. That 
and Laura. The past is forgotten. 
I believe in leaving it that way. 
RONA 
Do you really mean that., Cully? 
CULLY 
Like Johnny says ••• the past is 
nothing but a hole filled with 
dead yesterdays. 
RONA 
Cully -- you don't know very much 
about me. MY name isn't Rona 
Desmond. It's Rosemary Blake. 
CULLY 
I used a professional name too 
once. 1 Kid A don .. s. 1 
(CONTINUED) 
14. 
40 CONTINUED: 
He reacts. 
RONA 
I didn't change it for that 
reason. I did it because ••• 
CULLY 
Look -- I know you're nice; 
you 1re pretty; •• talented •• and ••• 
you're with me. What else is 
there? 
RONA 
My father died before I was born 
and my mother -- she wasn 1t what 
you'd call a lady. 
CULLY 
Rona~ you don 1t have to ••• 
RONA 
I ran away when I was sixteen; 
worked as a waitress for a couple 
of yearsa Then I met a man --
Barney Chisom -- he got me a job 
in a saloon~ singing. He seemed 
nice and I was lonely. I've 
always been lonely, ever since I 
can remember. I started going 
with him. He looked after me. 
CULLY 
All right~ now~ let's forget it. 
RONA 
You 1re young~ Cully. 
RONA (continues) 
No 1 it's true; There's so much 
you don't know about women. Or 
what a man like Barney means. 
He was crude ••• selfish ••• mean ••• 
a gunman. I tried to get away 
from him but he wouldn't let me. 
(a beat) 
I loved my mother but I despised 
what she was; Then I realized 
Barney was malcing the same thing 
out of me. 
15. 
Rona's words have obviously stunned C·-·.lJ.y but be recovers 
quickly~ 
(CONTINUED) 
40 CONTINUED: (2) 
CULLY 
Now there 1s me. Hhat 1s more 
important? The past ••• or us? 
Us ••• 
RONA (a beat) 
CULLY 
Then forget this Chisom geek. 
And so will I. 
RONA 
But he might come looking for me. 
I don 1t want to get you in trouble. 
CULLY 
(a beat) 
Maybe I am young, Rona. But I've 
been looking for something for a 
long time~ Now that I've found 
it.,.nobody 1s going to take it 
away ••• nobody. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
41 INT. SALOON - NIGHT 
16. 
The place is doing good business. 
enters the SHOT, looking around. 
ESTABLISH. Then Rona 
Cully is entering the door. 
RONA 
Where've you been? 
CULLY 
You finished now? 
RONA 
I have to do another song in a 
half hour. 
CULLY 
Then let•s go. 
RONA 
Where are we going? 
CULLY (after a long pause) 
To your room. 
42 CLOSE SHOT - RONA 
terribly hurt. A long pause as she studies Cully. 
(CONTINUED ) 
17. 
42 CONTINUED: 
Painful questions knife through her mind; has she been 
wrong about Cully; is he no different than the rest? She 
looks at him and there is a faint touch of momentary sadness 
in her eyes as she turns to go~ Cully following. 
DISSOLVE TO: 
43 !NT. HOTEL HALLWAY - NIGHT 
as Cully and Rona arrive at her door. She stops and looks 
at him, It appears as if she were wrong about Cully and 
her bitterness is mirrored in her eyes. She hesitates 
before opening the door, 
CULLY 
vlell -- open up, 
Cully reaches down and opens the door and shouts or 
"Surprise" are HEARD • Ringo and Laura are in the room~ 
standing behind a table where a cake with lighted candles 
has been placed, It is a surprise birthday party for Rona. 
lAURA 
Happy birthday 1 Rona, 
Rona is still standing in the doorway~ stunned, 
CULLY 
Well -- go on in. 
Cully gives her a gentle shove and they enter, 
44 INT. HOTEL ROOM 
as Rona comes slowly through the door, her eyes beginning 
to moisten with tears. 
RINGO 
Well~ don't just stand there. 
say something~ it's your birthday! 
RONA (starting to cry) 
I don't know what to say -- I've 
never had a birthday cake before 
••• or a party. 
lAURA 
It was Cully's idea. 
CULLY 
Blow out the candles and make a 
wish. Blow them all out at one 
time and your wish will come true, 
(CONTINUED) 
18. 
44 CONTINUED: 
Rona looks at Cully and there is a light in her eyes that 
cannot be mistaken. 
ROSEMARY 
I don't have to blow out the 
candles. 
45 DIFFERENT ANGLE 
Rona throws her arms about Cully and kisses him, not 
passionately but warmly, longingly. It is the first time 
they have embraced and the sensation is strange at first 
for Cully but finally his arms go about her. 
46 TWO SHOT - RINGO AND IA URA 
as they reacto Ringo is still somewhat dubious of the 
relationship between Cully and this girl. 
4 7 ON CULLY AND RONA 
They finally part. 
RONA 
Oh, Cully thank you so much. 
Cully looks off toward Ringo and Laura; he becomes a little 
embarrassed. 
CULLY 
Well ••• go 'head. Blow out the 
candles. 
Rona inhales and blows; all but one is extinguished. There 
is a momentary disappointment on her face but she manages 
a smile. 
48 CLOSE SHOT - CAKE 
FAVORING the lone candle. 
MATCH DISSOLVE TO: 
49 EXT,. VErARDI STREET NIGHT 
CLOSE ON match as a cigarette is being lighted. CAMERA 
PULIS BACK TO WIDER ANGLE • The cigarette is in the mouth 
of Barney Chisom, astride his horse. He looks around then 
continues up the street as we: 
FADE OUT: 
{COMMERCIAL) 
FADE IN: 
50 INl'. H<Yl'EL HALLWAY - NITE 
Ringo and Laura are just emerging from Rona's room, 
bidding her good night as they come out. Finally 
Cully comes out, too. 
RONA 
(to all) 
Thank you for everything. 
LAURA 
We enjoyed it, Rona. 
RONA 
And, Cully -- the bracelet 
is just beautiful. 
She displays the bracelet on her wrist. 
RONA 
(continuing) 
And the cake -- and the party, 
and, well -- just everything. 
19. 
Laura senses she and Ringo are fifth wheels. She takes 
Ringo's arm and starts off. 
LAURA 
Night, Rona. Happy birthday 
again. 
RDJGO 
Good night. 
51 TRAVELING SHar - RINGO AND LAURA 
RINGO 
Why don't we wait for Cully? 
LAURA 
He's old enough to find his 
way home. 
Ringo 1s face is troubled. 
LAURA 
(continuing) 
Now, Johnny, Cully's not a 
little boy anymore. 
( CONTDJUED) 
51 CONTINUED: 
RINGO 
I knmJ, but --
They continue vJalking. 
52 ON CULLY AND RONA 
20. 
They are still in the doorway, embracing now. They part. 
CULLY 
You my girl? 
RONA 
Uh-huh. 
CULLY 
Remember that. 
Cully turns and goes off as CAivffil\A MOVES IN to a CLOSE 
SHOT on Rona and she watches him go. There is no mis-
taking the expression in her eyes. She is falling in 
love. She brings the bracelet close to her face, 
pressing it tenderly against her cheek. 
53 INT • HOTEL - NITE 
Barney Chisom is at the desk. The clerk is shaking his 
head. 
CLERK 
I 1m sorry, but there's no 
Rosemary Blake registered here. 
BARNEY 
I know she's here. li'l'iGnd of 
mine saw her take the Velardi 
stage. 
CLERK 
Maybe she's staying at Ma 
Smith's. 
BARNEY 
No, I checked there. 
(meaningfully) 
I'll find her. 
Barney turns and goes out. CAMERA MOVES IN on clerk 
who watches him go, his expression dubious, as if trying 
to remember something. 
DISSOVLE TO: 
54 CULLY 
is facing the window, his feet propped up against the 
wall, staring out at the night. A beat, then Ringo 
ENTERS. 
RINGO 
Thought you'd be in bed. 
CULLY 
Can't sleep. 
21. 
Ringo crosses to the coffee pot on the stove and while 
he pours himself a cup he keeps looking over toward 
Cully. Ringo moves back to Cully, behind him. 
RINGO 
(testing him) 
She's a pretty girl. 
Yeah 
CULLY 
(lost) 
HINGO 
That bracelet must 1ve set 
you back tvJenty dollars. 
CULLY 
Twenty-two. 
RINGO 
Are you serious about her, 
Cully? 
CULLY 
I think I love her, Johnny. 
RINGO 
You're kind of young to know 
what love's about. 
CULLY 
Is there an age limit on being 
in love? 
RINGO 
Well, now, but --
CULLY 
She's not like the other girls 
I 1ve known, Johnny. (MORE) 
(CONTINUED) 
54 CONTINUED: 
CULLY ( CONT •) 
I can feel it. It's some-
thing way down inside me --
warm and comfortable -- yet 
••• restless. Do you kno~J what 
I mean? 
RINGO 
(he knows) 
Yeah .. 
CULLY 
You like her, don't you, 
Johnny? 
RINGO 
Of course I do, but 
CULLY 
But what? 
55 DIFFERENT ANGLE 
RINGO 
For one thing, she's older than 
you. 
CULLY 
So what 1s a few years? When 
we're both over fifty, we 111 
never kno~J the difference. 
RINGO 
(girding himself) 
Cully-- Rona is ••• well, as 
you said, she's not like the 
other girls you've known. 
I'd say she 1s been on her own 
for some time. 
CULLY 
Since she was sixteen. 
RINGO 
When a girl that young has 
to shift for herself --
22. 
Ringo finds it damn near impossible to say what he wants 
to say. Cully knows it. 
(CONTINUED) 
55 CONTINUED: 
CULLY 
What are you trying to say, 
Johnny? 
RINGO 
(exasperated) 
I wouldn't try to say anything 
if you were just a little older. 
(tries again) 
Cully, look -- I like Rona --
I think she's a beautiful girl, 
and I like her -- but for you --
well, that's a different story. 
CULLY 
(wary now) 
Why not for me? 
RINGO 
You don't knovJ that much about 
women, especially women like 
Rona. 
CULLY 
{getting angr;y;) 
What do you mean, 'women like 
Rona"? 
RINGO 
Now don 1t start Jumping to 
conclusions. 
CULLY 
I'm listening. 
RINGO 
She 1s --(finds the 
right word) 
--experienced. You 1re probably 
not the first man in her life. 
CULLY 
Don't say it, Johnny. 
RlliGO 
I don't know -- maybe I should just l<:eep my big yap shut. 
CULLY 
Maybe you should. 
23. 
(CONTINUED) 
55 CONTINUED: • 2 
RINGO 
(softer) 
I had a friend once -- just 
a feliJ years older than you. 
He fell for a dance hall girl. 
Fell hard. He married her --
then every man he met after-
wards -- any man who even said 
hello to her -- he wanted to 
kill him. It ate him alive. 
CULLY 
(starting off) 
I•ve thought about that. 
That's all I've been thinking 
about ever since she told me 
about --(catches himself) 
But it doesn't make any differ-
ence, Johnny. Maybe your 
friend was weak. I don't think 
I am. 
(beat) 
She needs me, Johnny. And I 
need her. 
56 ANOTHER ANGLE 
Ringo has been studying Cully. Now he smiles, rises 
and crosses to his young deputy. 
RINGO 
I guess maybe you ~ take 
care of yourself. 
57 WIDE SHOT 
The hotel clerk ENTERS. 
CLERK 
Sheriff --(crosses to Ringo) 
There's a gunslinger in town. 
I thought I recognized him, 
but I TtJasn 't sure. Then I 
remembered. I was in Las 
Cruces when he killed two men. 
RINGO 
Who is he? 
CLERK 
Chisom. Barney Chisom. 
24. 
58 CLOSE SHOT - CULLY 
as he reacts. 
59 THREE SHOT - RINGO 1 CULLY 1 AND CLERK 
RINGO 
I know him. A paid gun. 
One of the worst. 
CLERK 
He was asking for a Rosemary 
Blake. 
RINGO 
Thanks_, Sam. He won 1t be 
staying long. Cully, I'll take 
the east end of town. You look 
around down here. 
CULLY 
What's he look like, this 
Chisom? 
RlliGO 
He's big. Over six feet. 
Light colored hair. Expensive 
clothes. He's easily spotted 
by one of two things, and 
usually both. 
CULLY 
What's that? 
RINGO 
A fast gun -- and tramp ltWmen. 
25. 
Ringo shoves on his hat and goes out as CAMERA DOLLIES 
IN TO CLOSE SHOT ON CULLY, the pain evident in his face. 
60 INT • RONA 1S ROOM - NITE 
The room is dark. Rona is in bed. A beat, then there 
is a KNOCK at the door. Rona sits up. 
RONA 
Who is it? 
The KNOCKING PERSISTS. Rona rises and crosses to the 
door, She is dressed in a nightgown. She quietly 
unlocks the door and peeks out, but the door is pushed 
open abruptly, knocking her back. 
(CONTINUED) 
60 CONTINUED: 
Barney Chisom strides in. For a moment, Rona is too 
stunned to speak. 
RONA 
(finally; 
intensely) 
Get out of here, Barney. 
BARNEY 
Is that all you got to say? 
You haven't seen me for a 
couple of weeks. 
RONA 
Let's make it a couple of 
years, About fifty. 
26. 
He walks about the room, looking it over. He spots the 
cake and dips his finger into the icing, then licks 
the greasy digit. 
BARNEY 
Nice placeo Real nice. I 
could be comfortable here. 
I heard them tRlking about the 
new singer at the saloon. But 
they said she had dark hair. 
That almost fooled me. I like 
you better with that golden 
hair. Don't like the name 
"Rona" either. Too fancy. 
RONA 
Barney, so help me, if you don't 
get out of here, I 111 
BARNEY (quickly) 
You'll what? 
(a beat) 
Listen, you little wildcat, you 
tore a hunk of my hide out with 
a slug -- now you be nice to me 
or I•ll mess up that pretty face 
of yours. 
{beat) 
No\IJ, I 1m willing to forgive and 
forget. Corne on over here. 
RONA 
No, Barney. 
(CONTINUED) 
27. 
60 CONTINUED: - 2 
She starts slowly edging toward the door, but Barney's 
reflexes are too quick. He bolts over and kicks the 
door shut. Swiftly, Rona snatches up her handbag and jerks out the derringer again, but Barney grabs her 
hand roughly and knocks it against the dresser top. 
Rona grunts a moan as herhands strike the sharp edge. 
She begins to weep, softly, turning her face toward 
the wall. 
RONA 
Please, Barney -- I'm not the 
only woman in the world. Can't 
you find somebody else? 
BARNEY 
Why should I? 
RONA 
(turning to him; 
imploring him) 
Barney, I've found something 
in this town. Something that 
could bring me happiness for 
once in my life. Don't take 
it away from mb. Leave me alone. 
Please. 
Barney notices the cake again. 
61 CLOSE SHOT ON CAKE 
The icing reads: "TO MY TAFFY". 
62 BACK TO SCENE 
BARNEY (his anger 
building) 
Been having a little party, Rose? 
63 ANarHER ANGLE 
Rona turns away from him, too late realizing she has 
said the wrong thing. Barney moves closer. 
BARNEY 
(demanding) 
What's his name?! 
(CONTINUED) 
28. 
63 CONTINUED: 
Now the realization descends on Barney. He spins her 
around and slaps her hard across the face~ knocking 
her back several feet. 
BARNEY 
You cheap little --
He bolts over and grabs her again~ slapping her across 
the side of the face~ knocking her down on the bed. 
BARNEY (continuing) 
What 1s his name? 
But Rona cannot speak~ her voice is locked in tears 
as her body trembles on the bed. Barney tries another 
tack. He sits dm-m next to her and begins stroking 
her hair 1 almost tenderly. 
BARNEY (continuing) 
Now look~ Rose, honey -- I'm 
sorry I hit you. But you 1re 
mine --you always will be. 
He leans his face down across her back~ still stroking 
her --her arms now. 
BARNEY (continuing) 
Well you don't have to 
tell me now. Maybe in the 
morning you'll change your 
mind by then. Huh~ honey? 
We 111 wait till morning. 
CULLY 'S VOICE 
Get away from her 1 Chisom! 
64 ANOTHER ANGLE 
TO INCLUDE Cully standing in the doorway~ his hand still 
on the knob~ his gun drawn. Rona sits upright in bed. 
RONA 
Cully~ get out of here! 
CULLY 
You all right~ Rona? 
(CONTINUED) 
64 CONTINUED: 
Barney looks at her then at Cully. It dawns. 
BARNEY 
Him?! That sniveling wet-
nose kid? You and h!!!!_!? 
Barney starts laughing, enjoying it. 
CULLY 
Get up! 
BARNEY 
(still laughing) 
Why, he 1d probably faint dead 
away if he saw the hem of a 
lace petticoat. 
Barney really bellows uproariously now. Cully moves 
closer to the bed. 
RONA 
Cully, please leave! 
CULLY 
I told you to get upl 
Barney's laughter subsides as he looks up at Cully. 
BARNEY 
I don't know who was fool 
enough to pin that star on 
you, boy -- 'cause you're going 
to make an awful young corpse. 
Barney starts to rise slowly. 
65 CLOSE SHOT ON RONA 
She is desperate. Suddenly she makes a decision. 
66 WIDER ANGLE 
29. 
Rona rises and crosses to Cully, stepping between him 
and Barney. 
RONA 
Look, kid -- can 1t you take 
a hint? I asked you to go. 
Three's a crowd. 
(CONTINUED) 
• 
30. 
66 CONTINUED: 
Cully is stunned by her sudden attitude. 
BARNEY (eyeing Cully) 
Get outta the way, Rose. 
RONA 
All right, Cully -- we had a 
picnic for a week or so. It's 
over now. Okay? Nm1 leave 
us alone, will you? 
Suddenly Barney pushes Rona into Cully, throwing him 
off balance. His gun is knocked to the floor. Barney 
is swift -- he is on Cully before he can recover, 
hitting him with a punch that knocks him to the floor. 
Cully starts to sit up, shaking his head clear. Barney 
drat-Is his gun slovJly. 
RONA 
Barney, no! Leave him alone! 
I 111 go with you! Don't make 
any trouble! 
BARNEY 
I'll get to you later. First, 
him! 
Rona notices something on the floor. 
6 7 CLOSE SHOT 
.The Derringer. 
68 BACK TO SCENE 
69 
Suddenly Rona reaches dovm and scoops up Cully's gun. 
She spins around and fires, but misses. Barney whirls 
around, fires, and Rona crumples to the floor. 
CULLY 
Rona! 
Now Barney realizes the situation, and spinning around, 
darts out. 
EXT • STREET - NITE 
FAVORING RINGO. He has heard the gunfire and turns 
around, looking up •• 
( 
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70 INT. HOTEL HALLWAY - NIGHT 
Revised 10/27/59 
..,.0 
d/ 
Chisom hu~~ies into the Shot and darts to the staircaseo 
He is about to run down When he HEARS the excited voices 
or men. One of the voices exclaims: "It came f'~om upstairsl" 
Chisom whirls around and dashes back, PAST CAMERA. 
71 EXT. HOTEL PORCH ""' NIGB'.r 
as Chisom comes th~ough the door and steps onto the porch. 
He looks around, t~ing to decide what to do, which way to 
go. 
72 EXT. STREET - RINGO NIGHT 
He is just stepping ott the boardwalk when, looking up. he 
sees: 
73 RINGO'S POV 
Chisom crossing to the balco:nr railo CAMERA LEPT 
74 ON RINGO 
He recognizes h~o 
RINGO (shouting up) 
Chisom! 
15 EXT. STREET - WIDE ANGLE SHOT 
Chisom turns and fires automatically, then runs to t:ar 
railing, CAMERA RIGHT, then jumps to a small roof' e.djoin1ng 
the hotel. Ringo dives to~ cove~ behind a wagon and ~e­
tu~na the ti~e. 
76 ON CHlSOM 
as he moves across the small root. A shot RINGS OUT and 
the slug ~ips a squib in the side or the building, inches 
away f~om himo He turns and tires toward Ringo then jumps to another small root and to the ~ailing of' a po~ch. 
77 ON RINGO 
He sprif$s towa~ another wagon as a shot CRACKS and the 
bullet explodes some two teet away from him just as he 
hits cover. 
i 
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78 WIDE ANGLE SHOT 
Ringo opens up with two more quick shots as Chisom darts 
to the rar end or the porch. He turns once and .tires back 
at Ringo. 
79 ON RINGO 
He steps out from behind the wagon and using his lert arm 
to steady his right, takes caretul aim and .t'ireso 
80 MED. SHC1.r - CHISOM 
He is just about to climb over the balooDJ rail when 
Ringp 1 s shot gets himJ he spins around and goes over the 
side. 
81 WIDER ANGLE 
as Chisom plummets down into a.wagon, a sign on it reading: 
TRASH COLLECTED . 
82 ANOTHER ANGLE • WAGON 
Ringo and several men walk up to the wagon and look in. 
RINGO 
You can bun him with the rest 
o.t the garbage. 
83 INT. RONA 1S ROOM • HIGHT 
Cully is bent over Rona, ~o is et111 on the tloor. 
CULLY (controlling 
his panic) 
I'll get you to the Doc•a .. 
You'll be all right. 
RONA 
My bracelet -- it's gone. 
CULLY 
I•ll get it later. 
ft')NA 
I want it,Oully. I w~t to 
feel it around my wrist. 
Cully looks around, tinds the bracelet near the dresser 
and picks it up. 
(CO :NT INUED) 
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83 CONTINUED: 
CULLY (placing it in 
· her hand) 
Here it is. 
Revised 10/27/59 
., &: 33 
He reaches under her and picks her up in his ar.ma. 
Outside, a GUN BATTLE is in progress. 
RONA 
Cully -- I hate htm. Please 
believe that. 
CULLY 
I know. Don't t:ey to talko 
RONA 
Am I -- still your girl. 
Cullyt 
He starts to cross to the door, carrying her gently. 
CULLY 
Sure you are. Couple of days 
you'll be tine. We'll go on 
another picnic -- just the two 
ot us -- maybe by that rock 
steam we f'ound. 
The bracelet falls to the floor with metallic finality. 
84 CLOSE SHOT o ON BRACELET 
as it lies on the f'loor. 
CULLY'S VOICE (softly) 
Rona --
.(louder) 
Ronal I 
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85 INT. HOTEL LOBB'· "" NIGHT 
There are some half-dozen persons milling about, looking 
out the windows. having just witnessed the gun fight. Now 
they a~e all talking excitedly, shaking their heads 
app~ovingly, knowing it was Ringo who walked away alive 
from the battle. Then, suddenly someone happens to look 
o.s., and then another, and finally, all go silent as they 
turn to: 
86 ON STAIRS 
Cully, wide wet steeaks runninr down his Cheeks, descends 
the steps slowly, carrying the lifeless body of Rona. 
No one moves. It is obvious that Cully is fighting back 
the tears -- he is NOT crying now, but has been. He 
moves through the people and out the door. 
87 EXT. HOTEL - NIGHT 
his eyes trance-like from shock, as Cully comes through 
the door, carrying Rona. Ringo is just moving toward the 
hotel when he sees him. Cully descends the boardwalk, and 
is abou~ to pass Ringo UPo 
RINGO 
Cull7ooeoo 
Cully stops and looks toward Ringo. Laura is S~EN 
entering the SHO~ in the b.g. on the boardwalk. 
RINGO 
(continues ) 
Let me h&ve her. 
Ringo places his hands under Rona's body but.Cully still 
grips hero 
RINGO 
(continues) 
Let go, Cully. 
Finally, Cully releases her and Ringo lifts the girl's 
body away from him, gently. Cully wanders off, aimlessly. 
Laura starts to go to him but Ringo stops her with a 
shake or his head. 
• 
• 
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88 
89 
ON CULLY 
CAMERi DOLLis BACK with him as he c~osses the st~eet. 
He stops at ~ post and looks back at Ringo car~ying Rona 
off in the b-..g. Cully's hands go a~ound the post as he 
watches. then'he descends to the steps of the boa~dwalk• 
almost sliding down the post. He bu~iea his face in his 
hands, as we: 
FADE OUT. 
OMITTED ( COMr4ERC IAL) 
90 OMITTED 
91 OMITTED 
92 FADE IN: 
EXT. HILLSIDE - DAY 
Abuckboard ridea into SHOT and atopa. Ringo and Laura 
a~e seated in it. looking abouto 
(CONTIRUED) 
• 
92 CONTINUED: 
LAURA 
There he is. 
Ringo follows her nod. 
93 EXT" A TREE - DAY 
Cully is leaning against it~ staring off. 
94 BACK TO RINGO AND LAURA 
RINGO 
(getting down) 
I figured he'd be up here. 
Ringo crosses o .c. as Laura t-Jatches. 
95 ON CULLY 
He stares off toward the canyon. 
96 CULLY 1S POV -VALLEY LANDSCAPE - (STOCK) 
A peaceful~ serene view 3 pastoral in mood. Birds can 
be HEARD nearby and a soft MURMUR of an afternoon 
breeze. 
97 BACK TO SCENE 
Ringo ENTERS SHOT~ quietly~ unnoticed by Cully. 
RINGO 
It 1s beautiful up here. 
Cully is mildly taken una~Jare ~ then he turns to o .c. 
CULLY ( l'emembering 
Rona's words) 
"Like a painting in a gold 
gilt frame." 
RINGO 
Cully --you've got a lot of 
years ahead of you. You'll 
get over this. 
36. 
(CONTINUED) 
97 CONTINUED: 
CULLY 
I don 1t want to get over it. 
Memories are expensive things. 
You pay for them with chunks 
of your life. 
(a beat) 
rr11 be all right, Johnny. 
But it 111 take a while. 
Cully walks off. Ringo watches him a moment, then 
crosses off. 
98 ON BUCKBOARD 
as Ringo returns and climbs aboard. 
LAURA 
I feel so sorry for that boy. 
RINGO 
He 1s not a boy any more, Laura. 
37. 
Ringo reins the horses and turns the buckboard around. 
99 ON CULLY 
as he wanders down the slope. He kicks a rock to one 
side then reaches down and plucks a wild flower and 
continues on as we ••• 
SLOWLY FADE OUT. 
THE END 
